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Greater

Portland's
weekly
Journal

of n~ws,
arts and
opinion.

Free

FREDERICK LYNCH'S BLACK AND
WHITE SPACES DANCE A MEASURED,
CLASSICAL PAS DE DEUX. BUT THE
DANCE TAKES ON A JAZZ - AND
OCCASIONALLY A ROCK - BEAT AS

HE DRAWS THE SOUND OF 110M" AT
DEAN VELENTGAS GALLERY.
SEE PAGE 23
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NESS
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Universal
health care
-without
the walt
How to fix the Canadian
plan - and bring it home.
By Nancy Watzman.
See pag~ 10
Swedes pay less for health
coverage than Americans
but get more. By LUIS
Conde-Costas.

See page 13
Study finds that Maine
families pay 11 percent of
income for health care.

See page 14
A brief history of the
national health-care
movement. By Neil Rolde.
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Has Wilter lost his marbles? You be the
judge ... First, hesautees j ulienn~d stripsof
plump, Inneless chicken breast in butter
with white wine and fresh cream then adds
tangy Genoa salami and a few other choice
secret ingredi~nts and tosses it all together
WI t:h a curly nbbon pasta. Making you crazy?
Then stop by and try one the creative new
dIshes on our menu. See you soon!

~~{f~

-W·WM15 Exchange Street Portland, ME 04101 (207)871 .9258

A review of the top news stones affecting
Greater Portl .... d: J_nu_ry 14 through 21, 1992.

McKernan drops ye~
another budget
Democrats criticize reliance on one-time savings

Home Theater Audio-Video Receiver .
Dolbye Pro-Logtc S1DTOund Sound System
• Center Channel Amp/Pre-Amp
• Programmable Remote
Control (unlversaD
• Easy to Use
• All Discrete Front and Rear
Channels
• Multi Room Capablllty

• Adjustable TIme Delay
• Onscreen Display Mode
(some models)
• Output to Subwoofer
(some models)
• Hefty, SoUd Construction
• 3 yrs. Parts & Labor
Come In today for an impressive demonstration

E~lald
COIRpaR!(

."'-

424 Payne Rd.• Scarborough, ME 04074· (207) 8834173
'Just OI1e extra mie solAh d lhe Maine Mal'

Breathe Free
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Gov. John R McKernan unveiled his plan for bridging a $166
million budget gap through June 1993 on Jan. 17, and was
immediately criticized by Democratic budget analysts for
proposing as little as $27 million in new spending cuts.
Administration budget chief H. Sawin Millett pegged the
new cuts proposed by the governor slightly higher, at $33
million, while conceding that about $70 million of the gap
would be offset by spending deferrals, debt refinancing and
revenue transfers.
The remainder of the looming deficit - which represents the
combination of a projected revenue shortfall of $115 million and
emergency spending requests of about $51 million - would be
covered by continuing cuts made in a separate $lOS-million
budget.balancing package approved last month.
McKernan said the new budget plan - his second major
proposal for revising the state's two-year $3.2 billion spending
blueprint since it was enacted in July - was built around onetime manipulations in large part to avoid more cuts in state aid
to municipalities.
Democratic critics took issue with the overall composition of
the McKernan package, which the governor said he expected to
pass mPster with Wall Street credit raters.
In ljoint statement issued by the Democratic chairmen of the
legislature'S Appropriations Committee, Portland Sen. Joseph
C. Brannigan and Topsham Rep. Lorraine N. Chonko said
McKernan's plan failed to fulfill the rhetoric of his State of the
State address.
'1 am very troubled by the large number of new employees
and .t he fact that there appear to be no administrative layoffs in
the proposal," Brannigan said.
The administration's restructuring proposals would include
an effective merger of the Maine Turnpike Authority and the
Transportation Department, which McKernan is counting on to
generate $5 million through the biennium.

Casco Northern
backs Cumberland
housing project
Casco Northern Bank will
loan almost $1 million to the
affordable housing project in
Cumberland that F1eet Bank
abandoned last month (CBW
12.12.91).
At a Jan. 13 Town Council
meeting, bank Vice President
Scott Fox told Cumberland
officials and townspeople
that Casco Northern would
commit a $980,000 loan
toward Small's Brook
Crossing, a long-proposed
development of 49 singlefamily homes on Tuttle Road.

Underwater
LEARN TO SCUBA DIVE FOR HALF PRICE!
Next class begins Feb. 11" Enroll Early!

tommy-'s
DIVE

J~nUllry

S

HOP

273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357 • Mon·Sat. 8·5, Thurs. 'tit 8

Children's Museum
picks new design
The Children's Museum of
Maine has chosen Stephen
Blatt &: Associates' design for
a new downtown museum
from 23 entries, said museum
Executive Director Anthony
Mollica.
"This design best fit our
needs," Mollica said. "We'll
make a few minor changes,

but overall we're very
pleased."
Mollica said the new
design would retain much of
the character of the former
Chamber of Commerce
building on Free Street. "The
architects really left the
outside of the building intact,
and created a dynamiC space
inside that's flexible enough
for changing exhibits," he
said. The handicappedaccessible museum will have
an outdoor activity space
including a picnic area,
flOwing water and a patio.
The Children's Museum
purchased the Chamber of
Commerce building last year.
Demolition work at the site
will probably begin in May,
said Mollica, and construc·
tion will begin this summer.
The museum has set Jan. I,
1993, as its target date for
opening.
''Downtown is a great
place," he said. '1t's been
badmouthed enough, but I'm
really looking forward to
being there. We'll be much
more accessible to people."

The city of South Portland
agreed to pay a fine of
$30,000 to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and
the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection
(OEP) for dumping too much
untreated sewage into Casco
Bay.
The suit, filed in 1990,
focused on a large number of
combined-sewer overflows
into the bay. Last November,
city residents approved an $8
million expansion of South
Portland's Waterman Drive ·
sewage treatment plant that
will cure some of the overflow problem. City engineers
are also stud ying other
overflow areas, said Assistant
City Manager Jeff Jordan.
Under the settlement,
South Portland will have
three years to 'upgrade its
sewage treatment systems.

Riverton Park Is
historic
Riverton Park, the former
trolley park that is threatened
by a three-lane addition to
outer Forest Avenue, was
named a historic area by
Portland's Planning Board
Jan. 14. The decision makes it
unlikely that state crews will
dismantle stone pillars and a
dilapidated archway that
mark the entrance to the park
(CB W 12.5.91).
Maine Department of
Transportation (MOOT)
engineers still have not
decided how they will
expand the highway, said
Portland City Councilor
Charles Harlow, but MOOT
has agreed to work around
the stone entranceway.
'They've basically said
they'll redesign the bridge,"
said Harlow. "It's a win for
us."
The historic designation
will come before the City
Council for final approval
shortly. Such a designation
could pave the way for the
park's inclusion in the
National Historic Register,
which would make federal
money available for redevel·
opment of the park.
''Right now I'm just happy
that it'll be saved," Harlow
said. 'This is something good
for the neighborhood. Our
long-term goal is to rejuvenate that park."

Survey: Is
.Westbrook high?
One in three Westbrook
High School seniors uses
tobacco regularly, one in four
drinks alcohol at least once a
month, and one in five uses
marijuana at least once a
month, according to a survey
of this year's senior class.
School and police officials
surveyed two-thirds of the
high school's 215-member
senior class. School Superintendent Edward F. Connolly
said he wasn't surprised at
the numbers. Others suggested the study didn't reveal

Continued on page 4
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IT'S PLAIN ... IT'S SIMPLE
Morong Falmouth offers the best service and the best
selection. 40 Years of continuity insure customer satisfaction.
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VOLKSWAGEN FOX
from $6,980
1.8 liter fuel Injected engine overdrive
transmission. front wheel drive tinted glass.
Intermlttant wipers. rear window defroster.
Halogen headlamps. cloth Interior.
reclining front seats .

MAZDA 929
from $26,900
Driver and passenger alrbags. 3.0 liter DOHC
24 valve V6 4 speed electronically controlled
transmission. 4 wheel disc brakes with ASS. IS'
alloy wheels. 8 way power drlver's seat. power
windows, locks, mirrors. full Instrumentation.
cruise control. anti-theft alarm system.
automatic climate control. AM/FM casette w/
6 speakers, power antenna. power sunroof, 36
mo/SO.OOO mile bumper to bumper wa.rranty.

MAZDA MX-3
from $11,995
1.616 valve fuelln/ected engine (V6 available),
5 speed transmlss on, front wheel drive. power
steering. power brakes. front and rear stabilizer
bars. reclining front seats. fold down rear seat.
full Instrumentation. tinted glass. rear window
defroster. 36 mo/50.000 mile bumper to bumper
warranty.

MAZDA 323
from $7,150

VOLKSWAGEN CORRADO SLC
from $21,900

1.6 fuel Injected engIne. front wheel drive .
5 speed overdrive transmIssIon . Halogen
headlamps. reClining front seats . fold
down rear seat, rear window defroster.

176 hp narrowllne V6 fuel Injected engine. 4
wheel disc brakes with ASS. power steering. air
condltlonlng. crulse control. power windows.
locks. mirrors, IS" BSS alloy wheels, full
Instrumentation. 2 Year/24,000 mile bumper to
bumper warranty. 5 Year/50,000 mile power train
warranty.

AUDI 100
from $26,400
2.8 liter. fuel Injected V6 engine. 5 speed
manual transmission. 4 wheel disc brakes with
ASS. fully galvanized steel body, anti-theft
alarm. AM/FM stereo cassette radio. air
conditioning. tilt & telescopiC steering wheel.
power windows, locks mirrors , cruls control. 3
year/50.DOD mile bumper to bumper warranty.
3 year/50.000 free scheduled maintenance
program.

VOLKSWAGEN JETTA GL DIESEL
from $10,825

Classic raodster design. driver's side alrbag. 1.6
DOHC 16 valve fuel Injected engine, sport
suspension with front and rear stabilizer bars,S
speed manual transmission. 4 wheel disc brakes.
rack & pinion steering , reclining bucket seats. full
Intrumentatlon. Intermlttant wipers. tinted glass.
36 mo/50,OOO mile bumper to bumper warranty.

37 mpg city. 43 mpg highway. 5 speed
transmlssiofo) , dual remote mirrors. tilt steering
wheel. velour Interior with reclining front
seats , rear defroster. tinted glass, 6 speaker
sound prep system.

What many call the ultimate driving mach ine can be yours for
well under retail price ' Every option available including heather
interior, power sunroof, power seats, on board computer, alloy
wheels and of course air condo and stereo tape player. In
beautiful candy apple red, this is the ultimate deal!

1989 SAAB 90005
$12,648
Here is a vehicle that is ever so popular and even more so at this
price· 5 speed, 5 door, leather, air cond., alloy wheels, power
sunroof, trip computer, heated sezs, climate control, power seall;
and lots, lots more· You don't see them like this very often at
this price!

MAZDA MIATA
from $14,500

1988 OLDSMOBILE CALAIS

$6,838

This is absolutely gorgeous and with only 35,000 miles· Power
driver's seat, automatic, 6 cyl. , AM/FM cassette, tilt steering wheel
and more· This one you can't go wrong and it's priced to sell
quickly so don't wait!

1990 MAZDA B·2600
$8,190
Here is the right rruc\c at a give.away price· You won't believe
what you get· automatic, air condo AM/FM cassette, SE·5 spore
packjage, bed liner and more· New is over $12,000, depreciation
has already been taken by previous owner • Come quickly!

1988 VW QUANIUM
$7,786
$8,268 This is an excellent value at any price - Retail is well over $8,800

1990 GEO PRIZM

Everybody is looking for a nice 5 door hatchback · Everybody will
be looking at this one with automatic, stereo cassette, tinted glass,
rear defroster and only 31,000 miles· This car is like new and
priced like 1985 prices!

• equipped with automatic, power windo~ power sunroof, air
condo alloy wheels, power door locks, AM/FM cassette and very
low miles· This one can be all yours for as Iitc1e as ... What a
deal!

Because The Driving's Gotto Be Fun

FALMOUTH
VOLKSWAGEN
US ROUTE ONE

PORSCHE

MAZDA
FALMOUTH ME

AUDI
781-4020
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STYLE SKIN CARE WHEN I LEFT
See what your shin has
CANADA. BUT AT L'ESTHETIQUES
been missing. L'E:;thetiquesIT'S AS CLOSE AS PORTLAND."
DO M.'. 8RUNS'MC<
home of the two-hour facial.

Ill..

L' Esthetiques

Skin Care Clinic
4 Kelly Road, just off Route 1
Falmouth, Maine
781-5100

An ancient symbol of productiveness, wisdom and life.
Pendants
Rings in 14K Gold
Sterling silver with chain $60 Narrow: Size 7'/2 & smaller $190
14K gold without chain
$280
Size 8 and larger $225
Wide:

Size 7'/2 & smaller $240
Size 8 and larger $290

Add $3 for shipping; Maine residents also please
add 6% sales lax. VISA/MC/Amex

•

abaCus
american crafts
44 Exchange Street· Portland. ME 04101
(207) 772-4880

SKIERS ... DON'T BE
BUMMEDOUTI
GO TO TUCKERMAN'S
KICK·BUTT STORE· WIDE
SKI EQUIPMENT SALE
4 DAYS ONLY

20 60% OFF
m

Famous Brand Names by Rossignol,
Nordica, K2, Salomon, Marker,
Dynamic, Look and others.

•• • BOOTS •••
NORDICA

••• SKIS···
K2

SALE

TNCExtreme

$299.90 $495.00

REG.

SALE

REG.

557 mens & ladies
$99.90 $220.00
582 mens & ladies
$199.90 $270.00
F8 Syntech mens & ladies $299.90 $395.00

SALOMON
DYNAMIC
VR 17 SL
World Cup OS & SL
ROSSIGNOL
STS
DV6Ladies

4SK
7MK
70K
70KJr.

$149.90 $385.00
$379.90 $540.00

SX 42 mens & ladies
SX 83 EXP

$109.90 $195.00
$314.00 $395.00

•• • BINDINGS •••
$219.90
$349.90
$329.90
$349.90
$369.90
$199.90

' $385.00
$475.00
$475.00
$490.00
$530.00
$290.00

• 30% OFF AU CB &OBERMEYER •

LOOK
Z 3 Tumtable
Z Forza Thmtable
Z Racing Thmtable

$89.90 $195.00
$109.90 $220.00
$199.90 $260.00

• 40% OFF KIDS KAELIN •
NOW $39.90 to $69.90
Reg. $70.00 to $120.00

THE SKI PEOPLE SINCE 1936

TUCI(ERMAN'S
~

the true extent of the problem.
"Those figures sound low
to me," said Margaret Jones,
director of preventive
education at Day One
Alcohol and Drug Services
for Youth and Families.
About half of the students
said their parents know about
their drug use.

Portland may
battle Boston for
Baxter trust

Tree of Life Rings and Pendants

Rings in Sterling Silver
Narrow $39
Wide $49

Contillued from page 2

Freeport· Freeport Outlet, Route 1· 865·1348 & New Hampshire· Main St., No. Conway· 603·356·3121

Portland officials are
deciding whether to launch a
legal offensive against Boston
over more than $1 million in
a trust left by two of Maine's
most prominent conservationists and philanthropists.
Turn-of-the-century
Portland Mayor James
Phinney Baxter left $50,000 to
Boston in 1921, specifying
that the city must eventually
use the money and interest
from it to build a "pantheon"
honOring the pilgrims and
other early New England
settlers.
His son, Percival B. Baxter,
the dog-loving governor who
gave Mt. Katahdin to Maine,
left the trust another $200,000
after his death in 1969.
The elder Baxter stipulated
that once the fund reached $1
million, Boston had one year
to begin building the elaborate memorial building he
envisioned. If Boston didn't
meet the deadline, he said,
the fund should be transferred to Portland.
Portland officials are
certain that Boston either
missed the deadline or is
close to missing it - depending on whose interpretation is
used to calculate the fund's
growth - and they'd like to
cash in on the trust.

Mainers keeping
money In-state
Deposits in Maine-based
banks and thrifts grew 6.6
percent in the fiscal year that
ended last June, taking
business from banks owned
by companies based outside
Maine, said the Maine Bureau
of Banking's annual report.
The report said negative
publicity surrounding larger
banks might be contributing
to the success of Maine
banks.
In the Greater Portland
area, depositors left Fleet
Bank, which took over both
Maine Savings and Mltine
National banks during 1991.
Fleet lost $11.1 million in 1991
even as its Rhode islandbased parent Fleet-Norstar
Financial Group posted a $98
million gain for the year.
Local banks such as
Gorham Savings and the
fledgling Maine Bank & Trust
took up some of those
deposits. Gorham Savings,

which is opening a new
Branch in Windham, de" scribed its assets as having
grown about 16 percent in
1991. Maine Bank & Trust,
"Yhich opened last November, plans to add branches in
South Portland and
Falmouth.
Meanwhile, Key Bank of
Maine, which is based in
Augusta but owned by Key
Corp of Albany, N. Y., bucked
the trend and posted record
profits. Key earned $22.6
million last year, up 5.6
percent over 1990.

Take a bus to
Boston ...
A new non-stop bus route
running between Portland
and Boston will offer service
that is cheaper, more frequent
and at least as fast as a
proposed rail passenger
route, its president says.
Harry Blunt, president of
Concord Trailways, said his
bus line will operate six
round trips daily between the
Marginal Way Terminal in
Portland and Boston's South
Station. Blunt said he hopes
to attract commuters, college
students and day-trippers.
"You can't compare the
train to a bus," said Wayne
Davis, leader of Trainriders
Northeast. He said trains can
offer such ad vantages as food
and liquor service, roomy
seats, reliability in bad
weather and romantic allure.
"If people are going to be
trapped (in traffic) on the
highway," Davis said, "they
would rather be in their car."
The federal government
has pledged $50 million to
upgrade track and equipment
for an Amtrak plan, which
would also require Maine
and possibly New Hampshire
to pay an annual operating
subsidy beginning at $2
million. Springfield Terminal
Railway Co., the leading rail
freight operator in the region,
also wants to compete for a
Portland-Boston passenger
train route.

... but don't stop
for George
Kennebunkport is considering a proposal to ban buses
from stopping at President
Bush's seaside home, as well
as a proposed ban on bus
parkin~ in the downtown
area.
Bus drivers who stop to
allow passengers to take
snapshots of Bush's Walkets
Point compound would be
subject to $250 fines under
the proposal, which pits local
residents who are fed up with
traffic congestion against
business owners who reap
profits from Bush-watchers
and other tourists.
"It's a problem for everybody -lots of fumes from
buses when they idle for long
periods of time, and also
noise and rumble of the
diesel engines," said William
McDonough, chairman of a
committee studying the
proposal.
Continued on page 6
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Make Your
Valentine
Fall Head
Over Heels.

NEW YEAR SPECIAL
T\lVO MEMBERSHIPS FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE!

0\\ WHERE ABB 7'.
SINGLE MEl\T~•
Give Teleflora's Tumbling Hearts
Bouquet. A delightful Valentine's
Day rememberance for sweethearts and friends alike. Fresh
blooms in a whimsical, bright red
porcelain bud vase. To send this
unique bouquet
anywhere, call or
visit our shop today.

$2000

31eleflom

ihe

AT TOGETHER
MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE IN '92

Carr us today!

FREE PARKING

b]ztfler

761-1580

998 Larrabee Road
Westbrook, Maine 04092
854-0411
EST. 1974 THE PERSONAL INTRODUCTION SERVICE

130 St.John St· Portland

ClASSIC
MATTRESS
MAINE'S LARGEST SEALY
POSTUREPEDIC SLEEP CENTER

(

Listed below is just a small sample of the models on display

Sealy Quilted Mattress
Matching Box Spring
Twin Set
139.95
Full Set
199.95
Queen Set 239.95

Sealy
Posturepedic

Sealy
Premium
Twin Set
Full Set
Queen Set
King Set

199.95
299.95
349.95
449.95

Twin Set
Full Set
Queen Set
King Set

299.95
399.95
499.95
649.95

Sealy
Pillow Top
Twin Set
Full Set
Queen Set
King Set

Old-fashioned horsehair filling
plus state of the art Sealy Posturepedic
Spring Technology gives you
"The Ultimate Hard Mattress"

The luxury of a pure 100% virgin woolSealy Posturepedic
Warm in Winter - Cool in Summer.
Your choice: Ultra plush or Ultra Firm

Full Set
1049.95
Queen Set 1099.95
King Set 1399.95

Full Set
1199.95
Queen Set 1299.95
King Set 1599.95

399.95
499.95
599.95
799.95

YES - YOU CAN PURCHASE ANY MATTRESS SEPARATELY! YES - WE HAVE CUSTOM AND ODD SIZES!

• 365 Forest Ave., Portland 871-8606

Across from Oakhurst Dairy

• 581 US Route 1, Scarborough 883-2886
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Free Layaway

Next to Dunstan School

• 120 Center St. Plaza, Auburn 777-5738

Near Jade Fountain

• Mon. - Fri. 10-6, Sat. 9-5, Sun. Noon-4

(Portland Noon - 5)

Free Delivery & Set Up. Free Old Bed Removal (most models)

•
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•

FREE
FREE
Konica film &

2nd set 4"

Continued from page 4
But Rick Griffin, owner of
the Kennebunkport Inn, said
he's almost fully booked
through next fall with tourbus passengers, "It is part of
my bread and butter," he
said. "This business could not
exist without them."
The proposal will go to a
town vote in March.
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Yarmouth mud
flats reopened;
Falmouth next?
STUDENTS • PARENTS • STUDENTS .. PAIIENTS • STUDENTS • PARENTS

FINANCIAL AID
HOTLINE:
1-800-228-3734
If you are a college student, or if you

The Hotline is open 9 to 5, Monday
through Friday, and throughout
January, hours will be expanded to
8 p.m. on Mondays and Thursdays.
Financial aid officers from Maine
colleges and universities will man the
telephones to answer your questions
about completing forms and sources
of financial aid.
WE LOOK FORWARD
TO YOUR CALL.

think you might start college in Sep·
tember of 1992, it is time to begin
preparing applications for student aid.
If you plan to continue your education
this fall, you will need to learn more
about the FAF Form, Guaranteed
Student Loans, Federal Education
Grants, State Scholarships, and other
possible financial resources to meet
your education expenses. To help
Maine students and their families get
this information, the Finance
Authority of Maine has established the
Financial Aid Hotline: 1·800·228·373~.
THE TILIPHONE CAL"L~,.",.,,_ _ _'"
AND INFORMAnON~
ARI'RIE.

As the town of Yarmouth
announced it would reopen
clam-rich mud flats sur- rounding Cousins Island and
Sea Meadows Point, neighboring town Falmouth
studied reopening-some of its
own flats.
'1t was just time for them
to open," said Michael
Murray, Yarmouth's clam
warden, after a Jan. 9 Town
Council vote reopened the
flats. "We opened them for
three weeks last spring and
the clamming was good."
Murray said the flats were
originally closed after
overharvesting reduced the
numbers and sizes of local
clams.
Maine Department of
Marine Resources officials
also announced that Muscle
Cove and other coastal flats .
in Falmouth were pollutionfree. The town's shellfish
committee must formally
decide to reopen the flats.
Earlier this year,
Phippsburg and Freeport also
reopened flats that had been
closed because of pollution or
overharvesting.

Jolly John returns

•
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Why not treat yourself - you
deserve it - to a FREE Personal
Ad? There are dozens of
interesting people looking for a
woman like you; and you can
someone who is
~ deGide for yourself which of your
E attracted to those
~ admirers you'd like to contact.
~
things you like
~ Take out a FREE Personal Ad and
.~
most about
you'll receive instructions in the
yourself?
~ m~iI on ~ow to .record your
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vOice mall greeting and how to
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"Jolly John" Pulsifer has
decided he'd rather switch
than collect unemployment
checks. On Jan. 13, Pulsifer
began hawking Dodges and
Jeeps at Route 1 Auto City in
Saco - but he can't use his
trademark nickname, at least
not yet.
Pulsifer dealt Ford and
Lincoln-Mercury cars for
years along a congested strip
of Route 1 that straddled the
Biddeford-Saco line. But in
1991, Pulsifer filed for
Chapter 7 bankruptcy after
his assets fell $8 million
behind his bills. Because
those bankruptcy proceedings continue, he can't use
the "Jolly John" name in ads
yet.

Cumberland's bin
generous
- Regional Waste System
(RWS) distributed plastic bins
to each of Cumberland's 2500
households, part of a town
effort to encourage more
curbside recycling by town
residents.
'We figured that if
everyone got a bin, everyone

United States he smokes
marijuana in all-night
religious services to commune with God.
"You take a sacred plant, a
medicine," explained Rupert.
"It gets you high and it gives
you vision. That's communion with God when you get
that vision from the spirit."
The city's attorney pointed
out that Rupert is not a
Native American.

would participate," said Julie
Flanagan, secretary to
Cumberland's Department of
Public Works. "That's our
hope, anyway. The town
saves money when we
recycle." Residents can fill the
new bins with any mixture of
clear glass, plastic, newspaper and tin, she said. Previously, Cumberland had
asked residents to put each of
those recyclables in a separate bag.
Cumberland is the only
town in Greater Portland that
picks up recyclables at
curbside. The town ranks
second among the 28 member
communities that send
recyclables to RWS, said RWS
recycling director Carol
Eisenberg. From July until
December, Cumberland
recycled 116 tons (8.32
percent) of its trash.

Reported by Paul Karr and
The Associated Press

weird news
... For the third time in
less than a month, the
Peoples Heritage branch
bank located on Portland's
Congress Square has been
robbed.
The most recent bandit
made his getaway by hailing
a taxi - but was tracked by
police to an apartment
building where he was
arrested.
Richard Poland, 38, of
Portland was charged Jan. 15
with this robbery, said Police
Lt. Richard Rizzo.

KARATE sign
chopped down
The prominent KARATE
sign at 500 Congress St. was
hauled down early Jan. 17 as
part of Portland's effort to
face-lift the fading downtown
district.
Virginia Hildreth, the
city's director of economic
development, said the sign
discouraged potential
investors and didn't represent a positive image of
Congress Street. The sign is
now in storage on city
property, she said, and could
be sold as scrap metal.

Father O'Hara's
won't close
Father O'Hara's Public
House, the Danforth Street
pub that occupies the former
site of The Tree, won't tum
off its taps after all. After a
four-day hiatus for basic
renovations, the suds and
Irish jigs are back.
'The only change is that
there's different management," said new manager
Michael Cross. 'We did this
to give the owner more free
time."
Cross said the pub's
owner - and its Irish theme
- would stay the same.
'We're still a rock 'n' roll
joint," he said.

Holy smoke
A Harvard Divinity School
graduate has asked the state's
highest court for his pot pipe
back.
Erwin L. Rupert contends
his freedom to worship God
by smoking marijuana was
restricted after Portland
police confiscated his "medicine pipe."
Wearing faded blue jeans,
a string tie and a pony tail,
Rupert served as his own
attorney Jan. 9 before the
Maine Supreme Judicial
Court in Portland. '1 was
very nervous," he said
afterward. "But I think I got
some good eye contact with
the justices."
Rupert, a 36-year-old
Portland resident, said that as
minister of the Native
American Church of the

I

...Ivor Mitchell is trying to
raise lobsters on a prairie Portage La Prairie, Manitoba,
to be exact.
'1t's your basic feed-lot
operation," said Mi tchell
who, with partner Alex
Basilevsky, recently opened
Prairie Lobster Farm. At this
point, the two are still trying
to figure out how the lobsters
will live so far from the
ocean.
"I'll be using 600 of them
to run the study with," said
Mitchell. ''Then I'll probably
have another 400 to 600 for
sale so I can recoup some of
my losses."
Those losses can be heavy.
More than 1,000 lobsters were
flown from Halifax, Nova
Scotia, last week but only two
survived the trip.
But those kinds of "technical difficulties" are to be
expected in a project of this
nature, said Mitchell .•

politics
&other mistakes

7

RE-OPENING of
ByAl Diamon

Council candidate surplus
Even before Portland City Councilors Linda Abromson and
Esther Clenott decided not to run for re-i!lection to their at-large
seats, their potential replacements were lining up. Now that the
two incumbents are out of the way, Portland has more council
candidates than vacant storefronts.
The early front-runners for the two seats are probably political
newcomers Kerl Lord and Paul Tyson.
Lord is a teacher who serves as president of the Parkside
Neighborhood Association. An Ohio native who's lived here 14
years, she's an advocate of developing more clout for the city in
Augusta. 'There's too much distance between the neighborhoods
and the Legislature," said Lord.
Tyson said he's "been on the phones for three or four months"
soliciting support for his council bid. It seems to be working:
. District 1 Councilor Peter O'Donnell is chairing the campaign, and
several veterans of Tom Andrews' congreSSional machine and the
anti-turnpike widening group are also on board. Tyson hais from
Illinois. He was transferred to Loring Air Force Base in 1978, and
decided to stay. He's 31, works in real estate and serves on the
boar~ of Habitat for Humanity. His political agenda includes
helping Bath Iron Works convert from military to commercial uses,
and building coalitions in the Legislature.
Rupert (Richie) RIchardson is the brother of former councilor
and school committee member Gifford (Kippy) Richardson. He's a
Portland native, recently retired and making his first bid for public
office. Richardson wants to preserve police, fire and public works.
He opposes the council's Jan. 6 decision to lend money to the
Portland West Neighborhood Planning Council to renovate Rosa
True School into apartments.
Leo Killinger said, '1t's time for a blue collar worker" on the
Portland Council. Killinger, 41, is a Portland native who works as a
contractor and bartender. He;s never run for office before, but
wants a council seat in order to find out "why it's costing so much
to live here."
Thomas Vacca wants to stop the council from catering to
"special interest groups," but wouldn't give any examples. He said
there's "a lack of trust" in City Hall, which can be cured by putting
more "down-to-earth" types in office. Vacca, making his virgin
attempt for office, is a self-employed remodeler and manager of the
Wayside Soup Kitchen.
William Harrigan has name recognition, if nothing else.
Harrigan was found guilty of distributing anonymous anti-gay
flyers during the 1990 elections, and fined by the state Ethics
Commission. He's due in court in February to explain why he
never paid that fine. Harrigan has run for the council several times
before without success.
Others who have taken out council at-large nominating petitions
include Sean Kelly of North Street, who doesn't seem to have a
phone, and Reta Greenlaw Brown of Congress Square Plaza, who
has a phone but doesn't seem to use it to return calls.
Others who haven't taken out petitions yet, but are probably
runIJing anyway: former Councilor Robert (Danny) Lee and former
council candidate Robert Hains. Lee has a serious block of conservative support, and an even more serious block of opposition that's
cost him two attempts to regain his seat. Hains has the Portland
Taxpayers Association for support, and the fact that almost nothing
is impossible for inspiration.
At least two other well-known - but so far secretivePortlanders are said to be considering the council race now that
Abromson and Genott are out.
That is, if they're not afraid of crowds.

ichan[s
for your Favorite German Food
E"teruif1e Beer &' Wille Selection

Thursday, Friday & SaturdaYI
Dinner 5 to 9 pm
Re.ervationa
Recommended

729-9673
RTE 123. NO. HARPSWELL. ME .• lust 6.5 miUJ.from Bowdoin Co/lese

PEOPLE
SAY•..
· .. we have the best selection of
oriental rugs in Maine.
· .. we have more real Persians
than anyone around.
· .. they really enjoy coming to
Hard Cider Farm; so do their kids.
· .. they learn an awful lot about
oriental rugs here.
· .. they don't need a lot of money
to buy a good rug here.
· .. we treat them wicked nice.
· .. we're the best kept secret in
New England ... but, we won't
be if people keep saying it.

Say ... isn't it time
for you to discover...
"The Maine Source
of Oriental Rugs"e

Fickett bids for the big time
"You can't be a Democrat. Yoli just can't be."
That was the reaction of a prominent leader of the donkey party
in South Portland to conservative City Councilor Robert Fickett's
announcement that he's running for the state Senate as a Democrat.
Fickett is seeking the seat being vacated by Republican Barbara
Gill.
Fickett said he's a lifelong "Jefferson Democrat" and welcomes
the chance to face off against more conventional party members in
the June primary.
His platform calls for abolishing the state income tax and cutting
the pay of every state worker making more than $20,000. His
conservative stands may not be his biggest political liability,
however. The Portland Press Herald reported Jan. 11 that Fickett is
more than three years behind on his property taxes, owing South
Portland more than $17,000. Fickett said he was "targeted" in the
article to keep him out of the race.
Fickett will have plenty of company on the ballot. State Rep.
Santo DiPietro of South Portland, Peter Leslie of Cape Elizabeth
and 1990 Senate candidate Birger Johnson are also considering the
race.

If you've got secrets you're dying to share, we~re more than willing to save
your lifo, Write to "Politics and other mistakes, care of Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. Too weJlk to wriJi? Call
775-6601 for immediate re1i4.
W
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HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Thes.-Sat.

,
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acupuncture
PORTLAND CENTER OF CLASSICAL ACUPUNCTURE

~~~

145 Newbury Street
Portland, Maine 04101

Devereux Hopkins, l. Ac.
Anne Riesenberg, l. Ac.

(207) 775 -0058

Committed to improving the quality of your health
i-

~
f

\,..

~ELLNESS

DIRECTORY
educational services

counseling

Coleen Connolly, R.N., M.Ac.
Urensed Acupuncturist

d

Find Out How Acupuncture Can Serve You.
Call
399 Fore St. 2nd floor
828-0059
Portland

astrology

WHITE MOUNTAIN
SCHOOL OF
SELF-DEFENSE

Children,
Adolescents,
Adults

725-8226 _
Consultations by phone, mail or in person
P.O. Box 1, Topsham, ME 04086 0 VISNMastercard

Wo",..,. 's self discovery gr0':t..s.

Day and llIHming groups avai ble.

775-2233

Sheila O'Connell LCSW
Counseling & Therapy
for
IndiViduals, couples, groups & families
Over twenty years experience
Intown Portland

774-4775

MEN'S GROUP
"7be An of Betng Yourself'
Marlt NalteJI
Psychotherapist
773-4413
1 Pleasant St.
Portland 0410

G.W. McKENNEY, LSAC
Counseling I Evaluations

142 High St., Suite 306
Portland, ME 04101-2840
(207) 772-3889

527 Ocean Ave.
Portland, ME

775-6598

Openings in on-going
Men's Therapy Group
Meets Wednesdays at 7 :15 A.M.
Safe and supportive place
to explore male issues
12 week committment required
Leaders: D.T. Noonan , D .Min .
'"
D.G. Hodgson, D.Min .

'A'_

~~

Call 772-6313

_"-.
Southern Maine
Pastoral Counselln Center

527 'Ocean Ave.
Portland, ME

holistic counsaling
psychosynthesis
polarity therapy
142 HJghSt.
Port1aod. ME

775- 7798

DONNA L GAeETTA, M.S., R.T.e.

FINALLY...AFFORDABLE

PEllOW CoUIlIROI & MlIITA! IlfAtTll EDUCATOI

Cost-Effective
Health Insurance for
Self-Employed Individuals

*.0+
El'IIAIUII' QUAlITY I UF~ lOV~

WORK, PlAY

AIfOI~ltl . FtlXllI HoulS . ([)

772·6892

creative arts therapy
Group .{ Indilidual Sessions 10 help you
discover & deyelop YOIlr own creative gifts

& stress management
individuals, families, groups
Maureen Ferriter
Looking at the Whole Person
139 Pari< St.
Portland, ME

VEIiIN.. V,SUAL. MOVEMENT. MUSIC.

Cora Elen Weaver, MS • 775-0590
,/////J'//////////////////////////////////

775-9061

. Undrwritten by
PFL Life Insurance Company

Call Douglas Strout
1-800-499-7609
207-871-7609

_NASF~
N~t1on.1 Assocf~tion (Of' th~ Se lf·Employed-

I

$1

Will Taylor, MD
rt Rd, Free

207/865-6399 . Freeport. Portland

Addictions
Codependence
ACOA
Relationships
Eating Disorders
Sexual Abuse
Interventions
Training Workshops

lNTOWN COUNSELING
CENfER

Alcohol & Drug Addiction Recovery
Abuse Issues • Inner Child Work
Individual & Group Sessions
Classes • Portland Locations

10 Exchange St. Suite 202
Larry Landau - 985-6621
... Jane Wendelken - 929-4087

INNER ClllID DISCOVERY WORK
Unlock me experience of your past - Heal yourself by
releaSing stored memory thIough the touch, movement,
dialogue, ima gination and humor o f

CAROL V.JENKINS, M.A., C.R.S.

Headaches, smoking cessation ,
hypertension, anxiety. chroniC pain,
stress management

Family Institute of Maine
38 Deering St., Portland· 773-6658
Insurance reimbursable

Partners in Healing

8 Main St. • Yarmouth • 846-6464

I

J
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RICK

GILDE and CAROL McLEOD

are pleased to announce the relocation

of their MASSAGE THERAPY office to

<!J

~"

9 Deering Street, Portland, ME 04101

•

During February, as part of Maine AMTA's

"Massage for Muscular Dystrophy" program,
for each hour of massage purchased to help
Jerry's Kids, receive an additional 112 hour free!
Please call 761-3931 for details & appOintments

Explore your options in childbirth
oInformed childbirth education
oCervical Cap infonnation and fitting

• FREE Initial Consultation •
Winter Robinson, M.ED., M.A.

Usa Bussey, M,A., C.E,D,T.

Holistic Psychotherapy and
Intuitive Development

Individual & Group Therapy
for Women Focusing on
• Eating" Body Image
- Sexuality
Bi-weekly Sat A.M. Workshops

929-6960

o

~

r;.J

Yoga/ Drawing/Writing 0
Cr~atlvlty: Growing Into Your Own 0
Anatomy for Yoga.
Anatomy for Massage.
H%tropic Breath Work 0
DreamBody Process Work 0
Jungian Dream Group.
Authentic Movement Groups.
T'al Chi Ch 'uan Classes.

" " .-

.~.Q~"

Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC

A peaceful place in a busy world
Stress management. Injuries. Body awareness/acceptance
Adults. Children . In{ants . Pre-natal

Polarity Therapy

*

~},

educational services

Portland

-Nurturing body &
energy work
o[)eep emotional release
oRe-awakening intuition

o

Reiki Healing

o Visualization and An

THERAPEUTIC MAsSAGE

Christina Lyons
massage therapist

477 Congress St., Suite 410
Portland, ME 04101

Classes In prepared child birth,
early pregnancy, breastfeeding,
new parents support group.

CMTsince 1977

775-2833

o Massage Therapy

846-3481

SJNlCializing in """"""'Y body Wues

Mary Taylor, ICCE 829-3362

CAROL HEATH, CMT

Proc\lcIng In Portland, Kon..bunk & Dlytan

Healthy Beginnings

Transformative Psychotherapy
Intuitive Readings

Crystal Work ... Inner Child Healing

• Bunganut Lake • Center For New Age Studies
Alfred, ME
Tho mpson 's Point
(207) 247-6112
Portla nd, ME
- (207) 7754879

158 Danforth ST

761-9096

NANO SHUlER-RACE

POLARITY THERAPY

Heart Centered
Polarity Therapy

Linden Thigpen
Old Port

Stoney Cook
Full Circle Body Arts
Portland, ME .

CPT
774-0007

AMTA member

Jeanette Schmid, CPT
499-7S15

775-4010

775-2190

775-7927

The Dynamics of Joy!
A Core Energetic Workshop
with

Pamela Chubbuck
Portland, Feb. 15· 846-0800

SWIM

Winter and Michael Robinson
are hosting a group of
individuals to the Florida Keys
in April 1992.
Experience the magnificence
of these creatures while
discovering and learning to
use your intuitive powers to
create what you want in life .
For more information, write
to us at 430 Simpson Rd.,
Saco, ME 04072 or call (207)

929-6960.

Openings in Ongoing

r

~,

• Adults from dyslunctionallall'ilies
and or chlidhood trauma
• Couples and groupll, too
• Psychotherapy, Polarity therapy.

Expressive Therapy Recovery Groap

Molly Hoadley, M.A. ~

!.

Orama
Therapist

.J'
,.
HFAUNG FOR HfALERS WORKSHOP

lisa SgamboU, M,A.
Expressive
Therapist

879·1959

Center for Health Rehabilitation
John Carroll, MS. NCC. 775-5903

• A Safe Place for Helping

• Integration through Core
EnergetiCS & Healing

wholistic learning

Science

Donna Godfrey, M.S.
Assistance in recognizing
destructive patte rns in your
life, ove rc oming fe ar and
living life joyfully.

Cristina Christensen, RN

enum..::l•massagethf11'tl/JeUlic
facial massage
lin Shin Do acuprBSSU"'

Portland

nutrition

BECOME A
WINNER

NUTRITION
SOLUTIONS

BY

Joan E. Herzog, RD, CD

LOSING
lose up to 29 Ibs_ in
the next 30 days ...
and

KEEP IT OFF!

Nutrition Spedalist
Registered Dietician

• weight control
• sports nutrition
290 Baxter Blvd. A-I
PortIand 772-0049

Pamela Chubbuck

HAVE YOU LOST TOUCH WITH YOUR BODY?
USE YOUR MIND TO HEAL YOUR BODY
Your mind and body are not really separate.
Find out how you can improve your health
through easily learned techniques that can
restore the body's natural balance and bring
an increased sense of control to your life.

n4-2SS0

• No Drugs
• 100% Natural

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE

Call
1-800-395-4619

Ordained Minister
Pam has over 20 years experience

as' therapist/teacher/healer

yoga
INNERLIGHT
Kripalu Yoga
Meditation-in-Motion
Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy

Presented by Conrad R. Wurtz, Ph.D.
Licensed Psychologist
Brunswick
Auburn
Monday, Feb_ 17
Thursday, Feb. 20
7:00 pm
7:00 pm
One Auburn Center
New Meadows Inn
(Main St., next to No Tomatoes)

For more information and directions:
729-9916
782-1035

• Doctor Recommended
"We will help you look &
feel Great!"

MA, CST, l CSW. HSP &

March 21, 22 • 1992
• Portland, ME •
(207) 846-0800

Holistic health measures that apply to a variety
of mental and physical problems will be
discussed. Come and learn about the
Mindbody Integration Program, a course that
starts in early March.
You are invited to a

(Old Route 1, West Bam)

Member of
America" Massage 7berapy Associatio"

Therapeutic Massage Associates

Yarmouth - 846-1260

Love, Eros &Sexuality

Profe~slonals

772-2442

RENTAL SPACE WITH SPIRIT.

772-1896

llINS!

Sarah) Bulley LCSW· Psychotherapist - 871·9256

Psychic Consultation and
Education

Center for
Professional
Well Being

WITH THE

Something keeping you
awake at night?

RUBENFELD SYNERGY
Group and Individual Sessions

you can discover your own innate capacity
to heal yourself through
-Acupuncture
- Healing Touch
-MariEI HeaUng
- Kripa/u Yoga
Paul Marks, Lic.Ac. & Lisa Love, BSN, RN

~
r:A

Kamala Raab - Holistic Practitioner - Certified Yoga Teacher
583-6607 • Consultant to Drug Treatment Centers

BArbArA HAltmAn, c.P.T.

Addictions 0 ACOA Issues
Co-De pe nde nc y 0 Individuals
G ro ups 0 Couples

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

874-0050

rt 865-1469

healing & bodywork

Is pleased to
announce
the opening of
her new office ...

• relationships
• transitions
• addictions

HOLISTIC THERAPY

£
at
Center .lor
Inner
Healin
. g

sMEG BIOFEEDBACK
TREATMENT for:

761-2058

National CeItified Counselor

Roberta Bass

therapy

• Inrormation on contraceptive
choices & well-woman care

Am.it 0. AdolesCenl Counseling

Individual,
Couple,
Group,
Family
Psychotherapy

799-4067 or 766-2143

871·8163 in Portland
363-8939 in York

Casco Bay Midwifery

Sharon Renk-Greenlaw , MS Ed • RN • RSAC

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW
Ucensed OlnlcaJ Social ¥\brker

Rhea Key
certified Trager practitioner

~

& R~abilitation
0 BlOf~ba~
0 Cllfomc Pam

1745 Free

M.S. - N.C.C.

f)

799-3650

Have you ever experienced the
Trager Approach to bodywork?
Safe, gentle, psychophysical integration

HarraseeketHea1th

Contact Schyla St.lJlurent

142 High St.
Suite 318
Portland
Maine 04101

South Portland

Winter session of 10 meetings
Tuesdays starting Feb. 4, time TBA
Jacob Watson. M.A.
41 Glenwood Avenue
Portland. ME 04103
870-8656

health services

Barbara Hare-Noonan,

Offering Introductory
and Ongoing Classes

ExternalizaUon techniques of Elisabeth KublerRoss. Work through issues provoked by clients:
create ways to infuse the therapeutic process with
spirituality.

Naomi KronJokken, MA

For information and
a brochure call

Thompson's Point
Building lA

T'AI CHI CH'UAN ~

Miriam Barteaux, MsT
Reflexology & Therapeutic Massage

TRAINING AND SUPERVISION
FOR PROFESSIONAL CAREGIVERS

775-6598

CREATIVITY: Growing into Your Own

RELAXATION TECHNIQUES

Insurance
Reimbursable

Kristin Erico
773-1346

Across from cap'n Newicks

specializing in eating disorders
and dysfunctionaJjamiJies

integrating Jungian, Gestalt,
& Senoi Dream Theory.

Reild - Omega Shaleti
AgniDhatu

741 Broadway • So. Portland • 767-2349

individual, group,
marilai & family therapy

'////////////////////////////////////////.

~

Subtle Energy Therapy

582-4580

WHITE MOUNTAIN SCHOOL OF SELF-DEFENSE

Allison Basile, MEd, CAS

Susan D. Scott, M.s., Ed.
Sherry L Hanson, M.A., LS.A.C.

• Recovery Issues
-Women's Issues
-Sexual Abuse
Treatment

STRUClURAL lNTEGRA710N

the price of 2!

:James Basile, MEd

Back Cove Counsellng Center

counseling

207-775-1849

Healing Adventures

By Appointment

Problem solving approach to relationships,
finances, career and personal transitions

139 Park 51.
Portland, ME

Rol,fing
Certified Rolfer
Office hours In
Brunswick and Gardlner

3 months for

• Parenting
• Self-esteem
.. Sexual abuse treatment

An experimental workshop

Noel Clark

SPECIAL!

Back Cove Counseling Center

Jan Moody, M.P.A.I.
Certified Astrologer

CELEBRATING
THE DREAM!

healing & bodywork

Patricia H.Do Hagge

583 Forest Ave.
Portland,
761-7783
ME 04101

workshops

March 27 (eve.) & 28

Ucensed Clinical Social Worker

.. p\,'

psychic/spiritual

Use the Wellness Directory as your guide to practitioners of
the healing arts in Greater Portland. Remove it from the paper
and keep it by the phone, The next Wellness Directory will
appear in the April 23 issue of Casco Bay Weekly..

THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE

10 Exchange ST

Kim Chandler

874·2341

Portland

!&~
'ODOrs

The Yoga Center

I"""

in the Iyengar Tradition
Wlnter&/sslon
through March 14

Vickie Labbe

Jennifer Cooper

775-0975

799-4449

PORTlAND YOGA STUDIO
CERTIFIED

IYENGAR YOGA

-"."'".... .nd,M, """" in

MARIA JACKSON PARKER
Certified Teacher

Brunswick
729-0839

. rum-"

CLASSES START IN JAN.
E~iM & Francis McGillicuddy
797.5684 • 61 6 Coop s ST

.

10' usa. Bby w""kly •

# SPRING

I=EVER

~~~SALE\l~

lAC*,CYCLE
333 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine (207) n3-6906

Introducing the

Ultimate Flexi-Diet
Join for JUST

$99.for 18 Weeks

THINGS
YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW

ABOUT THE
SWEDENBORGIAN
CHURCH
THE SWEDEN WHAT?
Our denomination is named for the 18th cenrury scientist,
theologian. and mystic. Emanuel Swedenborg, The
Swedenborgian Church evolved out of a group in England who
studied Swedenborg's writings about his spiritual experience.

HOW DO YOU PRONOUNCE
SWEDENBORGIAN?
Swed-an- 'biJr-j(/!)an or SWed-an-'bOr-ge-an
not unlike fahrvergniigen. You can say it whichever way is
comfortable for you,

IS THIS THE NATIONAL RELIGION OF
SWEDEN?
Nope.

IS PRINCE ASWEDENBORGIAN?

Well.no, But here are some folles - some of whom you might
recognize -- who are Swedenborgians or who were strongly
influenced by Swedenborg's ideas: Johnny Appleseed, Jay
Jordan, Helen Keller, Colleen Jones, Lois & Bill W" Carol
Fusco. Ralph Waldo Emerson, Jac1yn & Ray Bouffard, Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, Eli & Norris Dale, Charles Baudelaire, Peter
Turner, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Oliver Wendell Holmes,
Laurie & Ken Turley, Henry James Sr., Henry David Thoreau,
Eden Bowlby, Honor6 de Balzac, and William Blake. How
about you?

DO SWEDENBORGIANS FOLLOW THE
TEACHINGS OF JESUS?
Yes. And on any given Sunday at our church you may also
encounter the teachings of Lao Tzu, Chief Seattle, Theresa of
Avila, Dr. Seuss, Mother Nature, and the still small voice
within. We honor and support a variety of individual paths
which together make our one spiritual community.

WHAT DID EMANUEL SWEDENBORG EAT?
According to an unconflmled source. Swedenoorg was a
vegetarian, ,. but who cares. Eat whatever you want, hold
sacred your personal beliefs. We honor and provide an open
and safe place for all who seek greater understanding and a life
of deepening spirituality.
/
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Please join us to celebrate Emanuel's birthday on
Sunday January 26 at lOam.

SWEDENBORGIAN CHUR(:H
302 Stevens Avenue, Portland, ME 04103
(2071 772-8277
Worship: lOam Sunday • Rev. Ken Turley
Childcare provided
Ce1ebraling the Life of the Spirit in
Worship, the Arts, and Community Service

1,/
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CBWjToki Oshima

Universal health care now
So what if the Canadian health-care system isn't perfect?
let's fix it - and bring it home.
• By Nancy Walzman

By now, you've seen a million stories on
the Canadian health-care system, and perhaps
even read a few. If so, you've discovered that
they all apply the same formula.
First, like a slap in the face, comes the
horror story: A woman goes into business for
herself, giving up her health insurance - and
discovers she has breast cancer. She takes to
selling flowers from her garden in a desperate
effort to keep up with her bills.
Next come the terrifying statistics: Americans spend more than $750 billion - or nearl y
14 percent of the GNP - on health care each
year. If cos~ continue to rise at current rates,
they'll eat up 37 percent of the GNP by 2030.
Yet 28 percent of U.S. citizens lack basic health
care; 35 million are uninsured - and nearly
two-thirds of them have jobs.
Now the emergency is clear, and the stage
is set for a hero. But as he comes into focus,
our savior doesn't look much like a chiseled
Mountie on a galloping steed.
The stories, you see, !ire carefully "balanced." On the plus side, they point out that
"our neighbors to the north" spend only 9
percent of their GNP on a tax-financed
national health program, yet everybody is
covered, from the wealthiest businesswoman
to the poorest, unemployed IV-drug user.
Then comes the downside: Canadians must
wait longer than Americans do for high-tech
treatments such as coronary bypasses, MRIs,
CAT scans, and even cancer treatments.
It appear~ to be a trade-off, conclude The

Washington Post, The New York Times, The
Miami Herald and Walter Cronkite. Who can
say, they shrug, which system is better? Will
America ever reform its health-care system,
and will Canada be the model? One thing is
certain: Onl y time will tell.
Hey! How about a little Ameri<;an initiative? If our system's broke - as everyone
from PhYSicians for a National Health Program to the right-wing Heritage Foundation
agrees -let's fix it. That means choosing the
best model we've got - the (,.anadian system
- and eliminating the bugs. After all, the
Canadians don't have to give us a blueprint,
just a beginning.
Despite the utopian claims of universal
health-care advocates, the problems with the
Canadian system are real. Making it right for
us will take hard work and, above all, brutal

honesty about its flaws. But the end .result will
be advanced, humane medical care for all
Americans, That it will also be billions of
dollars cheaper than the jury-rigged, inequitable system we've got now- well, that's just
added incentive to do the right thing.

Wealth care
On New York City's Park Avenue, doctors
understand the subtleties of putting together a
practice. The artwork is understated but
expensive, the New Yorkers uncreased and upto-date. The nurse is as gentle as a Swedish
masseuse, the gown as ample as your backside.
And the doctor, one of the best in his field,
gives you his undivided attention for an hour.
At $200 a visit, this is American medicine at its
best.
For the worst, walk 30 blocks uptown, to the
"Medicaid mills" of Harlem. These "doctors'
offices," which actually boast no doctors except
on the requisite city licenses, serve thousands
of New York's poorest people. A recent
Wasjrington Post story described the care
provided at one such institution: A clerk
collects a patient's Medicaid card, scribbles out
an Rx, and sends him on his way. Given this
sham service, why do dozens of people pass
through these revolving doors every day?
Because many doctors in the city refuse to
accept patients on Medicaid.
Now head northwest to the village of Tofino
in the Pacific Rim region of Canada's
Vancouver Island - one of the few places on
earth that harbors more eagles than people. It
also harbors the only hospital in 100 miles: ·a
low-slung green building with one doctor, one
nurse, one ambulance, one helipad and nine
clean yellow rooms. Inside tonight are an elder
of the Ucluelets, an impoverished fishing tribe
located several miles away; two injured
loggers; and one affluent, 30-year-old
ecotourist who escaped from Vancouver to
hike the coast and promptly broke his leg. His
starchy wife sits, reading Barry Lopez's Arctic
Dreams, by the bed .
Universal access like this is the chief rationale for the Canadian system: Instead of some
Americans receiving miserable treatment or
none at all while others enjoy the best in the
world, all would be taken care of. The rub is
that universal access also means equal access
- that all Americans will meet somewhere in
the medical middle, sharing the same waiting
room, the same doctor, the same eqUipment,

the same quality of care.
That leveling effect is wonderful if you're
among the millions of Americans without
insurance. It may not De so wonderful if you
are accustomed to the Park Avenue touch.
But if you are, you're in a class virtually by
yourself. Only 10 percent of Americans
approve of their health-care system. Meanwhile, according to a recent Harvard study, 56
percent of Canadians approve of theirs. That
shouldn't be surprising, since all Canadians
enjoy not just access to health care but choice
about whom they're going to see to get it.
Opponents of "socialized medicine" always
trot out the British system as the prime
example of how state control can lead to
consumer misery. And they're right - but
only because the Brits made the mistake of
depriving patients of any say over who peers
in their ears, prods their stomachs or cuts them
open. Canadians can make an appointment
with any doctor they choose.
And what those doctors do for them is
clearly working. Canadians are much healthier
than Americans. They're less likely to die as
babies or from surgical complications, and
they live longer.
Mary Lou and Robert Dunn of Brampton,
Ontario, have alternated medical crises
through the years. Twenty years ago, she was
in a car accident that left "the windshield with
an imprint of my face." She had nine operations to fix multiple fractures and rebuild her
nose, lips and eyes. Robert's medical history
includes one operation for hemorrhoids and
several for his back. He's about to go in for an
operation on his shoulder. Quality of care? The
Dunns' praise is unqualified. Waiting time for
an appointment? Just the other day, when they
both woke up sick, "I called our doctor at
about 9:30 a.m. and she said, 'Come right on
in, I have an opening in 15 minutes,'" says
MaryLou.
Even by south-of-the-border standards,
that's good service. But it gets better. In all
those operations, through vaccines and
infections and a dozen bouts of flu, the Dunns
have never seen a hospital bill. The only
money they ever hand over for health care is
what goes to the government in taxes - and,
believe it or not, it's less than what it costs to
supply the average American with health care.
A Canadian who earns the equivalent of
$26,000 pays about $1,300 for health care,
according to Consumer Reports. People in the
United States - or their employers, who pass
the costs a long as lower wages or higher prices
- pay about $2,500.
The Canad ian system is actually several
different systems, as each province administers
its own health plan using fed eral and local
fund s. What' s constant is the w ay the system is
structured to keep costs down. First, hospi tals
and clin ics receive fi xed a mounts of money to
cover day-to-day expenses, such as Q-tips and
syringes. If administrators want more money
to make capital investments - for a new CAT
scanner, for example - they must apply to the
prOvince. Second, the prOvinces negotiate with
medical associations to establish how much
doctors are allowed to charge for certain
services. This is not too different from the
established reimbursement rates used by U.s.
health insurers and government programs,
except that U.S. doctors can always charge
their patients more than what insurers are
willing to pay. Canadian doctors are simply
not allowed to do that.
The government-issued health plan cards
that the Dunns carry in their pockets entitle
them to care in every province in Canada and
every country in the world. Their prOvince will
pick up the bill. That generosity ensures they
won't end up stranded without coverage in
some medical hellhole .. . like Washington, •
D.C., wher~their niece, 24-year-old Mamie
Stobie, has been turned down for coverage by
over 30 health insurance companies.
The reason? Mamie's diabetic. In health
insurance jargon, that's a "pre-existing condition," a term that roughly translates to:
Because Mamie needs health care, she can't
have any insurance to help pay for it.
That's the American way.

Home of the fee
One reason we'll be able to afford Mamie's
insurance under a Canadian-style plan is that
such a system would put an end to several
perversions and inefficiencies in the U.s.
medical market. Critics of the Canadian
approach may rail about creeping socialism,
but right now, American medicine turns the
laws of supply and demand on their heads.
Let's say, for example, you've had a heart
attack, To dissolve the clots forming in your
blood, you need to start taking one of two
equally effective drugs. One costs $76 to $300 a
dose, the other $2,200. So you take the cheaper
one, right?
Wrong. Because one of the drugs costs
more, your doctor would probably prescribe it
to you. As Andrew Pollack showed in The New
York Times last summer, Genentech, the
company behind the more expensive drug,
pumps enormous amounts of money into
studies and aggressive marketing (performed
by 278 salespeople) to push its product. The
other drug has been around for decades, is
unprotected by patents - and so is too cheap
to make marketing worthwhile.
That's how the free market functions in
American medicine: The development of more
expensive, high-tech treatments creates the
demand for more expensive, high-tech
treatments; likewise, more doctors means
higher fees, and that means - you guessed it
- more doctors. And even higher fees.
Estimates vary among surveys, but there is
no doubt that each year huge numbers of
Americans,undergo treatments they don't
need. A 1988 New England Journal of Medicine
study, for example, concluded that two-thirds
of patients who receive heart surgery do so for
either "equivocal" or "inappropriate" reasons.
Perhaps this is because the American
medical establishment helps them decide that
they want it. Consider the notorious caesarean
section, the most frequently performed major
surgery in America. Almost one in four babies
is born with the assistance of a surgeon's
scalpel. although some experts estimate only
12 to 14 percent actually need it.
Why so many caesareans? One reason is
that physicians' fees average about $500 more
for a caesarean than for a normal delivery, and
ht;>spital costs run about $2,000 higher. And
the decision to perform the surgery is pretty
much the ddctors alone - when your feet are
in the stirrups and your baby's doing the
Bump, you aren' t too inclined to qUibble with
his recommendation. Maybe Marcus Welby'
would never let the fact that his kid wants a
CD player fla sh through his mind as they
wheel that writhing woman into the delivery
room. But it does seem a s trange coincidence
that, according to Consumer Reports, uninsured
women are least likely to undergo c-sections
while those with Blue Cross or other commercial insurance are most likely to be sliced open.
Membership, apparently, does have its
privileges.
In Canada, doctors are also paid on a feefor-service basis. But faced with rising healthcare bills, provinces are beginning to limit
what an M .D. can make on certain highvolume procedures: Perform 200 caesareans in
a year and get the going rate; do more than
that, and get less per baby. This system
ensures that doctors aren't overusing services
simpl y for the fees:
Here's another example of the waste
generated by the peculiar American medical
market: overuse of the MRl, a sophisticated
variation on the X-ray machine. At as much as
$1,000 per scan, with doctors taking a $250
bite, these gizmos have helped hike radiologists' salaries to such heights (an average of
$184,600, a 71 percent increase since 1981) that
hospitals have taken to suing for a bigger cut.
Of course, some doctors prefer to rely on
the methods they've always used successfully.
To enlighten them, most MRI centers put aside
large chunks of money - the American
Hospital Association (AHA) recommends
$8,000 a month - for "aggressive marketing"
of the scanner. Part of that money, says the
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paper-processors outnumbered his clinical
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Adding to the pleasure of practicing without
Continued from page 11
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to control the high cost of care. Information
"because there's no money in it for the
about
the quality of doctors - the same sort of
hospitals."
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Restrictions such as the caps on fees may
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Even
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Coincidence?
Not likely. Take the MRI
out back in 1965, he struggled to keep his
again. The AHA explicitly recommends that
office costs below 25 percent. By the time he
MRI centers keep an eye on what's called the
retired last year, more than half of his costsat least 55 percent - had little to do with
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. Continued on page 14

European health coverage: the case of Sweden
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• By Luis A. Conde-Costas

I

Back in 1983 I left the harrowing atmosphere of New York City to pursue my
graduate studies in Europe. When I first
arrived in Sweden, the government sent, free
of charge, an excellent introductory bookin English - which described Swedish
society in broad terms. One passage on the
objective of high taxation read: "to reduce
inequalities between people with large and
small incomes and between different periods
in the life of the individual. When you are
young and healthy, you pay for children, the
sick, the aged and those who are unable to
work."
~
One example of ~ch progressive taxation
is Sweden's system of national health insurance. It's an excellent system. Here are a few
highlights:
Sickness Allowance: When I woke up
with a cold on a working day, all that was .
required of me was to telephone the social
insurance office and provide them with my
national registration number. This simple
process insured that I would receive 60
percent of my daily earnings for the first three
days I was unable to work, and 90 percent
after that. To continue receiving the allowance after five working days, a note from a
phYSician is necessary.
Hospital Care: One early morning I had
to check in at the emergency ward of
Uppsala's University Hospital. After being ,
admitted, an electrocardiogram (ECG) was
performed, The doctor decided to keep me
under observation for two nights. For all this I
paid less than $25, even though at the time, as
a student, 1 lacked a working permit and was
therefore providing nothing to the Swedish
health kitty. Had I been employed and this
incident occurred during the week, the
amount paid would have been automatically
deducted from my daily sickness allowance.

Pharmaceutics 61 Consultations: I
went to the district nursing center to consult
with a specialist several times. The examinations were absolutely free and I could go as
often as I considered it necessary to maintain
my good health.
Dental Care: I saw a dentist for a series of
appointments, possibly four or five times. He
took care of a few small cavities_ All in all, I
paid around $125, For children and adoles-'
cents up to 17 (at times up to 19) years old,
this service is completely gratis.
Disability, Pensions: If one is ill for a
lengthy period of time, a temporary disability
pension is issued or, if the conditions merit it,
a permanent pension. Pensions are indexed to
the cost of living.
Mother 61 Child Care: When my girlfriend got pregnant, we set up a schedule of
consultations beginning with a visit every
five weeks. A midwife gave her a checkup,
and, if anomalies were discovered, a doctor
was called in, During the middle stages of
pregnancy, the visits increased to at least once
a month and, finally, toward the end, once a
week.
At her workplace, my girlfriend could
have been given a transfer to lighter tasks had
her existing ones proven too onerous - a
right guaranteed by law which the employer
must bear in mind. She was also entitled to
paid maternity leave before birth_ When our
baby was born, I (the father) was automati-

cally given 10 days off from work, reimbursed
at the same rate as the sickness allowance.
After birth, the Swedish parental insurance
provided my girlfriend, though it could have
been me as well, with a year-and-a-half off
from work in which she received 90 percent of
her annual salary during the first year. At the
end of this period, her old job awaited her_
And the right to be absent from work while
getting paid a certain percentage applies in a
variety of parenting cases: remaining at home
when the child is unwell; staying with him at
the nursery while he gets used to being away
from his parents; visiting the dentist, pediatrician or his school to have a chat with his
teachers, etc. All of the above is covered by one
or the other of Sweden's national health
insurance programs.
For the people reckoning that national
health insurance will jack up taxation levels
exorbitantly, here is a useful comparison. My
girlfriend and I jointly earned $40,000 yearly in
Sweden. Our tax rate was about 31 percent.
Here in the United States, it would have been
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BANGOR
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

A working and effectively
managed national health
Insurance
presupposes a low percentage
of unemployed
and a productive work force;
and therefore brings with it
a renewed emphasis
on a full-employment
economy.
28 percent. The difference in actual take-home
earnings would add up to a mere $1,600!
But here in the United States, we pay $2,100
for a bargain-basement health-care plan that
only covers up to $10,000 of bills. (The average
Maine family spends about twice that. See
sidebar on family spending, page 14.)
As a result, my family not only receives
inferior health care - we pay more for it;
much more than the money saved from the
lower level of taxation.
A national health insurance plan would call
for a new thinkil)g in American society. We
must bear in mind that the money we may
save today is not lost income, for national
health coverage will benefit everyone of us,
including your relatives and friends as well as
yourself. Also, a working and effectively
managed national health insurance presupposes a low percentage of unemployed and a
productive work force; and therefore brings
with it a renewed emphasis on a full-employment economy,
Let us work together and diligently for a
national health insurance which, from the
outset, will bring alleviation into our depleted
lives! •

Luis A. Conde-Costas is a recent arrival in Maine.
Despite a B.S. in I1usinesslldministration from
Indiana University and a Ph.D. in sociology from
Uppsa/a University in Sweden, he is mrployed as
Casco Bay Weekly's Editorial Assistant.

Bangor - Hanover • Portland ,

The Portland Campus
is offering Theological Study for Laity and Clergy

Four-Credit Courses
"The View From aelow": An Introduction to
Christian Ethics
-Dr. Marilin M, Ellison
Wednesday.6:OQ-9:00 PM
(Jan,29; Feb.5.12.19.26; Mar,4.11.25: Apr. 1.8.22.29; May 6.13)
Introduction to the Old Testament
Thursday.6:00-9:00 PM
-Dr. Ann Johnston. R,S,C,J,
(Jan 30: Feb,6.13.20.27; Mar,5.12.26; Apr,2.9.23.30: May 7.14)

Two-Credit Courses
AIDS and the Church: A Training Course for Clergy
and Laity -Dr, Marvin M, Ellison and Ms, Catherine Kidman
Monday.6:0Q-9:00 PM (Jan.27: Feb,3.10.17.24: Mar,2.9)
Ecological Ethics
-Dr, Eleanor H, Haney
Monday.6:0Q-9:OO PM (Jan,27: Feb,3.10.17.24: Mar,2.9)
Femlnlst/Womanlst Theologies
-Dr. Eleanor H, Haney
Monday.6:00-9:00 PM (Mar,23.30; Apr,6.20.27: May 4.11)
Addiction and Recovery: Resources In Church
·and 12-Step Programs
-Dr. Alexander B, Cairns
Tuesday.6:00-9:00 PM (Jan,28: FebA.11. 8.25; Mar.3.10)
Wisdom of the East: A History of Asian Religions
Tuesday.6:00-9:00 PM
-Mr. Dana Sawyer
(Mar.24.31; Apr,7,21.28; May 5.12)

Potentials of Human Consciousness: An Introduction to Asian Mystical Traditions
-Mr, Dono Sawyer
Saturday.9:00 AM-12:00 noon (Feb, 1.8.15.22.29: Mar.? .14)

Conflict Management: Its Foundations, Spirituality,
and Skills
-Mr. Paul B, Charbonneau
Saturday.9:00 AM-12:00 noon (Mar,28; AprA.11.25; May 2.9.16)

For Information and registration forms call
774-5212 ext, 103
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"funding mix" - in other words, making the
MRI more available to those more able to pay.
So there's a strong social justice argument
to be made for the rational rationing of health
care.
Sowhat? That high-minded reasoning
would be mighty small comfort if you found
yourself waiting six months to get your hip
replaced, like the Canadians do. It's rare that a
procedure performed in the United States is
not covered at all in the Canadian health-care
system. Instead, where rationing shows its
dark side in Canada is in the wait you must
endure for non-emergency care.
Some cheerleaders for the Canadian system
gloss over this problem, but no patient should
have to wait six times longer to gef his hip .
replaced under a new health-care system than
he would today. Under our modification of the
Canadian plan, no one - including those
Americans who today have no hope of ever
receiving the treatment in the first place will have to.

How is that possible? Because for once,
more government involvement means less
paperwork.
Consider one example from the nation's
capital, D.C. General Hospital, where armed
guards escort men in shackles to the overtaxed
HN clinic. Ninety percent of the men and
women who come through the doors lack
health insurance - not to mention jobs,
homes and families. Dying or not, they wait
more than an hour to see a doctor for 10
minutes. If there seem to be few staff members
in this massive complex, take a turn down the
stairs and through the hall. There are hundreds of health-care workers here at D.C.
General. Unfortunately, most of them are
filling out forms.
Patients here have enough to worry about
without paperwork. But the Medicaid forms
they're required to fill out are so complicated
that many just can't keep up. One U.S.
government estimate states that about a
million Medicare enrollees a year don't seek
reimbursement because they find the forms
too complicated. And don't think just the poor
get confused. A recent Washington Post
editorial lamented that you need a personal
CPA to keep track of all the forms that pour in
when you suffer from a serious illness - the
health insurance claim forms, the hospital
bills, doctor bills, the abstruse notices from
Medicare that need deciphering to find out
what's covered.
.,
This paperwork isn't just tiresome for
would-be patients - it's incredibly expensive.
Thankfully, the Canadian national health
program actually involves less - much, much
less - bureaucracy than ours.
Think about it. Since every citizen is
automatically covered in Canada, there's no
need to employ armies of people to determine
whether Mamie's diabetes is a "pre-existing
condition" - there's no such thing. Fewer
people are needed to work in doctors' or
hospitals' billing departments, because those
facilities bill the government direct! y for all
services: Doctors aren't forced to hire professional staff to manage the intricacies of
insurance status and the collections process.
They don't have to keep track of exactly how
many Tylenol tablets one patient swallowed
during a hospital stay in order to bill him for
them later; they need only track how many
Tylenol tablets are being dispensed at the
hospital on the whole, which requires a lot less
paperwork.
Here's the bottom line: In Canada, just one
cent out of every dollar spent on health care
goes to administrative costs; across the border
in the United States, up to 24 cents goes to
billing, form filing and other advanced forms
of paper shuffling performed by health
administrators, whose ranks swelled nearly
400 percent from 1970 to 1987. In 1991 alone,
we can expect to waste from $115 to $136
billion on ~ealth administration - money we

could be spending on health care.
Steffie Woolhandler and David
Himmelstein, Harvard-based physicians who
work with Physicians for a National Health
Program, have estimated that as much as $83
billion could be saved in paperwork costs
alone if the United States switched to a national health plan. The General Accounting
Office (GAO) estimate is a little more conservative: $68 billion. Yet even that amount is more
than enough to pay for. basic health coverage
for all the uninsured people in the United
States, with enough left over to do more
besides.
The key thing to remember about these
estimates is that they cover administrative
savings alone. They don't include any of the
other cost-saving measures already discussed,
such as cutting back on unnecessary procedures or starting up a rational rationing
system. And they assume - this is crucial that Americans will not start waiting longer for
their heart or kidney transplant operations, or
for anything else. The GAO points out that
with the equipment we've already got, we'll be
able to provide high-tech treatments for
everyone without resorting to Canadian-style
queuing.
Once that's understood, the question
becomes: What do we do with the savings?
The first thing, of course, is to extend the same
level of care that insured Americans now·
receive to the uninsured; Himmelstein and
Woolhandler estimate in a May lAMA article
that this change would run us about $12
billion. If you take the GAO's $68 billion as a
conservative estimate of administrative
savings and subtract that $12 billion, then
you're left with a full $56 billion for other
goodies. What should we do with it?
Well, just to calm fears, let's take the worstcase scenario, assume that we'll need to pay
out some more money to fund high-tech
treatments for all who need them, and do some
seat-of-the-pants calculations. Consider the
example of shock wave lithotripsy, a process
that breaks up kidney stones. Canadians wait
about six weeks to receive lithotripsy, while
the average Washingtonian can get it in about
three weeks at Georgetown University Hospital. Right now in the United States, about
23,000 people get lithotripsies per year.
Assuming that most of these people have
health insurance, we can divide 23,000 by the
number of insured Americans - 214 million and come up with a rough ratio showing how
many lithotripsies should be performed per
population. Then take that ratio, multiply it by
the 35 million uninsured, and we get a rough
number for how many lithotripsies we need to
do if we want to cover the poor. Multiply that
number by how much physicians earn for
performing the procedure in Canada - u.s.
$241 - and voila, we've got a figure for how
much we would need to chop off the $56
billion savings budget $906,642. Now, that
figure underestimates some costs (it doesn't
take into account hospitalization, for example)
and overestimates others (it assumes that all
Americans who now receive lithotripsy have
health insurance, while some undoubtedly
don't). So, just to be conservative, let's multiply by 10.
We can use the same formula for kidney,
heart, and heart and lung transplants. Multiply
by 10 and tack on the lithotripsy cost, and you
get about $31,387,750 - just .05 percent of the
money we've got to spend. That $56 billion
could go an awfully long way.
If you're an economist or a hypochondriac,
you.may well be thinking: All that's fine, but
what about improving on the quality of
treatments already offered? With the government trying to hold down costs, what incentive
will there be for the kind of daring research
and development only good old American
capitalism can foster? One reason Canada is
able to control its health-care costs, some critics
point out, is that it can rely on the United
States to invest in coming up with new
treatments and equipment. With the United
States also going to a national system, health
care could stagnate.
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• By Neil Rolde
When I ran for U.S. Senate in Maine in
1990, the major issue of my campaign was the
need for national health care in this country.
It was not an issue that the pollsters told me
to raise. Indeed, it did not even show up on
the initial issue poll I took. But my legislative
experience on the Human Services Committee and talks with voters on the campaign
trail convinced me that our present patchwork is unworkable and, most important,
unfixable, except by supplanting it with a
system that covers everyone.
Some people say my campaign helped
spark the current firestorm of political
interest on this issue. If so, I'm proud of any
contribution I may have made toward the
solution of a problem that has plagued us for
many years.
How many years?
When I talked about it
as a candidate, a few
Maine people would
remark, "Oh, yes, isn't
that something Ted
Kennedy was pushing
back in the 1970s." A
number of older
persons commented,
"Yes, that was Harry
Truman's issue,
wasn't it?" One man
even said, '1 think it
goes back to the days
of Herbert Hoover."
But research shows
a far more ancient
lineage of the ideas of
national health care in
the United States. Not
just Hoover, not just
Calvin Coolidge
(who, believe it or not, Nell Roide
initiated a study of the subject) but all the
way back to Theodore Roosevelt and his
Progressive (Bull Moose) Party platform of
1912 and at least half-a-dozen.years before
that.
It has been almost a full century since
Americans began struggling to create
universal health-care coverage here.
The idea was invented in Germany in 1883
by Otto von Bismarck, the "Iron Chancellor,"
an arch conservative. In a cynical effort to
woo German workers away fI:om the newly
formed Socialist Party, Bismarck offered
them workers' compensation, unemployment
insurance and health coverage. The easiest of
the three to get through the Imperial
Bundestag was health coverage because it
was based on a precedent set by the medieval
crafts guilds. Bismarck's strategy failed; the
German workers still flocked to the Socialists,
but the notion of full health-<are coverage
caught on - not only in Germany, but
throughout Europe. Great Britain added its
version of worker coverage in 1911 through
Lloyd George's National Insurance Act.
Already, the United States had shown
interest. In 1906, the American Association
for Labor Legislation organized to promote
government health-care insurance for
workers. With a private foundation grant,
they traveled to Germany to look at
Bismarck's program. Then, particularly
through the efforts of a noted physician, Dr.
Alexander Lambert, who was Teddy
Roosevelt's private doctor, they persuaded
the ex-Republican president to include a call
for health insurance among other social
platforms when he made his third party bid.
The plank the Progressives adopted in
Chicago on Aug. 7, 1912, called for "a system

Continued on page 16
Continued on page 16
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A brief history of national
health •Insurance
of social insurance adapted to American use"
for the "protection of home life against the
hazards of sickness, irregular employment
and old age." The night before, in his speech
to the cheering delegates, the old Rough Rider
specifically referred to what Germany had
done and how it could be fitted to the United
States.
Interestingly enough, at this stage, the
American Medical Association (AMA)
championed national hea"tth care, especially
when Dr. Lambert was its president. Later, the
doctors' organization was to become its
bitterest foe. (See lead story.) Conversely, the
AFL, later a foremost proponent, fought
fiercely against any universal coverage for
workers. That pioneer labor leader, Samuel
Gompers, its president, was violently opposed
to Teddy Roosevelt's initiative.
Nor did Roosevelt's defeat in 1912 (he came
in second to Democrat Woodrow Wilson) slow
down the momentum.
Bills were introduced
in at least nine states.
But when the United
States entered World
War 1 in 1917, the
opponents - who now
included some insurance companies - hit
upon a novel way to
attack the concept.
Since universal health
insurance had started
in Germany, they
charged that its
adoption in the United
States would lead to
"the Germanization of
American medicine."
In a political climate so
anti-German that many
German-Americans
anglicized their names,
the argument was
deadly.
By the early 1920s, the AMA had thoroughly reversed its poSition on health care
and took advantage of the anti-Communist
panic after the Russian Revolution to coin
another nasty term: "socialized medicine." It
was used to great effect in debates on the issue
under Franklin Delano Roosevelt and afterward.
The ravages of the Depression had brought
the issue to the fore again and it came to a
head in 1935 when FOR was trying to pass
Social Security. Originally, the measure was to
obtain a universal health-care provision. But
the AMA made such a fuss that the president
not only removed it, afraid it would jeopardize Social Security, but finally had even a
reference to studying the subject stricken from
the bill. Much credit for the defeat of any
health-care inclusion was given to a prominent surgeon, Dr. Harvey Cushing, whose
daughter had married one of FOR's sons.
Harry Truman was a strong supporter of
national health care. But in the atmosphere of
McCarthyism, the Cold War, the Korean
conflict, etc., the AMA's relentless, heavily
financed campaign against "socialized
m'lPicine" scared off politicians. They even
attacked the concept of prepaid group practice
(or what we now call HMO's) as "medical
Soviets." Once more, nothing was do~e, even
while the problems mounted.
,
Dwight Eisenhower wanted to bail out the
health insurance companies that had grown
like topsy during the 1940s and 1950s and
were subsequently beginning to experience
financial difficulties. His plan of "re-insurance," in which the government would help
them meet their rising costs, was not even
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Continued from page 14
In the first place, there's still plenty of
incentive for a truly daring health-care
entrepreneur to hit the laboratory; after all, if
he can convince the American health-care
system to offer his treatment, he'll be a
millionaire.
But let's suppose that private corporations
after nationalization do lose the will to invest
in R&D. Who needs 'em? The federal government alread y plans to spend $8.7 billion in
1991 to fund health research - that amounts
to 44 percent of all such research performed in
the United States last year. Double that
investment, kiss the private money goodbye,
and we'll still have tens of billions of dollars in
savings to spend on wart removal or herbal
treatments or lollipops for the kids who don't
cry.
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Right now there are almost as many
piecemeal health-reform proposals floating
around Capitol Hill as there are congressmen.
The most inventive program the Democratic leadership has come up with is more of
what we've alread y got: expansion of employer mandates and government programs in
a "play or pay" scheme.
Such a patchwork approach would actually
be more expensive than our current system, let
alone a Canada-type plan, because it adds
benefits without cutting costs; estimates range
from $24 to $60 billion worth of new taxes,
much of which would go for more administrative bloat. This lack of vision springs partly
from blind fear - a patent unwillingness to
fight the AMA and an insurance industry
facing annihilation. This is why the final thing
we must take from Canada is courage.

HEALTH INSURANCE
HISTORY
Continued from page 15
accepted by his own party in Congress.
The advent of John F. Kenned y saw a strong
drive at least to take care of the elderly, who
were having extreme difficulty meeting their
medical expenses. Once more, the AMA led
the fight and thwarted JFK's plan to cover all
senior citizens. After his assassination, Lyndon
Johnson adroitly used the public mood to help
pass major pieces of social legislation. Among
them was a package of measures, put together
by the powerful Arkansas congressman
Wilbur Mills, that resulted in Medicare and
Medicaid. Not only the elderly would get
health care but also the poor.
Pumping a great deal of government money
into U.S. health care, with very few controls,
these new programs helped start the present
inflationary spiral.
The rage for high-tech medicine was fed by
the expansion of the market A "medicalindustrial complex" inadvertently came into
being. Hospitals, able to charge almost at will,
saw their billings rise and rise. HillBurton funds built many more hospital beds
than were needed. Strains in the system were
not long in emerging.
This is where Ted Kennedy came in during
the 1970s. The difficulties he encountered in
the cou:se of his Senate committee's exami,
tion of American health care were different
from today's only in degree of severity. There
were people who couldn't afford health
insurance, people saddled with huge costs
their insurance companies wouldn't pay,
overlap and confusion and mounting paperwork. He traveled to other countriesEngland, Germany, Sweden, Israel- and saw
national health-care systems at work. But his

The situation Canada faced back in 1964,
right before the government enacted the
universal program, may sound familiar. The
Canadian Medical Association wasn't any more
pleased with national health-care proposals
than the AMA is now - and nei ther were
Canadian health insurance companies. Meanwhile, inflation was rising and the federal
deficit worsening.
When the Medical Care Insurance Bill was
introduced in July of that year, the parliamentary debate was fierce. "So strident were the
tones, so angry the voices, and so vehement the
opposition that one journalist summed up, 'The
federal government's proposed legislation lies
tom, tattered, and politically rejected,'" writes
Malcolm Taylor, a public policy professor at
York University and a former Canadian official.
Yet the bill passed in the end, partly because of
the boost it received from an official commission report, requested by the Canadian Medical
Association, that to the doctors' chagrin came
out in favor of a national program.
Congress should listen less to campaign
contributors and more to the facts. We can
provide both basic, preventative medicine and
sophisticated, high-tech care to every American
- for less money than we now spend to coddle
the few while leaving tens of millions vulnerable. In fact, with some political courage and a
little hard work, we could probably teach
Canada a thing or two about-the right way to
run a national health-care program.•

Nancy Watzman works fOT Public Citizen, a non-profit
consumer group founded by Ralph Nader. Her article
was reprinted with permission from The Washington
Monthly. Copyright by The Washington Monthly
Company, 1611 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009.

efforts failed - in part because they became
entangled in his political fight with President
Jimmy Carter.
About the same time, during the 1970s, the
Canadians were developing their unique
brand of health care. It had begun in a small
health region in Saskatchewan, put together by
farmers and ranchers, had spread to the whole
province and then to the whole country.
Now its successes, after some 20 years of
operation, have brought a new element into
the health-care debate in the United States. The
mechanism of a "single payer," rather than a
mishmash of insurance companies and
government agencies, has caught the imagination of many Americans, including some
doctor groups. The General Accounting Office
in D.C. recently reported that if the United
States had a similar single-payer system, it
could save enough on administrative costs to
provide health insurance to all Americans who
currently lack it and also do away with co-pays
and deductibles'for everyone else.
The estimates of the uninsured in the
United States range from 31 million to 40
million. Millions more have inadequate
insurance. At the same time, we spend more
than any other nation - 12 percent of GNP;
and our health statistics - infant mortality,
longevity, etc. -lag behind most other
developed nations and even some we consider
third-world.
The current debate raging in Washington
and state capitals is but the latest chapter in a
battle that has gone on almost since the tum of
the century. How much longer will the United
States be the only major country in the world
to deny health care to'its citizens? •

Neil Rolde is a historian, author and longtime state
representative. He recently comp[;ted writing a book
critical of the u.s. health-cilre system, which is due to
be released later this yl!llT.

An open appeal to U.S. Congressman Tom Andrews and U.S. Senator George Mitchell:

Now is the .time for
national health care
The u.s. health-care system is well
past the "crisis" point: it has grown absurd. This year, u.S. citizens will pay an
estimated $180 billion for health care,
while employers and the federal government will each pay an estimated $235
billion. And yet, incredibly, at least 34
million of our fellow U.S. citizens - our
families and our neighbors' families - still
have no health insurance.
But there is light at the end ofthe
tunnel. The Democratic leadership 01 the
U.S. Congress is winding and whining its
way toward a national health-care proposal. The nation's' top Democrats including our own Rep. Tom Andrewsare meeting with their constituents this
month. At more than 200 city and town
halls across the country, they are tuning in
to the symphony of health-care anguish.
The Democratic leadership is presently focused on comparing at least three
basic types of solutions:
• Plan A would transform and
pattern all health care into Medicare. All
U.S. residents would be covered by a
single public plan. The plan would be !
administered by p~vate insurers under a
Medicare-type system.
• Plan B is an employer-based healthcare system for employees and their
dependents. It would provide Medicarelike benefits, but would not cover things
like eyeglasses, prescription drugs or longtenn care.
• Plan C calls for a fully public,
single-payer health-care plan for all U.S.
residents. This plan would be run by state
governments under federal guidance, with
a stipulation that national health-care
expenditures do not increase faster than
the GNP.
Anyone of these plans would be an
improvement over what exists today. But
the third plan - sometimes referred to as
the "Canadian model" - is clearly the best
option from both fiscal and humane
perspectives.
We at Casco Bay Weekly believe that a
national health-care plan must include the
following provisions:
• All U.s. residents must be covered,
all the time. This includes people presently

unable to get coverage due to "preexisting conditions."
• All services must be covered. Not
only the obvious choices -like dental
and visual health - but also mental
health services, diet and exercise counseling, and maternity/paternity leave. The
emphasis must be on preventative care,
not on high-tech heroics to be performed
afte.r the damage is done.
• There must be a single payer. It is
worth studying whether private enterprise could
adrninistratesuch a
system
more efficiently than the government, but
the system must remain under total
public control. There will remain opportunities for profit under this system, but
they must not lie in its administration.
• Special emphasis must be placed
on AIDS research. Since this plan would
(and must) automatically provide medical services for everyone with the AIDS
virus, it will suddenly be in the public
interest to address this problem head-on
- lather than burying our heads in the

sadd.
Now is the time for universal health
coverage for the United States. And
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell
is the man to do the job.
With or without the vacillating and
politically motivated proposals of George
Bush and the other would-be Presidents,
Senator Mitchell has the power and the
ability to put universal health care on the
national agenda this year. U he were
serious about national heath care, .
Mitchell could draft a plan in 1992 and
install it as early as 1993.
We, his constituents, have the honor
and the responsibility to keep him at the
task. He must hear our voices, and act. U
Senator Mitchell brings a humane universal health-care system to the United
States, he will go down in history as a
great man. And if he does not, he will go
down at the polls in 1994.
Now is the time, guys. Enough
politics. Just do it.
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April 9 & 10, 1992,
A Healthy Day for Men
March 14, 1992
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Self-Disrovery and Empowerment for Codependents
High Performance Under Pressure
Self Defense for Women' Master Your Mind
and much more!
For more inj"omullion or a complele course guide comacl:
Community Programs, Univc",ity of Sourhcrn Maine
68 High Sr., Portland. ME 04101

874-6500

o University of Southern Maine
PATRICK
SWAYZE

_~~~."o, .UK~

Anything can happen when
the circus comes to town.

the Miracl~

A provocative comedy

~

(mp)

551A Congrass St.
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The Casco

}interrelationships of four
yuppie couples, their
jlfiairs, scandals & secrets.
Tix are $10 tonight, $13 for
all other performances. The
show runs through Feb. 8 at
420 Cottage Road, South
Portland. Call 799-7337 for
reservations.

Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly
sections must be received In writing on the
Thursday prior to publication. Send your
Calendar and LIstings Information to Ellen .
L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

• "Imperiled Shores":
Tonight from 5-7, The
Baxter Gallery at Portland
School of Art will hold an
opening reception for an
exhibit focusing on the
environment and featuring
the works of Helen Mayer
Harrison, Newton Harrison,
Christy Rupp, Mierle
Laderman Ukeles, Christopher Horton, Rob Reeps
and Gordon Carlisle. 'These
artists' works," says gallery
director Susan Waller,
"explore the complex
interweavings between
nature and technology and
the varied impact that
human activities have had
on the shores." See the
show through March 8.
Gallery hours are Tuesday
through Sunday, 11-4;
Thursday eves till 9.
Call 775-5152
for more
intO.

get Involved
and stay
amused.

• Keep your Wittners about
you: Where else? At cafe no.
Jazz guitarist and educator
Gary Wittner brings his
quartet back to the no for
his third appearance tonight
and (1.24). Joining Wittner
will be tenor player Fred
Haas, bassist Marty Ballou
and drummer Tom Pollard.
The quartet will play
Wittner's original tunes at 9
& 11 p.m. Admission is $6
at the door of 20 Danforth
St. Call 772-8114·for details.

• Chowderheads, chow
down! Fish chowder
luncheons at South Freeport
Church are back, beginning
today from 11:30-1. Admission is $4.50. Call 865-3659
to fish for details.
• Simonize your eyes: See
Portland Players' production of Neil Simon's "Rumors," opening tonight at 8.
It's a farcical account of the

• "Love Without Pity": If
you liked "Slacker," try this •
movie about another
directionless (but charming)
youth who finds love with
an accomplished intellectual. "Love Without Pity" is
.also without English. Mais
fais attention! Call 772-9600
for show times.

• Yehudi Menuhin, former
child prodigy, virtuoso
violinist and worldclass conductor,
will appear

with the Philharmonia
Hungarica tonight. The
orchestra was started by
refugee musicians who had
fled to Vienna after the
Soviet invasion of Hungary
in the autumn of 1956.
Menuhin was the featured
soloist for the orchestra's
second performance inJ957.
Now he's back. Joined by
duo pianists Ralph
Markham and Kenneth
Broadway, Menuhin will
lead·the orchestra at 7:30 in
a program featuring
Haydn's Symphony No. 83
in G minor, Mozart's
Concerto in E-flat for Two
Pianos and Dvorak's
Symphony No.8 in G
major. The concert will be
held at Portland City Hall
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St.
Tix are $10$30. Call
Portland

See Western civilization carried on the backs of birds Thursday, Jan. 21.

rBr,iltl:~i 2 for 1 1 11111

~11

·great
• great music
• great beer & wine

NEW WAY TO
MEET IN THE 90s.

• January 23 Incomparable
We ""..y lenow som.eone specill-l
w"iring to ImtnP you.

MARGUERITE JUENEMANN

accompanied by
pianist BEVAN MANSON

883-1066
Portland

783-1500
LeWiston

C011tpatibles

• January 24-25
THE GARY WITINER
QUARTET
open jan jam sunday 4:30-8pm
reaervaUona welcome

clo8ed monday.
20 danforth ot •• 772-8114

I

I

I

• Dr. Richard Pattenaude,
USM president, will speak
today at 12:30 after luncheon at the weekly
Kiwanis Club meeting at
the Portland Club, 156 State
St. Call 774-6304 for details.

• ''Relationships & Sexuality": The Men's Forum,
jointly sponsored by Mercy
Hospital and USM's Dep't
of Community Programs,
continues tonight with a
discussion of issues concerning males' seeming
predilection for machismo
and authoritarian behavior
- and whether there is a
model for being more
complete men, one which
includes being intimate and
nurturing. Find out at 7
p.m. at Mercy Hospital,
Medical Staff Memorial
Auditorium, level B2, 144
State St. Tuition is $15 per
session. Call 874-6500 for
all the manly details.
• Being suggestive in
Gorham: Loosen Up
is a local comedy
group of five
quick-witted
performers
who will
improvise,
usingaudience suggestions,
tonight at
7:30 at The
Gorham
Connection
Restaurant, 390
Main St.,
Gorham.
Dinner's
available till
8, and
there's

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BCX)KSTORE

: the universe:
I

I
I "Would you be a ghost I

-I

1l

f1~H~~
ptaving Feb 6 - Mar. 1
210r I Thursd.ys Feb. 6 & Feb. 13
797·3331 tOI r... rvaUoni
855 Forest Avenue. Portland

I
I
I
I
I
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• Take a rhythmic journey
from a Dominican merengue
to an Andean huayno to a
Puerto Rican bomba to a
Venezuelan vaIs - with
F10r de Cana, a Pan-American group that travels
internationally performing
Central, South American
and Caribbean rhythms and
original compositions with
lyrics expressing the need
for social change in the
world. Hear Latin
America's hottest envoys
tonight at 9 at Zootz, 31
Forest Ave. Admission is $7
and includes a Latin deejay
before and after the show.
Get the beat: 773-8187.

Two cockroaches hyperventilate
Inside a rose-colored wine bottle

This streetwise haiku, "In The Gutter,"
is one of the poems included in Pat
Murphy's new book, "Riding Buddha's
Bicycle." Attend a free publication party
Jan. 28 at 8 p.m. at cafe no to hear more
and meet the man who also wrote:
God could not Imagine poets
He mode us out of frustration
with leftover words

FARE

POI1Iand's Own Famous
Folk Trio • Tix $8 • 8 PM Ino=okel

31

TIGER'S BAKU

Album Release. Tix $8 • 9 PM

Let these folks flor you
with their music Friday,
Jan. 11.
Photo/Susan Wilson

Loose-tongued and looselimbed, these comics will
be on the loose
WVednesday, Jan. 29.

trrl JAN. 23
G
fONI
• TIX $5

--

directed by AI MiU('1
Jan 23 • Feb 16
Thur. -Sal 8pm
SWI Mat 2 pm
21$15 Thur. & SWI.
$10/$8 Fri. & Sat
A block comedy by

~
~

OPEN UNTIL 7 PM WED & THURS
MON-FRI 6-5· SAT 9:30-5 · SUN 12-5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930
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will
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• COMING FRIDAY JAN 31
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THE FOOLS
Don't forget our FRIDAY
HAPPY HOURS and
NATIONAL HEADLINER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY

I

THE

every Friday Happy Hour
AcousliC Guilar
Genlous
t"""",oke}

Gifted and talented: See
these men practice
Vulcan hand salutes
Friday, Jan. 24.

There's a door prize for anyone who
can figure out what Pat Murphy's
made of. Collect it at 20 Danforth St. or
by calling 772-8114.

uso cash GIVE-AWAY

a new
afcernoon
Pottery for all ages & levels.
CLASSES BEGIN FEB. 3
for info call 772-4334 .
118 WashingtOn Ave., PM

19

Portland's gym on
Falmouth Street. Call 7814082 for marching orders.

• Veeling volksy: A
volksmarch is a
competitive outdo:o:;rs~~:--i-~:.,i
about six miles long. Today
you can participate in one
sponsored by Portland
Recreation and Southern
Maine Volksport Association to celebrate Dental
Health Month in Portland.
What do teeth have to do
with walking? Who knows.
But you may as well smile
as you stride along, even if
it's only from the bracing

- UPCOMING EVENTS-

I writer for David Duke?" I

I
I
I
I
I

• Lynch mob: Gather
round tonight to hear a
gallery talk at 7 by
Frederick Lynch, Maine's
maestro of pure form, at
Dean Velentgas Gallery,
where his drawings are
currently on display. The
gallery is located at 60
Hampshire St., Portland.
Call 772-2042 for details.

126 North Boyd St,
Portland, ME 04101

with this ad

throughout I

midwinter temps. The
march will start between 9
and 10 a.m. today at USM

\\ HAT TilE BUTLER SAW
by JoeOnoo

100 Capuccino

: in perpetuity :

no cover. Call 839-5407 for
further suggestions.

Cheap thrill:
"Rldlng Buddha's Bicycle"

"Meet me
at Raffles"

performances of

People hesitant to call a
dating service-until they
learned about the

Concert Association at 7728630 for reservations.

IlCrvingbrcakfa&.
CALL FOR
RESERVATIONS:

729-8584
14 SCHOOl ST. BRUNSWICK

lunch, dinner (l5 suooey brunch
58 Pine Street

773-8223
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BOOKS ETC

Allspeed Bicycle
and Ski

Entertainment

Ski Tune-Ups
and Repairs
Cmllmlltli from 10-dAy CALENDAR

WHAT'S
WHERE

New from
Harper Collins

Complete All'ine/
Backcountry Telemark
Ski Shop

General Cinemas

38 Excbange Street
In the Old Port· 774·0626
Mon •• Sat. 10·6, Sun. 12·5

1041 Washington Ave.
Portland, ME, 878-8741

PHILHARMONIA HUNGARICA
Conducted by YEHUDI MENUHIN
with duo-pianists
RALPH MARKHAM and KENNETH BROADWAY
Monday, January 27, 7:30pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium \'
Hayden: Symphony No. 83
in g minor ("La poule'')
Mozart: Conceno in E- flat
for Two Pianos, K 365
Dvon\k: Symphony No.8,
Op.88

Hoyts Clark's Pond
879-1511

OM of 1M world'. major orcitufras COMlleltil try 1M leg'Mary r.lwdi M.nuhin.

II
m8
~

PCA

.

f f

I

262 Cumberland Avenue Ponland, Maine 04101
(207) 772-8630
8O().639-2707
numiln" 00n.aI by
l.onfI: OIst.lll'lCt Nonh)
(800

PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA. MUSIC DIRECTOR & CONDUCTOR

~S

OLD WEST
Bring your cowboys and cowgirls
to the Family Concert!

STEVENTOrH
CARTOONIST
Satunlay, Feb. 8 2 PM
Portland City Hall Aud.
Family or 4, '28
(In • . ,·hild ullflt'r IH 5: aclt/III

Adult"12
Child/student:

'5

773·8191or 800·639·2309
.](IUU WhillWy lillll C:harlt's Shillman l'ay~ln

( 'harlt.ahlt·

~~)ulllialinn

:. ~.:r """er Wellnes8 C

~~\V'

~.§ USM Lifeline ~¢~

774-1022
DaI8s effective Jan 24-29
....d TIud Rocks the Cradle (R)
1:30,4:15,6:50,9:15
Kuffa (PG-13)
1:05,3:50, 7:10,9:25
JFK (R)
" 4:45, 8:30
Father of the BrIde (PG)
12:45, 3, 5:20, 7:35, 9:50
Orand canyon (R)
1:10,4,7,9:55
Julce(R)
12:50,3:10,5:30, 7:40, 9:40
Fried Oreen Tomato. . (R)
1:20,4:10,7:15,10

333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland

llcke":$10,$18,$25,$30
Group rates available.

~ Portland Concert Association

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S, Portland

I

DaI8s effective Jan 24-30
FIfNfII Goes West Sat & Sun only
No 1:10 showing of The
Last Boysoout on Sat & SUn

MyOlrt (PG)
1 :20, 4:20, 7:20
a-uty MCI the a-at (G)
1,3,5.7
The Lut Bopcout (R)
1:10,4:10,7:10,9:55
Hook(PG)
12:50,3:50,6:40, 9:30
8upy(R)
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:20
Prince 01 TIdee (R)
12:40,3:40,6:50,9:10
FIeveI Qoee WMt (G)
1:10
cape Fe.r(R)
9
FrMjllCk(R)
1:30,4,7,9:40
Rush (R)
9:40
Love Crt...- (A)
1 :40, 4:30, 7:30, 10

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland

772-9600
MatinMs Sat & SUn

Love WIthout PIty
Jan 22-26
Wed-Frf7,9
sa-8un 1, 7
Buml,..
Jan 25-28
sa-Sun 3, 9
Mon-Tues 7:15, 9
DHdAg_n
Jan21Heb4
Wed-Sat 7,9
Sat-Sun 1
Si.n-Tues 9

Pe,.. ..

SILVER
SCREEN
Bnuty .nd the . . ..t Disney's new animated extravaganza based on the fairy

tale.
Bleck Robe Jesuk missionaries in 1634
Quebee attempt to bring Christianity to

the region's Indian ;'habitants.

8upy Based on the life of the flamboyant
gangster Bugsy Siegel. Driven by his love

forawoman,hea.tedagamblingmacca
in !he mid-'40a known as Las Vegas_
Wal1'8ll Beatty and Annette Baning star.
C.pe F.r An ex-con terrorizes !he family
of a lawyer who failed to keep him out of
jail years earier. Stars Robart De Niro,
Jeasica Lange, Nick Nolte and Robart
Mitchum.
The Commitments Director Alan Parker's
(-Mississippi Burning," 'MldnIght ExpresS; tala of an Irish rock band devoted
to black Amaican soul music.
Deed A8IIln A woman suffering amnesIa Is
spat.
ttOUbied by !he memory of an apparent
murder, and a private detective attempts Love WIthout Pity A parpetual slacker
who Is God's gill to women, getting along
to unearth her identity. She may have
on his charm and on the generosity of his
bean the victim, !he husband may have
drug-<lealing brother, ~s the intellecbean !he killer; thatls, if the detective isn't
tual and accomplished Natalia. who can't
the culprit. Two related stories are deve1help baing attracted to him.
oped sImuItanaously by director Kenneth
Branagh, who hints at reincamation in My Girt A young girl whose mother has
diad, and whose father is a funeral directhis cyclical suspanse tale.
tor, Is obsessed with death until she and
Europe. Europe Based on the reaHife
her bast friend learn about life and she
experiences of Solomon Perel. a German
can accept herfathar's newwornan friend.
Jew who inmigrated in 1938 to Poland at
the age of t3, became one of the Hitler My Own Prlvats Idaho A burlasque patchwork dea~ng with the lives of two young
Youth, eventually ran away to join forces
street hustIars in Portland, Ore., and thair
with the RUSSians - and lives in Israel
search for symbiosis without the abuses
t~;~~:
of intimacy_ A clever melange of homosexuality,
class divisions and
Shakespeare's "Henry IV."
,.. .... Ia 8umlng A documentary on black
& Hispanic gays competing in dreg, impersonating everyone from TV stars and
Vegas showgirls to businessman and
school git1s.
PrInce of TkIM A Naw Y011< psychiatrist
(Barbara Strelsand) and a South Carolina
teacher (Nick Notte) are broughttogather
by the attempted suicide of his sister,
who happens to ba her patient. Directed by Strelsand, besed on Pat Conroy's
novel.
Rambling . . . . ASoutham famityhiresan
Irrepressible young woman from !he other
side of !he 1recks and then truSt deal with
F..... of the IIIkIe Two parents o~
her sexual precocity. Directed by Martha
the frantic waXling of their daughter.
Coolidge, starring Laura Oem and Robert
Diane Keaton and St_ Martin team up
OWaH.
In this remake of the 1950 original.
Ruah Two undercover narcs try out some
Flew.. Qoea Weat F1avel, an irrmigrent
dopa in the lina of duty and get hooked on
mousa,leaves NewYOII< City to find new
~-andeachother-Inthis 1970spar1od
fr1ands and ad\W1ture in the Wid West.
piece about conflicting responsibilities.
Animated, with the voices of James
~rs Jason Patrie and JanatJason Leigh,
Stewart. John Cleese and Dom Deluise.
with a greet cameo by Greg Allman asFI..... King Jeff Bridges plays a cynical
what else? - a drug dealer.
deejay attempting to redMm himself with
the help of Peny (Robin Wiliams), a charismatic, visionary straat panIOI'I and IoITTl8l'
professor of medieval history.
FNejKk In a futuristic wortd, a race car
driver Is killed Inan accident. Someyaars
later, when people have taken to hijackingdead bodies, his Is stolen and brought
back to ~fe. Emilio Estevez and Mick
Jagger star.
Fried GrMft TomatMe An overweight
and neglected housewife befriends a
lonely older woman lIvIng at a rest home.
They develop a clMe relationship based
-on the eldar's memorfea, which helps to
restore the houeewife's joia de \/ivre.

Fitness Walking
Smoking Cessation
Multi Aerobics
Cholesterol SCR:ens

CardiaclPulmonary
~habilitation

CPR
Aquatic Fitness
Sporn Massage
Free: Weights
60 Plus Fitness
Bodyshop Weight
Training

Back Massage
jogging
Tai Chi Ch'uan
Nautilus
Basketball
Racquetball
Squash

pradlc:anwrt8of _ _ otharcharact_
at dlflarent ends of AmerIcan soclaly are
nwealed.

Nickelodeon
Temple and MIckie 8treets,
Portland

Call 780-4170 today for more information.

() University of Soutrem Maine

DaI8s effective Jan 24-30
Matu- Sat & SUn only

The Commtt...... (R)
1:20, 7:20, 9:40
EIII'OpII, Europe (R)
1:40, 7:30, 9:30
RIIIIIIIIInI Ro. . (R)
1,7.9:15
The Fieher KI,.. (R)
1:30,6:50, 9:25
My OWn Private ldalho (R)
1:15,7:15,9:20
BIIICk Robe (R)
1 :10,7:10,9;35

"H.rold .nd the Purpl. Crayon·
Thea1reworksNSA will bring Crockett
Johnson's l1Ue picture book, beloved by
children throughout the wotld, to life
onstage In a musical that celebrates the
child's imagination and the child in aM of
us. Feb 1 at 1 pm at Portland City Hall, 30
Myrtia St, Portland. Call 772-8630.
,......-I...
ComacIy Loosen Up,
contemporary IocaI comedy group, wi.
offer Its ooique form of improvisational
entertainment Jan 29, at 7:30 pm, at The
GoIhamConnection Restaurant, 390 Main
St, Gotham. No cover. Can ~5407.
"The M.nd..
Portland Stage Company presents Wallace Shawn's ("My Dinner with Andre) version of Niccolo
Machiaveli's 1518 masterpiece, in which
young Callimaco faDs irrevocably for the
virtuous and married llJCrezia. Says PSC
Artistic Director Richard Hamburger, "It's
brilliant comedy that uses wild humor to
ask just howfarwa are willing to go to get
what we want.': Plays through Jan 26Tue. Wed & Thu at 7:30 pm; Fri at 8 pm;
Satat5&9 pm; Sun at2 pm- at Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave.
TIx$t2-$26.50. Ring 774-0465 for reservations.
·Ru......... • The Portland Players will stage
this farea by Nail Simon through Feb 8Fri&Satat8 pm; Sun at 2:30 pm-at420
Cottage Road, S. Portland. Tix: $1 oopening night, $13 thereafter. For reservations
and more info, call 799-7337.
"8h_ Stopp.,.· Benefit Per10rmanca at
Portland Lyric Theater conSisting of a
sat1es ofdanee numbers. Proceeds go to
thethaater'snewseatscampaign. Jan24
& 25 at 8 pm, at Portland Lyrie Theater,
176 Sawyer S1. S. Portland. For further
info call 767 -3949.
·Melody Hour Munle..• at The Mystery
Cafa D;,nerTheatre, Baker's Tabla Banquet Room, 434 ForeSt, Portland. Shows
every Saturday at 8. For ;,fo and reservations can 693-3063 or t-800-834-3063.
"Whllt the Butler
The Theater
Project opens ~8 season with a biting
comedy that mocks se\WllI aspects of
contarJ'4lOl'8ry British and western soc~
aty. It'. wrftten by British playwright Joe
Orton ("Loot; and directed by AI~IIIer.
Opens Jan 23 and runs through Feb 16Thurs-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 - at The
ThaaterProject,14Schoo1St,Brunswick.
The: $15 for two, Thurs & Soo; $8-$10 Fri
& Sat. For reservations call 729-8564.

,on.,
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AUDITIONS
AToM is anon-profit profassional touring
organization which presents over 200
performances a year throughout the New
England area. Act~ & actresses are invited to aud~ion for paid posnionS. To
schedule an appo;,tment, send resume
and photo to AToM,RRl Box900,Laeds,
ME 04263.
Freeport Community Players will audition for Nell Simon's comedy "Barefoot in
the P""'" - roles for one young and one
oIderfernale and forfourmalas, twoyoung
& twooldaronas-Jan27-28,at7 pm, at
Freeport High School, Freeport. For further info cal 865-6041 .
NlItIonwfd. Audition Hotlln. can provide you with instant up-to-date Info on
aud~ions forthaatrieal productions, films
and music groups across the nation.
Hotline operational 24 hours and updated
weakly. User.; are not billed if call ends
within 30 seconds. Nationalaudilion number is 1-900-933-2386.

STAGE

G ....... C.11JOft A bl8ck tow-truck dri_
reecuea a white Inyer, whose flashy \I&hlcla break, down In a poor neighbor- "TheActor's NIghtme,..·. "8IaterMery
hood, baIorealocalgangcandoanything
1FiIl1. Explelns It All fOf' You· The
about It. Their l/vet Interningla and the
Originals will present these two on&-act

772-9751

Activities for men and women of all ages

Hook A modem version of ·Peter Pan" ;,
which Peter has grown up and want. to
return to Navwna_ Land. Directed by
Ste\W1 Spielberg, staning Robin Wiliams
as Pater, Julia Roberts as TInkarball and
Dustin Hoffman as Captair> Hook.
JFK Director 011_ Stone rehashes the
story that unceasingly captivates the
American imagination. Kevin Costner
playS Jim Garrison, the DA who ba~eves ,
he has uneovered the truth about the
conspiracy surrounding the president's
assassination.
Juice Three young men lead hard and fast
lives in Harlem. One of them, a deejay,
reckons he can make ~ big outside his
neighborhood. But he ends up involved in
a robbery for which he has to pay.
Kuff8Agood-for-nothing high school dropout wants to avenge his policeman
brother's death by challenging the brains
behind the city's organized crime.
Th. Lest lIoyacout Bruce Wilis plays an
ax-CIA agent who teams up with a fonner
football player (Damon Wayans) to solve
a murder involving the athlate's girlfriend.
Ultimately, the pair uncover a web of
Intrigue surrounding crooked politicians
and various criminal elements attempting
to legalize pro football gambling.
Love Crlm. A female district attorney
goes after a pervert who photographs
nuda woman and tries to take edvantage
ot them. Than she he<self falls under his

gynecologist Ie aOCUled of ..,...Ing his patlentand optStorsulclda. His wlfesuffalw
a rri9catriaga, goes mad and bIanws INarythlng on the patient .00 her farrily.
She becomes !he nanny of the patlent's
dIIughter.oo ac8CUlial her vicious plans.

comedies byChristopharOureng through
Jan 25 - Fri & Set at 7::JI:J pm - at The
Saco RJ_ Grange Hall In Bar Mila. The:
$6 edun., $4 II1udants & senior citizanl.
Forl'8MlV8tIons, cal 929-5412.
C«nadlens nmFerNlI,JoIInneett.ele
.nd KevIn "'-Iova: bad TV, political
couPS. poetry, extreme emotional displays, big hair, religious epics, tabloid
journalism, contorted bodies, phony foraigntongue, obscurehistorical ratMWlCaS,
grotesque calebrt1las, and small children
with puppies. They transform these pat>sions and any passions you might suggest Into a two-hour comedy borllnza.
Just Ike snowflakes, no two shows are
alike. This comedy I'1'WacIa oofolds at 8
pm evaryThuraday at the Cave (29 Forest
Ave, right next to Zootz). Just bring $3
and Tlm, Joanna and Kevin wlltake you
from there. For mora info call 879-0070.
"EIMrythlng Sprite" USM's Theater Dept.
Is sponsorfng student SIeve Wlliam'.
comedy abollta gifted teanagarwho devi-. a futuristic 8Clence project to help
him expraa his IaaIngs of Iove_Jan 2426 - Fri at 7:30 pm, Set at 4::JI:J, Sun 8t5 ,
- at USM'. Lab TheatretFrf &Sat), "'-""
Hall, GoItwn and USM's luther Bonney
AudIIorkIm (Sun), Bedford Street. Portland. The: $4. RaIIeMltions cal 780-5483.

CLUBS

THURSDAY 1.18
Th. TI'K)' McClan & Rebec:c:e Wing
Trio Oazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Jon.then ate_ (acoustic) Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-789t.
BlcyeI.ThIe_(rock)OIdPortTa~,11

Maunon St, Portland. 774-0444.
Chrta Smlth_ (blues) Raoul's Roadside
AI1raction,865 ForestAve,PIId.77~.
Chrtatoph. RobIn (rock) Spring Po;,t
Cafe, 175 PIckett St, S. PIkI. 767-4827.
Jor Ride &
DOg (rock banaIit for
AIDS) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland.
773-8040.
DHley Greg P _ _ (laser karaoke)
TIpperary PIIb, Sheraton Tare Hotel, S.
Portland. 775-8161 .
Open Mlc Night with Bill Cemeron
(acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Billards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

a.-t
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Portland'. gho.tly trio - (I. to r.) Joe Potter, Beth Blood .. George
Ripley - will perform Jan. 23, from 6-9 p.m., .t USM Portland'.
Campus Center, 96 Falmouth St. Call 874-6598 for details.

Haunted by "Home"
Ghost Walks' new CD brings back memories
Before we get started, I'd better make a confession: I played bass
for Ghost Walks in 1986-87. So don't expect an unbiased review
(now there's an oxymoron for ya) of "Home," the new Ghost Walks
CD. All I can promise is a bit more insight into the band than your
average local music consumer.
Then again, as Ghost Walks' George Ripley is quick to remind
me, my stint with the band was all but insignificant in relation to its
long and checkered history. Ah well, so much for self-importance.
In 1979, The Stains - Ripley on guitar, Beth Blood on bass, Joe
Potter on drums and Dave Buxton on vocals - became Portland's
first punk band. But with no real scene here, they soon moved to
Boston, where, in true punk fashion, they played some killer gigs,
faltered in the studio, fell apart, reformed as Ice Age, and fell apart
again.
By the winter of 1983 Ripley and Blood were back in Portland,
writing spooky songs together and performing under the name
Ghost Walks. Over the next six
years, some 15 different lineups
ensued, the only constants being
Ripley's howling guitar and
Blood's powerful singing,
enigmatic lyrics, and switch·hitting bass and guitar playing.
Since '89, they've stabilized as a trio, with drummer Potter
returning from Boston (where he served time with bands like
Group 5 and Bunnies From Hem, bringing the original Stains
lineup full circle - minus Buxton.
Through all these changes, three albums were released in three
different formats. The first, '1ndigo," came out on vinyl in 1985,
and features Norma Troy on bass and second vocals and Lance
Spano on drums. With Troy contributing some of the songwriting
and Spano flavoring the proceedings with a jazzy, progressive feel,
it remains by far their slickest, most accessible work to date.
"Feel Like A Ghost" was released on cassette in 1989, compiled
from sessions with two different drummers - Jay Moores and
Richard Joseph St. Louis. Like too many independent releases, this
one suffers from a lack of time and money; the performances seem
rushed and way too sloppy, even by Ghost Walks standards.
Now there's "Home," released on CD by New York indy label
Anarchy Records. And while this album doesn't exactly break new
ground for Ghost Walks, it somehow validates all the work and
frustration that've come before, while setting the stage for real
future growth. (As for that, Ripley says they've got 10 tra~ks for a
fourth release already in the can.)
. On ?iome," Blood delivers her maturing punk's-eye-view lyrics
In a vOIce that swoops and roars with unrestrained freedom, yet
never hits a bad note. For extra thrills, -she occaSionally adds spinetingling harmony overdubs. And her bass playing? It clicks happily
in a "new wave" mid-range style that, well, let's say I can relate to.
If Blood is the heart of Ghost Walks, then Ripley is surely its
gore-drenched soul. He's the most natural noise monster of a guitar
player I've ever heard: You just can't tell where the chords end and
the feedback begins. Ripley's relentless buzz and drone has always
been the ingredient that gave Ghost Walks its netherworldly focus
and made the name oh-so-apropos.
The major mistake on "Home" was opening the disc with
:'Blue," a massive mess of a mix that aims for Cure-ish atmospherICS but never comes close.,. or even comes together. But it's all
uphill from there. My favorite track is "Mud, Mudder, Muddest," a
big-beat pagan rite that has all three players cranking at maximum
intensity, driving each other (and the listener) to a happy primal
froth.
People used to tell me that too many Ghost Walks songs
sounded the same, and in terms of tempo and texture on "Home,"
maybe that's a valid criticism. But so what? This band's sonic shock
therapy assault tactics don't play by anyone's rules. Either you
understand it or you don't.
And I guess you don't, because here in Portland Ghost Walks
has never received the support it deserves. Distractingly sloppy and
undisciplined they may be, but to anyone who's ever felt like a
ghost wandering through the murky mainstream, those can be
endearing qualities, Listening to "Home," it's not just the memories
of my own time with Ghost Walks that haunt me; it's the way this
music sparks a gnawing consciousness that maybe this already is
life after dea tho

music

Micluul Townsend

LOBSTER SHRIMP PRIME
FESTIVAL SPECfACULAR & WINE
$1 1.95
~~~ $10.95

Twin
Lobsters

Includes Lobster, Steamer>
o(Chowder.

Lobs,.,.

. Is incIud.

''''801la~d & buitn,

drawn

buu.,.

A Full Cut of our

Tender Prime Rib

Served with a Glass
of House Wine or
~hl,imnl Domestic Draft Beer

$9.95
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READ ANY GOOD REVIEWS
LATELY?
WE THINK YOU SHOULD DECIDE
Because of your great response we're offering
our FREE MEAL coupon again!
Buy any entree from 5pm til close. any night of the week an.~
get an equal or lesser fare entree for FREE
~ ':.
WITH THIS

COUPON.

WOLFIE'
Restaurant & Bar
pOOl
EVB\1 WED 193 Middle Street
AT 7PM\ Old Port • 773-3501

..... R _ (blues) Raoul's Roadside At1nIctIon, 865 Forast Ave, PlId. 773-6686.
a.v.ntIt ....k (rock) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Bill C a _ .........., Lnter (acoustic) Wharf. End, 52 Wharf St. Portland.
773-0093.
Open MIc Night with the Cool Whlpe
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brother$' Pub at
Port Biliardtl, 39 Forest Aw. Portland.
Ctmtinued from pGgt 21
775-1944.
Art aall.., University of Southern
Maine. 37 College Ave. Gorflam. 0pening raceptlon Jan 23 from 4-7 pm for
paintings by Frederick lynch, who will
give a lecture at 4. Showing lhrough Feb
16. Gallery hours: Sun-Thurs. 12-4 pm.
780-5409.
Qotte De_. Inc., Thompson's Point.
second floor Bldg lA. Portland. Smoke The Baxter Gallery. Portland School of
and chem-free danceswfth swing. Latin &
Art. 619 Congress St. Portland. Opening
ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm &
raception Jan 23 from 5-7 pmfor'1mperSundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
iled Shores," an elChibition focusing on
environmental issues through the works
Th. Moon. 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
of Helen Mayer Harrison, Christy Rupp.
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Tom Kennedy (acoustic gutta" Bramhall
Christopher Horton. Gordon Carlyle, Rob
Cover: $2. Thursday's are college anerPub. 769 Congress SI, PtId. 773-9873.
Reaps, Newton Harrison and Mierle
nat;"" night. No co_ with college 10. $1
Joe Mulhollend Sextet (jazz) cafe no. 20
ladennanUkeles. On viewthroughMarch
without. 871-0663.
Danforth SI, Portland. 772-8114.
8. Galle!y talk by Director Susan Waller
NY. Stygltlecl (rock) Gena's. 13 Brown St. "Iutea, 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly
Feb 13at6 pm. Gale!y hours: Tues. Wed.
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Portland. 772-7891 .
Frl-Sun, 11-4; Thurs. 11-9. 775-5152.
T-Blrd·.,
126
N.
Boyd
St.
Portland.
Sun:
Delileh (classic rock) Moose AJey. 46 MarSun aall.ry, 496 Congress St. Portland.
football
afternoon.
comedy
night;
.Mon.
ket St. Portland. 774-5246.
Opening raceptionJan31 from 5-7 pm for
chefn.free; Wed,local bands; Thurs. col8Iqde Thl_(rock) Old Port Ta-." 11
"Triangulation," Charlene M. Barton's
lege night; Fri & Sat, bands and/or deejay.
Mou~on SI, PorUand. 774-0444.
bronzescuiptures, Rilda LoveRabmann's
all contemporary dance music. 773-8040.
Ton, 80fhI (Top 40) Raoul's Roadside
woven works and works on paper by
Whe,.h""
••
De_
Club,
29
Forest
Ave.
Attraction. 865 ForestAw, PtId.773-6886.
Leuri TwitcheU. On view through March
Portland. Prcgresslw music. Fri. Groow
Th. U....tters (R&B) Spring Point Cafe,
14. Gale!y hours: Wed-Sat 11-6. or by
Academy with deejay duo Spence & AI;
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
appointment: 773-8616.
Sat. Women's Night from 9-1 with deejay
The ...... (rock)T-Birds, 126N. BoydS!,
Dab. 874-9770.
.
Portland. 773-8040.Zootz, 31 ForestAw. Portland. Wed: chernMarc Brann (folk) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton
free; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: deejay/live muTara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161.
sic; Sat: cutting edgedance;Sun: request
The Raz. (dance rock) The Wrong Brothnight. 773-8187.
Art Gall.ry et the Phoenix, 630 Forest
ers' Pub at Port Billards. 39 Forest Ave,
Ave. Portland. Works by Jeff Perron. lou
Portland. 775-1944.
Mastro, LeeRing. Edward Parker. Malaine
Ozenowagis and Cory Decker through
Jan 31. Gallery hours: Thu~Sat. H)-5.
774-4154.
COng.... Squa,. aall.ry. 42 Exchange
St. Portland. Selection of works by gallery
Tom Kennedy (acoustic gutta" Bramhall
artists - Including Philip Barter. Jill Hoy.
Pub, 769 Congress S!, PtId. 773-9873.
Meg Payson-Brown. Marsha Donahue .
..... Mulholland Satet (jazz) cafe no, 20
Gina Werle! & Rob Pollien - on view
Danforth SI. Portland. 772-8114.
through January. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat.
C .....ln· Pumpklna (psychedelic rock) &
10:30-5; Thu~Sat eves till 9; Sun noon~rish Boot (garage rock) Gena's, 13
5.774-3369.
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
Dean Y..... tg. . Gallery. 60 Hampshire
Delilah (classic rock) Moose Aley. 46 MarSt. Portland. Drawings by Frederick Lynch.
ket St. PorUand. 774-5246.
who will give a gallerylalkJan 30 at 7 pm.
. BIqocleThi_(rocklOld PortTa-n 11
Showing through Feb 16. Gallery hours:
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Thurs 12-8 pm. Fri & Sat 12-5. Sun 12-4.
Rockln VIbration (reggae) Raoul's Roadand by appointment: 772-2042.
sidaAttraction.865 Forest Ave. Portland.
Froet Qui" aalleoy. 411 Congress St.
773-6886.
Portland. A group exhibition f...turing the "
The Upeett_ (R&B) Spring Point Cafe.
work9 of all gallery artists. Including oils,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
watercolor. pestels. and sculpture in a
That CIty (dance) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St,
wide range of styles and subjects by
Marley
Mark.
the
Funky
Bunch
with
Portland. 773-8040.
Dalav Ipcar, DeWitt Hardy. Eric Green .
...-Rhythmllyndlcatell23192(rap)
Straight Up (Top 40) Tipperary Pub.
Laurenze
Sisson. Alfred Chadbourne.
7:30 pm. at Portland ExposHion Building.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. PtId. 775-6161.
Marthe Groome. Sharon Yates. Cabot
239
Park
Aw.
Portland.
Tix:
$17.50.
8748cott R _ (trombone jazz) Verrillo's
Lyford and John Lauren1. Gallery hours:
8203.
Convention Center. Turnpike Exit 8, RiYMon-Fri, 12-6 pm. or by appointmen1.
erside St. Portland. 80-9741.
773-2555.
The Raze (dance rock) The Wrong Brotha ......hut Gal ........ 148 Middle St. Porters' Pub at Port Billards. 39 Forest Aw.
land. Artwork by Thomas Connely, Chris
Portland. 775-1944.
Neilsen, Sarah Knock, Alison Goodwin.
Duncim Slade. Connie Hayes and many
Lazy Meread•• 1124 & 25 (folk duo) 7 pm,
others through Feb 4. Galleryhours: MonMountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127 Middle
Frll()'5:30. Sat 11-5:30. 772-2693.
S!, Portland.
"-II Gallery. 345 Fore St. Portland.
Holiday show of _tarcolors, oils. prints
Open J.m IIeeaIon (jazz) cafe no, 20
and glass works by BiIJewel, Paul Black,
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Bart Weiss. Cynthia McMunin, James
Polnt08(rock)OId PortTavem. 11 Mou~on
Carpenter, Buckley Smith, Thomas
St. Portland. 774-0444.
Nadeau . Joseph Cousins. Showing
Circle Of Sound (folk groups) 7:30 pm,
J.nn, • the Woodmen (rock) Raoul's
through Jan 30. Gallery hours: Mor>-Sat
Bonnie Eagle High School Auditorium.
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave.
10:15 am-6 pm. or by apPt: 773-3334.
RFD , 2. West Buxton. Toc $7 general
Portland. 773-6886.
public, $5 seniors, $3 students. 929-4879. The LeWi. Qan.ry. Portland Public liBII" M.rtln • Brian frazier (stand-up
brary, 5 Monument Square. "Seeds of
comedy) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd St, PortChange," a nationwide traveling exhibit
land. 773-8040.
based on a . major exhibition at the
Smithsonian Institution National Museum
The BroIcen Ken (acoustic) Wharf's End.
of Natural History, presented in conJunc52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
lion with the ColumbUs Quincentennial.
E........y Playere (hyrms. liturgical anPaneisdaaling with NatlveAmericansand
thems & dance) 3 pm. Central Square
what the woI1d _ . like in 1492 - 500
Baptist Church. 466 Stevens Ave. Portyears of encounter and exchange (and a
land. Free. but donations welcomed .
IHlIe bit of bloodshed). Showing thruJan
Choir/dance concert "Go Out WIlh Joy."
30. Library hours: Mon. Wed & Fri 9-6;
Open MIc 8bow with Randy Morabito
The PlaYEInI will also perfonn 1123 at 8 at
Tues & Thurs noon-9; Sat 9-5. 871-1710.
(b.y.o. jam) Raoul's Roadside Attraction.
the Schoollouse Arts Center, routes 114
865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6686.
& 35. Sebago Lake; and 1124 at 8 at the Th_. M_r Cablnet.... k.ra. 415
Cumbertand Aw. Portland. Exhibition of
PoInt 08 (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton
First CongAlgational Church of Bridgton.
_tarcoIorsandstonelilhographsbyAilan
St. Portland. 774-0444.
773-1648.
Forest Small, known for his Intimate _ 0 ..... Mlc Night with Ken GrlrneIey
tercolors of landscape and arcMectural
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St,
subjects. His latest works focus on atmoPortland. 773-0093.
spheric Maine scenes. ThruJan 30. Showroom hours: Mon-Sat. 9-5. 174-3791.
..... CoIIegeOrcheatnlllJ1 &211 (cla8- The Photo aallery, Portlend School of
Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. Photosica~ 8 pm. Bates College, Olin Art. Cengraphs by Steve Scopic through Feb 21.
ter Concert Hall. Lewiston. A program
Gallery hours: Mon-Thurs, 9-9; Fri. 9-5;
intetprellng F ranch composers Ravel.
N.xtElllt(rock)OId PortTa-".11 MolJlon
Sun. 11-4. 175-5152.
St. Portland. 774-0444.
Debussy, Satleand Bizet. FnI9. 78&-6330.
Bamboo Taxi (acoustic) Raoul's Roadside The Block Ene«nble 1131192 (baroque & 3 ~ Gallery, 112 High St. Portland.
"FIgurative Works" by artists Induding
Attraction, 865 FOnISI Ave, Portland. 773classical) 7:30 pm, St. Ame's Church,
Anne Alexander, Grant Drumheller.
6686.
Lower Main StnIet, Gorham. Rarnaau's
Charfes Oakes and othElnl . On view
Open MIc Night wtth P.t. Q_ _
Gavotte wilh Six Doubles, arranged by
through Feb 23. Galely hours: Fri & Sat 9
Ryokel Nakaga_; Damase's Oix-sept
(b.y.o. jam)Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell
am-5 pm. SU112-5 pm, and by appointVariations; Barber's Summar Mt.$: Op.
St, S. Portland. 767-4827.
ment. 781-4291.
31; BeethoYWI'. Quintet Op. 71. Tix: $6
The Sorry DoIIe(acoustlc) Wharf'. End, 52
~
admission,
$3
studeo1s
&
_
The
Pine T.... 1hop and a.,wIew GalWharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
lery, 75 MarketSt, Portland. Gallerygroup
nlors. 839-4224 or 3011.
exhibit leaturing new work by Neal ParDeboreh Heneon-C_nt 211192 (jazz
ent. Carol Sebold, Robert StebIeton, Helen
hatp)8pm.ChocoIataChurch,804WashSt Clair, Matthew Smith, David Clough,
ington St. Bath. T1x: $12. $10 kids and
Tina Ingraham, Sean Morrissey. Bear
seniors. 442~7 .
Blake & MIllY Brosnan. Through January.
Bac........' Night (topless) Mooee Allay, FIor de Cana 211192 (multicultlral PanGallery hours: Mon-Sat. 1()'8; Sundays,
American world beat) 2 pm, lkIited Sap46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
12-5, through Christmas. 773-3007.
tistChurch. MalnSt, lewiston. T1x:$CI. $4
Next EllIt(rock)OIdPOrtT.wm,11 Molllon
for seniors & kIddoe. 782-7228.
CtmtinlUd on pGge.24
SI, Portland. 774-0444.
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ART

SCENE

DANCING

FRIDAY 1.17

AROUND TOWN

An Old Port Tradition
Greater Portland Magazine
Award Winner
for

Best Steak • Best Late Night
GREAT STEAK • FRESH SEAFOOD
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

Why go anywhere else?
Gift Cettificates Available for the Holidays.
83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTlAND, ME • 773-4731

COOKIN'

SATURDAY 1.18

~~

CON

CERTS

"lancing act In putels: LJIICh', "Dfeform 231," 30" x 22", 1991.

THURSDAY 1.23

Squarcles and spaces trip the light fantastic

FRIDAY 1.24

SUNDAY 1.19

Help! We're in a quandry! A couple of people have asked us if we
plan [0 change our menu here a[ Katahdin. Our answer has been
[hat we just don't know. We know that there are things that we
cook that people come for time after time. We are wondering if we
should stick WI~ what ~e have and continue to offer lots of specials,
~r maybe there s somethmg you have had as a special that you would
Iilc.e, to be able to enjoy every time you come in. Is there anything
you d like to have here that we don't offer?
If you are here at Katahdin for dinner please make a ~te on a
commeru card, [ell the server, poke your head in the kitchen and [ell
us or call any day after 11:00 a.m.
Our first annual January White Sale has been a big success.
Savvy customers are talcing advantage of the 15% discount we're
offering [his month off all things white from our regular menu the
Chef's Specials menu, and our wine lisL
'
We are in the kitchen every night doing what we do best so we
aren't able to thank everyone for coming and make sure 'we are
domg absolutely everything [0 make an evening here the best
experience .we can. Please le[ us know. Af[er all, the bottom line is
that you spend your good money for our good cookin' and we want
you [0 come back for more.
•
We don't know if it's a blessing or a curse. but there ha.n't been
much of the wbite stuff here on the peninlula 50 far tbis winter.
~n fact, ~bou[ [~e only white you'll And around these parts are the
Items we re offenng at our White Sale. If you haven't tried our good
cook~' or have yet [0 experience the homey comfort of Katahdin,
~ow IS a" great. [U~e to break [~e ice, so t~ speak. And if you're a
regular, we InVI[e you [0 enJoy the savIngS on the white sruff
you've .come to I<;>ve. We've been pleasantly surprised by the
popular~ry of our ftrst annual January White Sale, but maybe we
shouldn t have been. After all, our everyday prices are already very
reasonable, and when they're slashed by anocker 15% it's a deal
thrifty Yankees And hard [0 resist!

1Ju~&y~_

774~1740

SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM

OmGJINA1L
AIB30mCGIONfAlL

SATURDAY 1.25

SUNDAY 1.28

MONDAY 1.20

UPCOMING

TUESDAY 1.21

WEDNESDAY 1.22

"""""'-~fi'<-

PltolDlJay Yark

Frederick Lynch draws the Platonic ideals behind the sound of "OM"
Frederick Lynch's drawing!! are a oomplete
contradiction. They're not a oontradiction for the
obvious reason that at least half of them are black
stripes and rectangles set against a white ground.
They're a contradiction because they appear to be
exactly what Lynch is intent upon making them
not appear to be: th~imensional. He goes out
of his way not to resort to any of the illusory
devices ordinarily resorted to in giving an object
depth. He does this because his paintings are
about pure shape. Not form, but shape.
Why not form? Because form has, by implication, three dimensions. Lynch's pastel drawing
"Deiform Drawing 241" is a salmon-colored circle,
a work in which he went out of his way, he says,
to avoid giving it a spherical quality. He pointedly
did not give it light and dark sides, such as the
moon or a planet has, nor any modeling to give it
depth. For his intent was to show a disk - just a
disk - in a certain amount of space. But the final
product is not a disk. it's a globe. You can practically see around it . You can sail off the edge of it,
into infinite space. Or hop off the bottom of it onto
the back of the turtle that's canying it through all
of eternity. (Please see; Chinese mythology.) You
can hold it in the palm of your hand - if you have
a very big hand.
This disk
, achieves its
th~imen

sional quality in
part by its
particular
mixture of
salmon tones
and the chalky
texture of the pastels; but principally by its relation.
to the amount of background in which it is
suspended. The disk is suspended in space, and
that space is articulated by pure white paper.
Lynch's drawings not only appear to be threedimensionaL but they also have a planetary sense
of things floating. There's a sculptural quality to
them, only they achieve an ideal that sculpture
can't quite achieve, specifically because it is unable
to float. Sculpture actually is, after all, threedimensional and has weight. It therefore must be
attached to the ground by means of some sort of

Drawings by
Frederick Lynch
Dean Velentgu Callery,
60 Hampshire St., Portland
Showing through Feb. 16

. Affordable primitive art from
the people who invented it.
Open Thesday through Saturday
12:00 - 5:00 p.rn.
and by appointment.

base. Not so Lynch's drawings. They can be ideal
shapes - and they can float in spaCe, needing
nothing but themselves to exist - no base attaching them to earth and intruding upon the isolated
purity of the shape.
The third aspect of the trompe l'oeil quality of
Lynch's drawings is achieved by his application of
pigment. In "Deiform Drawings 165 and 175," the
rust and aqua-toned pigments are applied in such
depth that they are to the viewer not mere applications of pigment to paper, but attached sheets of
oxidized copper and rusted steel. Perhaps this is
because pastel is pure, unadulterated pigment,
mined from the earth like the metals they depict.
Whatever the reason, these drawings are not
draWings but oonstructions, and they have all the
tangibility that things, not drawings of things,
have.
It is impossible to look - really look - at these
pastels without ooming away with a feeling of awe
at the existence of shapes: beautiful, miraculous,
mesmerizing shapes that you had never really
noticed before. My favorite shape was "Deiforrn
Drawing 183." In moody rustiness with smaller,
startling
- bits of oontrasting
midnight blue and red-Qrange, it's a perfect
squarcle. No, I didn't misspell it. Go see for

yourself.
Lynch's series of "Striped Drawings," in
gouache and graphite on paper, are variations on
his trademark stripes, or "bars of alternating black
and white." And for their life and interest they too
depend upon an ideal. In this case the ideal is
fragile, subtle balance. Balance is about dichotomy
-opposition. The varieties of this balance are
infinite, like steps in an intricate, every-<:hanging
pas de deux: every change in nuance in the black
must change that of the white. Each of these
striped dance sequences has a life of its own, and
like the larger, colorful studies in shape, they
provide a visceral sense of satisfaction.
Lynch's studies in ideal shapes and patterns of
balance are metaphysical. Like Siddhartha's
perfect sound, "OM," they leave the viewer with a
mind cleared of confusing noise, and thus free to
find in them the meaning of the universe.

Margot McWi1IiIlIns

M berry Street

Lots of things coming infor
Spring and Easter!
47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5
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25 years of
Learn
ragging, mail"blilng
and more•••
2 Night Workshop

!l

II

\-

a: 17

Simple Sponging

. .
I,)

Color washing.' •
Pickling and
Ilagged flnlsbes
March ;5

r {),'"

Watch
&
'. , - ... ' Clock &pair

TA"u·able

Classic
Impressions
51 Exchange Street
Old Port
874-6980

TO MAKE EARRINGS, NECKLACES, AND
BRACELETS RIGHT IN OUR SHOP! FREE
INSTRUCTION & THE BEST SELECTION OF BEADS
BEADING SUPPLIES IN MAINE,

Hours:
Thursday 4:30-8pm; Saturday 10-6;
Sunday noon-4pm
Where Capisic St. joins Brighton Ave.
891 Brighton Ave, (2nd noor), Portland· 761-2503

,
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~

1

1,

What's better than Roses on the piano?

1

Tulips on

I
!

0pecial
$10.95

10 stem bunch

Cash

(1f

Carry
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58r;fn!:i~~' s
Portland

774·5946

,

Westbrook
F,..parki.gatbothloca/io....
All mojor credit CGrd.r IU:ccptcd Oil pMM orr:.Wrs.
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ART

Portl.nd MUHllm of Art. Seven CongressSquare, Portland. Hours: Tues, Wed,
Fri&Sat, 10am-5pm;Thurs 10 am-9 pm;
Sun 12-5 pm. Adrrission: adu~s $3.SO,
seniorcitizens and studenlswith 10$2 .SO,
children under 18 $1, group rate $3. Museum admission is free 10 am-noon Saturday. 773-2787.
·Angela to the J .... Series of works by
• Leonerd Baskin, a Massachusetts-based
artist whose works include sculpture,
prints and wor1<s on papar, the latter featured in this exhibit. A group of spectacularly colonld, larger-than-life angels incorporates a ful range of themes c0mmon to Baskin's worI<: religion, mythological symbolism, and the grace and
myst9l)l of the human spirit. Showing
through Feb 9.
A8tfIea Cafe Bookst...... 555 Congress
St, Portland. Recent work: abstract paintIngs and drawings by Barbara Keilson
showing through Jan 31 . Hours: Mon-Fri,
8-5, Wed & Thurs til 7, Sat 9:30-5, Sun
t2-5. 781-3930.
The IMein Gallery. 20 Milk St, Portland.
Contemporary glass sculpture by gallery
artists, featuring a variety of techniques,
textures and styles - blown, cast, sand
blasted, constructed glass. Showing
through Feb 15. Hours: Moo-Fri, 11 am-6
pm; Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 11-4. 772-9IJ72.

OUT OF TOWN
Bet. College MUMUm of Art, Olin Arts

Unlvera/tJ of Main. at AUlluatll. Jewett ElIplorlng th. Tao Ongoing group considHaN Gallery, Forum A. Printmakers from
ers how to live in allgnmant with The Way
Oaxacan, Mexico: Enrique Flores,
as described by Lao Tzu and other TaoMaxlmlno Javier, Eddie Martinez,
ists. Meetings are held Wednesdays at
Fernando Oiliera, CecUio Sanchez end
7:30 pm at Maybe Someday... BookBarbara To""" exhibit etchings, lithostore, 195 Congress 51, Portland. It's
graphs and relief prints V9I)I rruch in
free, and all areweico/Tlll. Call Jimat774touch with their southern surroundings.
92170rBonnieat773-3275formoralnlo.
Showing through Feb 28. Gallery hours: ·flnanclal M.nall.ment for Small
Mon-Thurs 8-7, Fri 8-5. e21-3121.
Nonprofttll" Workshop sponsored by
Un!w.rWtJ of Neoor Engl.nd. Hils Baach
USM Convnunity Leedership Institute
Road, Biddeford. Two exhibits: ContemdeaNng with tax reqUirements, financial
porarygouaches& watercolors by Priscilla
reporting, payroN management, etc, Jan
Patron, Campus Center lobby, Mon-Fri,8
27, from 6:30-9:30 pm, at 68 High St,
am-5 pm; and watercolors, Stella Maris
Portland. Cost: $45. Call 875-6500 to
Lobby, Mon-Fri 8 am-l0 pm, Sat 12-8
register.
pm, Sun 12-10 pm. Both exhibits run
through Feb 29. 283-0171.

~.
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port group for HlV-negative partners of
HIV-posltl'18 persons. The group is facilitated by TI>P case managers with the
purpose of making a space for
seronegative partners to share their feelings and concems In a confidential setting. The group meets regLiarly on Mondays from 8-7:30 pm at 22 Monument
Square, fifth floor. For info caU John Bean
or Chris Monahan at 774-6877.
An .....ld.-Bullml. AnonJlnOua is a fellowship of individuals who share their
experience, strength and hope with each
other, that they may solve their common
problems and help themselves and others to recover from eating disorders. It is
our philosophy to find a~ernate coping
mechanisms, other than food, as well as
to lind our true ident~ies, other than
through our eating disorders. By sharing
with ABA members, we explore moving
towards becoming active participants in .
life. Anonymity is the foundation of this
support group. ABA is facilitated by recovered people. Meets ev9l)l Fri,8-7:3O
pm at Wes1brook Convnurity Hospital,
40 Park Road, Wes1brook.CaQ854-6464.
"-R,T.a. Anon"""". is a group of local
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
who have come together to fonn a support group that meetsev9l)l Mon. at7 pm
at St. Luke's Cathedral, State Sir., Ptld.
A .raln TUna" Support Group meeting
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital of
Portland (NERH-Portlandl, 13ChartesSt.
This group has been designed by NERHPortland and the American Cancer Soc~
ety to meet the special needs of adufts
with brain tumors and their farrilias. The
groupmeetsthesecondendfowthThursdays 01 the month. Int_ted particIpants should contact Rev. Wish prior to
their first meeting for a brief prelirrinary
Interview. People ant encouraged to join
any time, Call WIsh at 775-4000, ext 542.
Cenc:erSupport Group The Visiting Nurse
Service of Southem Maine holds this
monthly support and education group
enabing those affected by cancerto help
others, providing Infonnation about re-

Art Wortlehopa Westbrook College's Continuing Studies Dept. offers drawing, calligraphy, watercolor painting, soapstone
& alabaster sculpture and acrylic paintIng. Courses start throughout January at
Westbrook College, Stevens Avenue,
Portland. Call 797-7261 for further info.
The C ....._ Guild is a non-profit organization open to all individuals who, having
suffered from mental or emotional ilness,
seek a craeti'18 outlet to display their
artistic work and to Improve self-confidence. Annual fee of $t 5 plus 309(, contri>ution of gross sales. It's located at 81
Ocean St, S. Portland. Call 799-8575.
E ' - t I I G.lleryls hosting a moving sale
through Jan 25, Tues-Sat, 10 am-5pm,at
58 Maine St, Brunswick. Cal 721>-1108
for mora Info. Elements is moving to the
Icon Cont""",,rarv Art building, 19 Mason St, Brunswick.
"Exploring the Coamlc Unconacloua
Through DlrKt " Intuitive Palntlnll"
Is a fast-paced, fOlr-hour worIIshop for
woman which explores Inner imagery via
action pailtfng. Taught by Jana Wray and
Elaine Tselikls. Feb I, n00n-4 pm, at a
Portland studio. Fee: $50, payable by Jan
24. Call 775-2442 for additional details.
"FIgure DnntwInll In l'Ioren.,. 1Il001700" Slide lecture by Karen-edis
Barzman for the opening of the exhibition
"From Studio to Studiolo: Florentine
Draftsmanship Under the First Medici
Grand Dukes.· Jan 28 at 7:30 pm, In
Kresge Auditorium, VISUal Arts Center,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Call 725;3275 for details.
A N_ Engl.nd Regional Art ....• ConI I ' " A local planning meeting for a NE
Regionalcongresswill baheldFeb t from
10-2 at Baxter Auditorium, Portland
School of Art, 619 Congress St, Portland.
The purpose 01 the meeting is to lay the
groundwork for the creation 01 a NE Artists' Trust which would be an organization run by artists providing services and
grants to artists In all media and fonns . All
artists ant invited to attend. Bring kmch;
beverages provided. The meeting wli ba
moderated by Paul Sarvis (774-4019),
JalTl9S Huey Coleman (773-1130) and
Celeste Robarge (871)-0635) along with
representatives from Ihe New England
Foundation for the Arts and the Maine
Arts Commission . Can one of the
moderaters If you have questions.
Portl.nd School of Art offers art courses
in photography, ceramics, drawing,
graphic design and much more through
its Continuing Studies dept. Adu~ classes
- ranging from free offerings to twocredit ($295 plus fees) - begin Jan 27;
kids' classes start Feb 29 and cost $135
plus fees. The school also offers less
expensive non-credit classes for adults .
AI of the above are held at PSA, 97 Spring
St, Portland. For details call 775-3052.
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The AIDS Project (TAP) sponsonl a sup-
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Mal.,. Writera " Publl.h... Alilan.,.
will hold a series of workshops this winter
Including "Self-Publishing: Are You Ready
lor 117· with Jim Kei, Feb 8, from lOam3 pm, Maine Writers Center, Brunswick,
$30 membersJ$35 others; and "Writing
Fiction IorPublication" with RichardGrant,
eight Wednesdays, Feb t2-Aprill,localion to be a/Tllnged, $80 merrbersl$l00
others. Preregistration compulsory for all
workshops. L1rrited enrollment. Maine
WntersCenter, 12P1easantSt,Brunswick.
For Il6Iher info call 721>-6333.
"Merft..... Archeology of Neoor England"
Dr. Warren Riess will lecture Jan 30 at 7
pm, at Southern Maine Technical College, Jewett Hall Auditorium, S. Portland.
Call 799-6337 for more info.
The Ma1Iovlch SocletJ is an educational
and cukural organization of gays & lesbians committed to sharing life events as
well as providing presentations and discussions in a supportive environment. A
four-week course -"An Introduction to
Lesbian & Gay History" - will start Jan
30, from 7:30-9 pm, at the Matlovich
Society Office, 72 PIne St, Portland. The
first session will expiont "Plato, Sappllo,
St. Paul: Classical Foundations and Early
Christianity." Registration: $10 members,
$20 others. For more info call 657 -2850.
P.r.onal D.v.lopm.nt Cour •••
Westbrook College's Continuing Studies
Dept will offer a host of courses focusing
on self-esteem and assertiveness, personal errpowerment, communication in
the WOfkplace and presentational skills.
They .bagin late January onwards. Tha
college is located on Stevens Avenue In
Portland. Call 797 -7261 forcosts&dates.
"'fran.formatlon.1 L••d.rshlp" USM
Cooperative Extension offers this workshop focused on the theme of creating
and managing change, Feb 6 - 7 at
Rockcract Lodge. Sebago. Cost 01 meals
& lodging is $45. For registration and
additional detais, call 287-1471.
"VIslona of N_ England" Series of lectures focusing on European perceptions
of New England prior to colonization.
Martyn J. Bowden Is the guest speaker
Jan 23 at 4 pm, at USM's Luther Bonney
Auditorium, Bedford Street, Portland.
Free. For details call 780-4920.

Center, Lewiston. "The Graphic Work of
John Heagan EaITl9S,· watercolors,etchings and drawings of arcMecture and
landscapes by the WIScaSset printmaker.
Showing through March 8. Gallery hours:
Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm, Sun 1-5 pm. Free
admission. 788-6 t 58.
Mlchael ......1t Gellert• • SO Maine Mall
Road, S. Portland. Group exhibition of
paintings by John Swan, Ed Langford,
John Muench,RobertEricMOOnt, Michael
Palmer, Werdy Tumer, Wade Zahares,
VemerReed, EdithTucker. Through February. Galery hours: Tues-Sat 10-8, SUn
& Mon by appt: 761-9011 .
Be doln CoIIeg.M_m0' Art, Walker
Art Building, Bowdoin College, Brunwlck.
The museum is open to the public free of
charge. Hours: Tues-Sat, 10 am-5 pm;
Sun, 2-5 pm. For Ir1fo, cal 725-3275.
"From Studio to IMudlo.... FIorentln.
DrwftamllnehlpUnderthe Rm Medici
Grand ~uk.a Late 16th- century
Fiorentinedrawingslnfluencedbythetaste
of the Medici court. Jan 28-March 15.
"The Photograph, of Todd Webb Images drawn from the museum's permanerd collection span the ca.- of one of
the United States' most distinguished c0ntemporary photographers . Showing
through March 1.
*T",.ntl.th-C.ntury Art: Selection.
from the P.rman.nt Collection A
showing that provides an opportunity to
study works dating from World War I to
the present day including artists as vari... ". {'-~~~
....
ous as Stephen Etnier, Marsden Hartley,
Alex Katz, Andrew Wyeth & William
Zorach, showing through Feb 9.
Cry of the Lo. Art Gellery. Route 302,
S. Casco. "Affordable Art for the HoI~
days," WOfks by Mi~on Christianson, Dave
Hall, David Cedrone, Bob Staffieri ,
Charlene Lee, Cissy Buchanan, Evelyn
Winter, et ai, showing through January.
Hours: daily 9:30-5:30. 655-5060.
F...port HlatoriceISocIe.,. 45 Main St,
Freeport. "The Tea Set" features a recently donated pink lustre 1850 tea set.
The exhibit also celebrates the habits and "Do F1eh Pa, Tu. .?" Six-part workshop
etiquette surrounding tea drinking during
series sponsored by the Maine Human~
the 19th centure. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat,
ties Council which wi. look at the coast
10-6, Sun, n00n-6. 865-3170.
from different perspectives, including
economics, history and literature as well
- -.. . . ." ... . . . .:
as science. Participants will have an op" .'
portunity to discuss the topics and voice
their concerns about them. A sunmary of Portland at ...t .. ng.... "nil " Help
each session will besarrt to the governor,
Oth... If you'd like to sing in a small
group - madrigals, operetta,llght classiMalna's congressional reps il Washington and Yor County'. state reps, thus
cal, parlor songs - and to worII In cooserving as a fine 01 communication b&Junction with the Salvation Nmt, coma to
' - ' citizens end their raps. Course
rehearsals Wed evenings at Portland High
Instructors ant DoctoB Steve Zeeman
School, 284 Cumbertand Ave, Portland.
Call 871-0279 for further info.
and Owen Grurmling 01 the University 01
New England. University of New United Wa, Volunteer Cent.r needs
Hampshire's Dr. Barrett Rock kicks off
people to work as surrogate parents, with
the series by showing participants how
elderly, as chairpersons and with grieving
modem Ifestyie affects the earth's elmochildren. Miscellaneous possibilities Insphere. Series starts Jan 30 end runs
dude working with a Parent Hotline, as
Thurs eves through March 12, from 7-9
dri'l8l'Sandaselectricianslha, with
pm, at the Wells National Estuarine Recases of sexual assau~ and with public_rch Reserw, I.lludholm Farm Road, • ity. A manager for The Events Calendar
Wells. Fee: $2 per session or$10 for the
and a Macintosh specialist are al90
aeries. For further Info call ~1 ,
needed. If you can help, call 874-1000.
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etias felt by those diagnosed and their
farrilles. Info and support is facilitated by
social WOfkers, nurses, oncologists, nutritionists and cancer survivors. All meetIngs are held at the VNS Saco Office at 15
Industrial Pari< Rd, at no cost Call 2844586 or 1-800-680-4VNS lor mora Info.
A Ch....lcal Depend.ncy Lecture Sert . . has started and win continue on Jan
23 - with "Effect. of Chemical Dependency on the Farrily" - and Jan 30 "Teenage Chemical Dependency" - from
7-9 pm, at the Currwrings Center, 134
Congress St, Portland. Call 871>-3507 .
Chronic Fatlgu. 8rndrome SUpport
Group meets the firstandthird Sunday 01
every month from 4-5:30 pm .at Mercy
Hospital In the small aud~orium on B-2.
For more Info call 775-2219.
Dlabet. Support Group Sponsored by
the Visiting Nurse Service of Southern
Maine, this monthly support and education group for diabetics and other interested persons provides a place for sharing and problem solving around the many
facets of diabetes. Inlormation and education is provided by a registered nurse
ani! a variety of guest speakers. All meetings are held at the VNS Saco Office, 15
Industrial Road. Free. For mora information, call 284-4568 or 1-800-660-4VNS.
Divorced P ...pectl_ is a weekly meeting held Wednesdays at 7 pm, · at
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202
Woodford St, Portland. Call 77 4-HELP.
DMD IDttp....ed-Manlc D.p .......)
Portland Confidential support group
meets Monday nights in room 12 at the
Dana Hedh Center, Maine Medical Center, Portland. For info, call 774-4357.
"Effecta of Alcohol " Drug Abu . . on
the family" will be the Jan 23 discussion
topic sponsored by Mercy Hospital &
Cathedral Parish. On Jan 30, "Teenage
Alcohol and Drug Abuse· will betaken up.
Both lectures begin atl pm at Cunvnings
Center on Munjoy Hill, Portland. Call 7737746 for additional info.
Fath... Helping Fath .... is a national
support network of fathers faced with
Interstate custody, visitation and support
problems. Contact the network at 2103
N. Decatur Road , Suite 149, Decatur, GA
30033-5307, or cal (404) 633-5183 .
Help for ........ Arud • ., " Dep....lon
Recovery ,Inc. offers a method lor people
whose symptoms are nervous In origin.
Meetings are held every week In PorUand
at 10 am Satlrdays at the Father Hayes
Center, 699StevensAve. Windham meetIngs are held at 7 pm Mondays at N.
Windham Union Church Parish House,
Route 302. No charge, Contact Diane at
892-9529 for more Info.
H_I_ _ To help, contact the shelter closest to you. Or if you need assistance In finding a home, cal Hospitality
House Inc at 453-2988, or write P.O. Box
Hinckley, Me 04944.
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Walking streets of salt and solace
Two poets explore Greater Portland one foot at a time
Local poetry doesn't shut down in the winter, it just turns inside
itself a little bit more. Two new books from long-standing Portland
poets each offer hope, in their own small ways, amid the gloom Each
shares a preoccupation with small gains and details rather than
sweeping vistas, and each is full of the natural and human character
that make this place special
Pat Murphy has lived in Portland for 25 years, working every sort of
odd job imaginable, He's also run a string of the finest used book stores
around. The other string running through his time here has been poetry,
written with an outer ear that's exceptionally well-tuned to the street,
and an inner ear that knows the power of meditation, Anyone who's
ever attended a poetry reading at care no has heard a sampling of
Murphy's work; he's written bushelfuls of moving poems, most
grounded right here in Portland. His low profile doesn't detract a bit
from his work..
Chosen from a huge store of material, the poems in "Riding
Buddha's Bicycle" are Zen-like and compact. They sometimes dawnor spring - on you days after first reading them
In "linages From a Blind Fishhead," Murphy watches the water's
mixed faces:

TM bay lies dead beneath
a noonday sun
Hungry seagulls gouge
tM d«p blue carcass
An Island steamer butchers
Its way to tM mainland,

AVEDA, products are composed ofpure, natural
plant and flower extracts, come in recyclable containers
and are never tested on animals, Give us a try,.,.

\,.

Make no mistake, though. Not all these poems are Portland-specific,
Murphy's home landscape is an inner one, too. In "Ecstasy," the poet
describes a different kind of mixed sensation: Lighting his second joint/
with a paper rose/His eyes a thousand burning thorns ...
Many of Murphy's previous poems were tightly focused street
scenes, in which even people are sometimes absent. But this collection is
darker, more personal, and as a result more spiritual. It's also (beneath
the darkness) more hopeful than it might appear. It's both remarkable
and wonderful that this is his first published book.. Congratulations.
The second book is, once again, truly a regional project: Portlander
Ken Rosen's slim (19 poems) volume is gorgeously - at times, disturbingly - illustrated by Richard Wilson, a well-known artist who also
lives in Portland. The book was published by the capable Ascensius
Press, based here. This strong local effort is one reason to pluck the
book off your neighborhood bookstore's poetry rack.. Want another?
The poems and illustrations are
damned good.
Right on the cover you're hit
with an eye-popping tableau of men
• "Riding Buddha's Bicycle" and women in, well, their most
by Pat Murphy, Cafe Review natural state. This cover was so
controversial some Maineprinters
Press: Portland, ME, 1991.
refused to print the book.. Sure, it's
• "Longfellow Square" by
grapruc,
but frankly there's little
Ken Rosen, Ascenslus Press,
cause
for
fuss here.
Portland, ME, 1991,
Turn past these cavorting
beasties, then, to mull over poems ostensibly about simple faces of
nature: poems with titles like "Tortoise," "Clam Flats," "Pussywillows,"
"Herring in the Cove" and ."Rage of Pines," Ticking inside the description of things natural lurks something richer than the usual poetic
dribblings about (man's) mortality or (man's) existential hopelessness.
In "Hawk: the bird with a "fine facet changeless as a hatchet" cries
"Die! Die! Die!" And this hunt "Makes the meat I tear /Of salmon,
mouse or hare,lSweet beneath skin, scale,lOr fur, wet and tender."
In "Arrowhead," after writing of stealing a mysterious piece of stone,
Rosen whispers like a wide-eyed child:

But my fingers are free, my mother alive,
It Is springtime, It Is night,
the old point
Crafted from a dull pale stone,
Nothing Is lost.
I lie,
Leave me alone,
The book's third section loses this intent focus. Yet, in the
Dylanesque (that's Bob, not Dylan) title poem, as Rosen returns to
Portland's run-down city streets, he succeeds for a moment: "The
Ginsberg building burned, not to the ground,lBut to the roof.../
Upstairs you could see the sky,/Not looking out, looking in. .. .•
Rosen mixes classical language and free forms here to achieve a
controlled, yet spontaneous, effect. In his nature poems, esp,ecially, the
poet almost (but not quite) disappears - just as he should,
Rosen's previous work has always been, well, too mannered, stiff,
academic, But in this book much of the poetry sheds that skin, transporting itself to a new level It's almost as though Rosen lost himself
and then, somehow, uncovered his true poetic self in the process, These
poems are definitely better for it,

Paul Karr
ClIft no (20 Danfin"th St., Portland) will host a publicAtion
party fin" "Riding Buddha's Bicycle" on Jan. 28 at 8 p.m.

Most hair and skin products on the market today are
derived from petrolewn or contain animal by-products,

We're an AVEDA. concept salon.

57 EXCHANGE Sf. • PORTLAND • 773-4457

4wheels x4weeks x4dollars
The Best Wheels Deal Around! Sell your vehicle through
Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds.
Call 775-6601

20 word limit, no changes please.

ADDED INCOME IS ONLY INCHES AWAY!
Casco Bay Weekly Newspaper announces the opening of a
Telemarketing position in its Advertising Sales Department,
This position requires a self-starter with a pleasant phone
manner and an ability to close a sale in a matter of minutes,
Data entry skills, good grammar and spelling skills, simple
arithmetic, and an eye for detail will be major assets as you
help Casco Bay Weekly continue its current upward
momentum.
This is a permanent part-time position requiring flexible
evening hours of 5 to 9, Monday through Thursday, A base
pay + commission will be offered during training. with pay
moving to full commission as you get up and running. A
successful closer will be amply rewarded.
To schedule an interview send a resume and cover letter to;

litU·I:£\lj

Iln443,'j

S51A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn; Telemarketer
or Call Michael at 775-6601
Cosco Bay Weekly is an E'I"td Opporlwnity Employ.,.
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46 Main St., Yarmouth, Maine 04096
(207) 846-9334
RETAIL. CLASSES • CATALOGUE $2
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Authentic
Oyster Bar

FREE

MUNCHIES
DURING THE GAME

Mixing Good People, Good Food
mul Good Drlnksfor 13 Years.
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772-4828

We're the Solution to your
New Year's Resolution!
You _want to get back in
shape - let us help you
reach your goals with a
special January discount.
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NEW! Ask about our prenatal classes.
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Women's Fitness
(rear) 170 US Rt 1, Falmouth 781·4502

A NATURAL
APPROACH TO
BEAUTIfUL HAIR
In sync with nature - herbal
extracts.
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In tune with our environmenteco-responsible packaging.
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Systeme Biolage by Matrix.
Responsive Hair Care in Harmony
With Your World. Recommended by
our salon experts.
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lWJffiatrix·
HAIA AND SKIN CARE

IHAIR-EgCHANGEi
... and Jacial salon

L

...,

8 EXCHANGE STREET
8:30 - 7:00 M-F
775-2555 8:30 - 5:00 SAT
PORTLAN MAINE

Who's the best ...

band ... grocery,. ,cabbie ... painter ...

CAST VOR VOTEt
See page 30

H.O.P.E. self-support groups with fac~ita
tor meet weekly to help heal the emotional pain associated with chronic or
seriOus diseases. inlury. life. death and
childhood issues. Group meets at Mercy
HospHal on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm,
and attheUnityChurch.16CoIumbiaRd,
Portland, on Thursdays from 1~12 noon.
Thera's also a support group lor the family and friends 01 the 1M lhat meets every
other Thursday from 7-9 pm; and a Next
Step Group for 12-Steppers who want to
go deeper into feeings. that meets every
Monday at Unity from 7-9 pm. For more
Infonnation, call 1-800-339-HOPE.
lnewt aunlvor Group for women survivors of sexual abuselincest held weekly
at Womenspace Counseling Center in
Portland. AI groups are facilitated and
strictly confidential. For more info, cal
VIVian Wadas, M.A., at 671-0377.
Ingno"'m YoIun_ra Help available by
phone 24 hOurs a day. Call 774-HELP.
Injured WOltlera Me«ing for workers
having difficulty with worl<ers' cornp systern. 7::xJ pm every Wed at Goodall Hal
next to Sanford UnHarian Church. comer
of Lebanon and Maine streets, Sanford.
It'. P.O.....LB.L.E. (Partners of Survivors Stop Incest by Leaming and Educating)ollersphonesupport, worIcshopsand
self-help support groups. Portland group
meets bimonthly. Info. call 1-547-3532.
Laablan DlSCUHIonISUpport Group Out
lor Good meets each Thurs from 7-9 pm
In Saco. Topics relevant to lesbians are
diSCUssed weekly. Meetings are nonsmoking. They're free, but a $1 donation
is requested. For directionS or more Inlo,
cal 247-3461 or write to PO Box 153 E.
Wat8lborO 04030.
HMCI to T.lk? Dial Kids hOtine is lor teens
who have a problem or need to talk. The
Mal... Audubon SocIMy Wlnt., Ecolhotllne is open from 2:30-5 pm Mon-Fri.
ogyW.lka wiltake place through March
Teens calling In talk to other teens whO
27,between8 :30am-3:30pm. at~acre
are well trained to listen and h"'p. Calls
Gilsland Farm Sanctuary in Falmouth. The
are kept confidential, except when the
1112_hourwalkisopentoanygroup. Fee:
caDer is in danger. Topics discussed on
$3 par parson or minimum 01 $15 par
tha hOUine range from family and school
group. AeseMltions must be made In
to sexuaity and relationships. peer relaadvance. Cal Carol at 761 -2330.
tions, birth control, Ionetlness, substance
abuse & suicide. II you need to tal<, call
M.ln. Outdoor AdwntureClub (MOAC)
An_my of Yoga is a weekend course
brings together people whO enjoy the
774-TALK.
explaining hOw stretching worl<s In your
outdoors. MOAC oilers trips and events
O.C.D. Support Group meets weekly on
body
and
the
logic
behind
various
yoga
to people 01 all skiD levels, beginner to
Fridays at 6-7:30 pm, Mercy Hospital,
posKions. Jan 24-26, at the Rolf InstHute,
expert. Upcoming: Beth ... Ski Day Jan 25.
UPJ?8I' AudHorium. PorUand. Free. For
20 Roundabout Drive. Scarborough. For
cross-country skiing In Zealand Notch
more information. call 773-C976.
more inlo cal 683-2756.
Jan 26 and Snowcaving in Andover from
Outri9ht, the PorUand Alliance of Gay and
Jan 31-Feb 2. All are invited to monthly
Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning youth, Back Ma_ge Worbhop will help you to
improve your massage strakas. Particimeeting Feb 5""lt 7 pm, at N. Deering
oilers support and inlonnation for young
pants shOuld bring blanket, tow'" and oil.
Congregational Church, 1364 Washingpeople 22 and under, in a sale environJan 30, from 6~9 pm, at USM's Lifeline
ton Ave, PorUand. Ongoing : everyTues (6
ment, every Friday from 7:30-9:30 pm at
Center, Rooms B & C, 96 Falmouth St.
pm) & Thur (6:30 pm), after worl< leg
the Preble Street Chapel, comerol Preble
Portland. Fee: $17 .Ca! 7~417010rinfo.
stretch around Baxter Blvd, leave at 6:30
and Cumberiand avenues. For informapm from Payson Pari<. For updated trip
tion, writeorcall: Outright, P.O. Box 5028, Buddhl.t. OrIented Meditation Group
now meeting every SUnday, from 10-11
info, call the Outdoor HoUine at 774 Station A, Portland04101 . t .... 774-HELP.
am, at 1040 Broadway. S. Portland. Small
11 18. For club & membership inlo, call
Parent SupportOroup sponsored by Pardonation. For more info, call 839-4897 .
Carey at 772-9831 .
entsAnonymous and the Family Resource
Center is held weekly at the FamHy R&- Community He.lth Sanlce. will spon- Ninth Annual 8no... 11 Softball Tourn.sor an adult hea~h screenings for diabement sponsored by March 01 Dimes will
source Cent er on Fridays from 1~11 :3O
tes, anemia ,colorectal ca ncer, high blood
raise lunds for blood research and prenaam. Parents are given an opportunHy to
pressure and cholesterol lev.... Two or
tal care, among other programs. Touma meet w~h others and discuss parenting
more tests perperson available, time parment is one pitch, double elimination. and
issues and concerns. No lees, no wa~ing
mitting: Feb 3. 8-11 am. at Chebague
includes women's, ~'s & co-ed div~
lists. For more info, call 871 -7445.
Island Safety Building , and Feb 6, 1-3 pm.
sion• . lt wi! be played Feb 8-9 at PorUand
P.rents Without P.rtn .... will hold Hs
at Steep Falls Center Memorial Clinic.
municipal fields . Entry lee: $100. Regissupport group meeting the second, third
These screenings will be conducted at
tration deadline is Jan 31 . Call 871-0660,
and lourth Mon of the month. from 7-9: 15
variOus other Greater Portland locations
for registration and lurther details.
pm,atHolyTrinHyGreekOrthodoxChurch
throughOut February. Call 77!>-7231 lor
Parish House, 133 Pleasant St, PorUand.
more Information .
For more inlo call 774-4351.
Pear Support. Educatlon8l Group lor COU .....lngonCOUpl. . . Relatlon.h1pa
is the locus 01 this afternoon lecture challesbians who find thernselvas living In
lenging the ·happily-ever-aft.... model 01
abusive intimate relationships with their
marriage life. Jan 25, lrom ~5 pm,
partners oilers free & confidential counSWedenborgian Church,:y;)2 StevensAve.
seing. CaR 874- 1973 lor further inlo.
Portland. Fee: $3 individual, $5 couple.
Portl.nd Parent Support Group sponCall 77!>-2833 lor further info.
sored by Meinely Families ~s weekly
althe Portland W.I.C. office. 222 St. John Dance with -Back to the Body" Rhythm
and _rgy in movement with non-profit
St (rea., every Wed eve from 7-9 pm
group gathering Mondays at 6 pm at Elm
Parents ~ to get support and guidStreet Un~ed Methodist Church In S. C ...... Country lid School hold. classes
ance from other parents whO share simiPorUand. Childcare Is provided. Donaon ski skating. teternar1< & cross country
lar expariencas In raising pn>-teen8 and
tion: $3. For more inlo, call 799-1902.
skiing and offers waxing clinics and much
adolescents, while they leam new skills to
more. Courses start throughOut Jan &
help prevent problems beloretheyoccur. Hath. Yoga for People WIth AIDS will
continue through March 25 from 12 :~2
Feb. Fees: $1~$35. Call L.L. Bean lor
Open to an parents at no charge. lnlo call
pm every Wednesday at 22 Monument
reservationS and more inlo at 865-4761 .
Maine4y Families at PROP, 874-1140.
Square(take theetevatorto the filth ftoor). Maine Cricket Club is seeking experiRecovery Support Group lor those In
Coetis$llorthosewhOcanallord H. Call
enced players and curious beginners lor
- recovery who want to explore spiritually
the studio at 797-5684 lor more info.
Hs 1992 season. Games already schedand for those on the spWituai path who
uled. Call 761-9678 lor more inlo.
want to explore recovery from addictive Healthy Beginnings prepares expectant
parents and novk:es lor their new livas. M.lne T.~ Tennl. Club at Tennis of
substancas or behaviors. Meditation and
They're ollering a Childbirth Refresher
Maine, Route I, Falmouth. Moo eves!>-9
12-stapostyle discussion sponsonad by
Jan 27 -Feb 17. Call 829-3362 to register.
pm, Thurs eves 7-11. Cost: $5. Balls
the Portland Sufi Order. Every Wednesprovided. Open play, plenty of room and
day from 7-8:15 pm on the third noor 01 MedItlltlon·ln.MotIonFreemeditationevery Tuesday from 12-1 pm; corne as you
tablas. Ptayers of al abilities & &gas are
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202
welcome, beginners and ·basement"
are. KripakJ yoge noon-time class every
Woodlord SI, PorUend. For more Inlo call
players encouraged. Cal Greg at 82~
Thursday from 12-1 pm - $10. Ongoing
Jan at 876-2263 or Ell at 774-1203.
schedule 01 Kripalu yoga classes and
8231 or Howard at 772-5496.
Phoenix RlsIng yoga therapy sessions.AlI
upstairs at 10 Exchange St, Studio 202.
Canli"aud em page 28
Call Kin Chandler at 874-2341 lor Inlo.

~
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NESS

Our Preferred
Club Initiation
Fee
Start Today!

1:

lor edults - led by Graham RElllvas, auconsumer Issues and others. To schedthOr 01 ·A Stranger to Myself: An Adult
ule an appointment, call the agency at
Guide to Higher Self-Esteem and Cre77!>-6503 or 800-427-7411 .
ative Living· - which will take place on
8peclallntereatAAMeetlngfor .........
Jan 25 from 9-3, at 415 Congress SI,
living with AIDS meets weekly on TuasSuHe 304, PorUand. Fee: $50. To register,
days at 8 pm at tha PW A CoalKion, 377
ring 77~2234.
Cumberland Ave, PorUand. Meeting d&signed to provide a sale space in which to Stretching t ... Spirit A yoga class 01
genUe breathing and stretching ending in
discuss HIV Issues, while living posHively
deep relaxation. All are w...come to this
sober. This meeting is open only to those
aeativeapproach to body, mindandspiriwho have tested HIV positive or have
tual w... l-being. Bring a mat. Wednesdays
been diagnosed wHh AIDS. For more inlrom 5:30-6:30 pm, Saturdays from 9-10
lormation, call 871-9211 .
am at the Swedenborgian Church. 302
Support Group for ReI.tlv... of Ment.1
Stevens Ave, Portland. Donation: $3. For
Illn.... P.tlent. meets every second
more info, call 772-6277 .
and fourth Wed from 7-8:30 pm at the
First Congregational Church, 1 Church Sufi Meditation Join the Portland Sufi
Order for meditation sessions based on
St. Gorham. For inlo call 77 4-0237.
the WOrl<S 01 Hazrat Inayat Khan and Pir
Tran.ltlonlng T_.rd Hew Horlzen. A
Transition Fair wil be held Jan 28 at . Vilayat Inayat Khan . Experienced teachers wiD oller sessions WOrl<Ing with crePortland Regional Vocational Technical
ative visualization, breath, sound, light
Center from ~7 pm to explore cammuand divine qualities. Open to all; no expenHy optionS lor Individuals with special
rience necessary. Bring a medHatlon pilneeds. Representatives will be available
low or bench ~ desired. No lee, but donato discuss issues such as employment,
tions are gratefully accepted. Sessions
residential living, education. leisure and
h...d at 232 St John St (\.Jnion Station),
rec:reation and more. Middle and high
Room 132. For more inlo. cal Hayat Ricki
school students are encouraged to atSchechter at 657-2605 or Rosanne at
tend. Transportation and special accom846-6039. For newsletter wHh activHies
modations are available by calling 800list, call Eli at 774-1203.
479-9228 by Jan 10.
WINGS A nor>-profit organization thatserves Th. T...,lYoung Adult Clinic is a place
to go il you have a heaHh concem or
single parents. New support groups for
medical problem, need a sports/school
1991-92 will meet Thursdays from 7-9
physical done, or have birth control ispm. For more info, call 767-2010.
sues to deal with. Open to anyone 1~21,
YMCA Young F.thera' Program I'dvoevery Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine
cacy and support forlatherS agas 14-24
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland.
with individual case management, counCall 671-2763 lor an appointment. Walkseing and an ongoing support group
ins seen ~ they arrive by 7 pm.
Monday from 6:3(}-8 pm at the Portland
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave. For more inlo, call
Steve Ivas at 874-1111 .

WELL

50% OFF

Ja"lIIlfy23,1992'

Southem Maine Nee Agency on Aging Pop Egda Balloon .nd EnjorYourTrue
Belt Sahaja yoga medHation Tuesdays,
oilers a trained advocate In PorUand, at
from 7-8:15 pm, In the Faculty Lounge,
237 Oxford St every Friday from to am-l
Student Center, USM Portland. Call 767 pm, to assist older residents and their
4619 lor more info.
concerned Iamlly members and friends
with questions about Medicare, Medic- 8elf.E.t_m .nd Creativity are the
themes 01 an all-day intensive worl<shop
aid, Insurance, housing, social services,

SPORT
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Save Real Money

: TP~land
~!,:-:S OFF'
Inwa re(o. STOREWIDE

0 FF

Visit our store with this coupon through Feb. 29 &
save an additional $25.00 on your first pu'l'<:hase of
$100.00 of Spring clothes.

SALE

Restaurant Supplies

JONES NEWYORK

369 Forest Ave. Portland

FACTORY STORES

31 Main Street. Freeport 865-3158

1

~ _____________________________ 1
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772-9784
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- AUGNMENT SPECIAL Hunter 8400. Wi{h thi. coupon; most makes and models.
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P

bp: 2.29.92

S PRI

4 WHEELAUGNMENT

BRAKES

R

SPRINGS

1

PANY

(800)24.w742

1

SHOCKS
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142 Years of
Dependable
Service 10 You.
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made

with no

animal

$1.75

I
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1

Buy One, Get One Free
up to

L

R

With this coupon.
Expires Feb,. 1. 1992.

value

W

E

Mon-Fr1 8-5 • Sat 9-12
VIsa. M/C. Disc & Amex

fats

Put a little spice in your Iife,TM
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: JULY~AU ON SEASON PASS : FREE WINGS: FREE 6
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~ stamped envelope to:
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Hunnewell Valley

1

RFD.1 'Mal
Box 3655
Embd
04958
en,
ne
Offer expires Feb 1, 1992 • Send this coupon
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I sIn~8 sill

55 4 Congress t., Exp. 2/6/92
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get 8 6" flI' FREE!
554 Congress St., Exp. 2/6/92
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1

505

TOMACHECK'S

V

FRII DB.lVERY 879·0403 L___ _
_________________

FREE DRlVERY 879-0403

I

-'111
~8 or 2' sub,

767-6500

1

1

Expires:

Ocean st.
(Rt. 77)
S. Portland

20%
OFF!
Expir.s 1·3].92
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1
1

46 Pine St, West End,
.' .
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POTTERY
OUTLET
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49
Main
Street,
Freeport
&
9
Moulton
Street.
Portland
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,1@l¥1W~ personals

Introducing

our new, exciting, healthy, frozen dessert!
~~GISE"

has the appearance of ice cream but it is Fat Free, Sugar Free
Cholesterol Free, Low Lactose & Only 9 calories/oz.
Can be enjoyed by most Heart Patients, Diabetics
& Lactose lntolerants

I

Take out a FREE 45 word
Personal Ad with
FREE Personal Call®.

Best Radio Personality:

We've got plenty!
Best Bar for aSecret
Rendezvous:

Sorry,

thars up to you ...

AIKIDO

!:lf~-:o~~

IWE n[1)

for: $4 each visit.

Xanh 5 :Hair Center
NEXT TO OSCAR BENOITS (DOWNSTAIRS)

365 -Fore
_____
- - - Street
- - - - - Portland·
- - - - - - - 761-5811
- - - - - - -

to
Casco Bay Weekly.

PORTLAND

every thursday nite
at 8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:IHH.j:f1iJ

Ton

$15

Welcome

A CHEM SHEfT FOR
''BEST OF PORTLAND"
CBW POLL

tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone

HAIRCUT

with
head, neck & shoulder massage

$60 for thirty visits,
$100 for a full year membership

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS

Best Radio Station:

with this coupon. expires Jan. 31, 1992

$25 .far ten visits.

Just fill out the form on the Personals
<><:>0<:>0<394
Fore St.. Old Port. 828-1335)000001L.. _page
and mail along with this coupon.
1
......... _______ .... __ -. _ _
____________________________ L

WMPG

1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 1
1

IJGtcltens&:
Accessory Cabinets
feilturinB best tllf.lue,
strength If.nd So/Ie.

with coupon,
2 FOR 1 exp.2/6/92

Only 2 1/2 miles
from Downtown
Portland,

GET AN
EXTRA

Paul V. Keating
....- - Cabinets

...Always Has ATreat For You I

January 31, 1992

Children's Classes

Saturdays 1: 15 to 2pm

Adult Classes
Monf'yVed 5:30·6:15 pm
Monf'yVed 6:30 - 7;30 pm
Frl 6;30·7:30 pm
Sat 2;30 - 3:30 pm
& 3;45 · 4:45

PORTLAND AIKIDO
772-1524
25A Forest Ave. ptld.

,.

These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide
you with an alternative to
the daily news.

,•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Uniform Shop, Portland
Palmer Spring Co., Portland
Morong Brothen, Falmouth
For Men Only, Old Port
Motlonwear, Old Port
Together of New Hampshire
Paul Keating Cabinets, Yarmouth
Spider Moon Lodge
Richard's Restaurant, No. Harpswell

1

-I

You Are Invited to a

Sineles Pliny

Entertainment

FinaUy on tbe Seacoast
by Popular Demand
WHEN: FRIDAY,JANUARY 31, 8:00pm • 1:00am
WHERE: The Frank Jones Center - Portsmouth, NH
ADMISSION: $8 before 9 :00pm, $10 after 9:00pm
Complimentary Burs d'uevres • Profession;11 DJ
Ca~h Bar • Plenty of Free P'arking • Neat Ca~ual Attire

PIZZA
plus

(Our dances attract 400-500 single adults of all ages)

LARGE

Everyone welcome - Come join us and have fun!

SELECTION

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU FRIDAY, JANUARY 31.

OFHOT & COLD

SANDWICHES

For more info call us at 1-800-688-5644 or
Hosted

by:

~
~

Vittles ::'~Spirits
87 Brackett St.,
Portland 772-2427

603-436-3906

DIRECTIONS: From 195 North take exit
5(traveling north) or ex~ 6 (traveling south)
to Portsmouth tranl:: drcle . Irom traNI::
circle bear right on to Rt 1 (Bypass sooth·
Hampton Beaches) follow to first set of I~hts
bear left on to Conage st.,lollow approx. 150
yds., turn Rt.(Cate St.), to the end at stop
sign, bear right at Ryder Truck, Flank Jones
C",ter direclly ahead.

Variety • Low Price
Convenience • Fun
Our Gym Activities Program Features:
JAN 25-28

P

A

biu~ning

I

S

JAN 29-FEB4

• A co-ed weight room with stairmasters, nautilus,
lifecycles, rowing machines, free weights
• Three racquetball and one squash court
• Three basketball courts and two volleyball courts
• An indoor running surface
$5.00 off 1, 3, 6, and 12 month
memberships until June 30,1992

For more information call 780-4170

DEAD AGAIN

Ask about our corporate discounts

(.) University of Southern Maire

WHO ARE YOU?
SPAGHETTI
w/MEAT SAUCE
Garlic Bread & Salad

Recently many of you responded to a Casco
Bay Weekly Reader Survey. The survey was
designed to help us better understand our
readers, better direct our news coverage, better
serve our advertisers - and just make Casco
Bay Weekly a better paper!

$3.50

HOMEMADE
APPLE CRISP
$2.00
Entertainment 6 Ni~ht.

Sec Listin~s or call for inf".

We'd like to
thank the
readers who
participated
- and share a
little of what
we learned:

e
e

e
/

Programs premiere Frl. 7·10pm, and are
repeated Sat· Mon.1-4 & 7·10pm and
Tues .• Wed .. & Thurs. 9am·noon.
Cable Channel 37 In Portland, So. Port·
land, Cape Ellubeth, Falmouth, & Scar·
borough. Channel varies In Gorham.

work.

• Most of you spend half an
hour or more each week reading
CBW, refer back to it at least
once, and share it with at least

0'

e

college under your belts, and

33% have done post-graduate

$43,380.

week of 1/24/9 2

LIVING ,TAPESTRIES:
Preventive Dentistry
for Older Persons (112 hr)
CITYSCAPES: (112 hr)
POWER" STEELE
ON THEATER:
A Review Local Area
Productions (1/2 hr)
IRELAND TODAY:
Community
Davalopament (1 hr)
MAINE'S WORKERS
COMPENSATION
SYSTEM:
Broken Promises (1 hr)

• You are an educated bunch92% of you have at least some

• Even though times are tough
you're doing well- your
average household income is

Community
Cable Network
e

.62% of you are between the
ages of 25 and 44, and at least
30% are over 45.

one friend.
• Your favorite hobbies are
reading. gardening. swimming.
bicycling. excercising to keep fit,
home decorating and

"fJH·j:EiiJ

1"'44 ~ ,II
1

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

remodeling and taking
continuing education classes.

• 66% of you visited an
establishment you saw
advertised in Casco Bay Weekly.

SPORT

DrawIng few Children of L_-. Middle·
Income F .....I... Basic skils like composition and perspective will ba taught
using media such as charcoal and watercolors. Classes wli ba held Saturdays.
from 10-11 :30 am lor 10- to 12-year-okls,
and from 12:30-2 pm lor 13- to 15-yearoIds. at the artist's homa on Pine StnMIl
Five-student class irrit per session. Call
775-2411 lor more details.
ExplorIng Ancient 0 _ Children 6-12
years old are inv~ed to disco_ the art
and cu"ure 01 an ancient civilization
thorugh Bowdoin Museum of Art's permanent collection. Greek and Roman historical accounts and myths read by
Bowdoin College students will complement a tour and discussion by a museum
volunteer on the ancient Greek pottery
and European paintings. The series is
scheduled for the fin!t Sunday 01 each
month, February through May. The first
reading, Feb 2 at 2 pm, is ''The Olympic
Games, 776 BC-393 AD," an accounl of
the origins 01 the athletic games through
the daily life of Pheidippides , an Athenian
runner. Cal 725-3275 lor more info.
The PortIIInd Public Ubrary'. Children'.
Room Schedulalorthe week of Jan 23:
Jan 24, 10:30am, TalesforTwos; Jan 25,
10:30 am. Movies lor All Ages; Jan 27.
10:30 am, Preschool Story Time; Jan 29,
9:30 am, Finger FU(llor Babies; Jan 29,
10:30 am, Preschool Story Time; Jan 31,
1():3Q am, Tales for Twos; Feb I, 10:30
am. Story Time. Five Monument Square.
Portland. For more inlo, call 871 -1700.
Rlwrton Public Ub ..". Children'. Ac·
tlvltl. .: Toddler Time for 1- to 2-yearolds includes games, stories and songs,
Wed at 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool Story hour for ages 3- to 5-yearoIds will take place Fri at 10:30 am. The
library's located at 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. For additional info call 797-2915.
Yamaha Mu.lcal EducatIon prog..m
offen! kiddos ages 3-6 a new system 01
musical training. ClaSses begin week of
Feb 3 at Starbird Music Shoppe. 500
Forest Ave, PorUand. For more info call
775-2733 or 675-3216.

Men'. and Wom..,'. Open Oym South
Portland Recreation offers gym basketball for adu"s 18 and older at Memorial
Middle School. Women 's night is Mon
and men's is Tues, both lrom 7-9 pm.
Cost: $l/night. Both programs run through
April. CaN 767-7650 lor more inlo.
Portland Recreatlon'.Adult Indoor Volleyball offen! pick-up games fW9fY Tues
&Thurs from 7:30-9:30 pm. Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland.
Cost: $2 lor residents, $3 lor non-residents. Call 874-8793 for more inlo.
Portlllnd Recreation'. Adult Soccer
Pick-up games every Friday ranging in
skiD level from Intermediate to advanced
every Friday lrom 6-8 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett St , Portland.
Cost: $2 for residents, $3 for non-residents. Call 874-8873 lor more info.
PorUand RecreatIon'. Adult Men'.....
katball offers pick-up games every Mon
& Wed, from 5:t5-7 pm; and Sat from 24. Fee is $2 for residents, $3 lor nonresidents. ReicheCommunityCenter, 166
Brackett 51, Portland.
Portland Recreation Co-ed T_n . . .lurtbllll through March 26, King gym Tues
&Thun! 6-8 pm, Jack gym Tues & Thurll
6-8 pm. Cost: 50 cents each night. Call
874-8793 lor more info.
PortIIInd RecreatIon'. Wlntar SwIm·
mlng Schadula Reiche Pool (166
Brackett St. 874-8874): 7;30-8:30 amMon,
Wed&Fri; 12:15-1:15Tues&lhurs; 4:306:30 pm Mon, Wed &Fri; 4:30-5:30 Tues
& Thurs. Open swim: 6:30-8 pm Thun!.
Ri.a1on Pool (1600 Forest Ave. 8748456): adult swims 12:15-1:15 pm MooFri. 12-tpm Sat, 6:15-7:30 pm Mon. Wed
& Fri; open swims 6:15-8 Tues. 7:30-9
Mon&Wed.
. .nlor FItn_ few Men • Wo..... 85
and OVer USM LHetine off81'S classes
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10;30-11 :t5 am at the USM Portland campus gym on Falmouth Street. Program
consists of progressive exercises. Regis- ACT UPIMalnelAlDS Coalition To Un·
tretlon is ongoing. Cal 780-4170 for Info.
I_ah_r)isadi_groupofvolunStIItawlde C.-. Country Sklathon is
leers un~ed in anger and committed 10
open to pros and back yard skiers who
nonviolent. direct action to end the AIDS
want to raise fundsfortheAmerican Lung
crisis. ACT UP meets every Monday from
AssocIation of Maine. It starts Feb 2. For
7-9 pm at 72 Pine St. Portland (Andrews
pledge Iorms & registration. call 1-800Square Building). New members are a~
ways welcome. Wheelchair accessible.
462-LUNG.
For morelnfonnation, write to N;T UPI
Maine. P.O. Box 5267. Portland 04101,
tet. 774-5082 or 87t-<)959.
ACT UPJPort.. nd A diverse, grassroots,
direct action organization dedicated to
creating positive changes around AIDS in
fedelal and local govemments, the media, and the medical, pharmaceutical and
Insurance indus1ries through nonviolent
public protests. Meetings: Sundays at 7
pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland .
The meeting space is wheelchair accessible. For more inlo call 874-8095 or 7748475. "We wiN ACT UP as long as people
continue to die 01 AIDS.·
ChildbIrth Cla_ Childbirth Discovery All You Can Eat for the benefit 01 Blue
Point Congregational Church. Come 10
Education offers six-week prepared childthe Public Baked Bean Supper Jan 25.
birth classes Including analomy & physifrom 4:30-6:30 pm. at North Scarborough
ologyofiabor. relaxation & breathing techGrange Hal, Route 22, outer Congress
niques. pain management options during
St, Scarborough. Cost: $4.50 adutts, $2
labor, role 01 coach or support person,
children. Call 883-3773 for more info.
physical &emotional changes after birth,
and much more. Classes are held Mon or Are You Menu Material? II yore reel
smart, callTom at 772-4730 lorbrochures
Tues eves lrom 7-9 lor six weeks. Cost:
and a free horne-test.
$60, including hendbook. gift packs and
Elder MU. . Network meets monthly to
articles. To register cal 797-4096.
share info of importance to older Mainers
Children'. Dance Millie Creative Moveand those who provide services for them.
ment offers jazz & bale! classes for chilNext Brown Bag Lunch meeting is on Jan
dren ages 4-14, beginning throughout
28. from noon-l :30, at Harbor Terrace,
January in Portland (871-1013),
284 Danforth St, PorUand. CaM 773-0202
Cumbal1and (829-2208) and Yannouth
for further detals.
(846-2406). Call lor detals.
The Children'. M_m of M.lne in- Tha Enriched Golden Age Center Invites men and women 60 and over to
vites al kiddos to Hs Entertainment and
Wednesday luncheons. There is a donaWorl<shop Series: Jan 23, 11 am: make
tion 01 $2 and programs are as follows:
water volcanoes and clay mountans; Jan
Jan 29. music by Beau and Dave lor
28, from 100noon: papermaldng; Jan 29.
January birthday parties; Feb S. "What
11 am: "Read to Me" lor preschoolers.
Al'RP Can Do for You"; and Feb 12, a
Museum Is located at 748 Stevens Ave.
Valentine's Party. The center Is located
Portland. Free with regular edmisslon 01
on the ground level of the Salvation IVrrrt
$2 .50. Ring 797-5483 lor mont detaMs.
building, 297 CurnbertandAve, Portland.
ChIldren'. 'rIIeat. ............. nce. of
Reservations necessary; call 774-6974.
• Jungle Book." "AobinHood" and "Winnie
the Pooh and Friends Grow a Self-&- FI .... Chowder Luncheon. served buffet
sty1eretumJan24,from 11 :30-1 , at South
t900l Garden" will take place Jan 25 at 10
Freeport Church. Freeport. Cost: $4.50.
am. at Edie Doughty's "88 String Guitar,"
Call 885-3659 for more detais.
100 Front St, Bath. Foradd~ionallnfo on
Oelplll' Trlo'a "au Residency The
this event and on corJ1)l'9hensive theater
pianist and his group wli give a series of
classes (acting. singing, mme, etc.) lor
lessons. cinics and WOIkshops for USM
chjldren. call 443-9603.
& local high school students and also lor
C,..U". Writing Worbhope lor kids n
any interested rTlIlfOOerofthepublic. Resigrades 3-5 wli ba offered beginning Jan
dency begins Feb 3 and continues
23. from 3:30-4:30 pm, at the RIverton
throughout that week. Corthet Hall. 37
Branch Ubnuy, 1600 Forest Ave, PortCollege Ave, USM Gorham. For more
land. Space Is Hrrited. Call 797-2915 10
details call 780-5555.
reservea~.
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Observing students' net worth
Seven personality types emerge on the court
Watching students at recess will tell you more about their
personalities than will observation at any other time of day. To
tabulate objective findings successfully, you should study student
be~avior in a standani environment. For lack of a better place,
let s use the basketball court. Kids tend to congregate there
because hoop is cool and fairly easy to play.
Student.s milling smartly a~out the basketball court during
recess fall Into one of seven different categories. This is scientific
fact so don't waste brain cells questioning the following breakdown.
I, NBA player: Form is everything. all points, passes, rebounds~ assist,S, steals or blocks have to be named after a superstar. This student keeps track of every statistic and probably
forwards results to an agent. Playing well is life and death because
that's an attitude a pro has to have. Being forced to associate with
rank amateurs is demeaning and a waste of time for such a gifted
player.
. II: Fashion ~el: All the clothes have to be perfect. At a
mmunurn, team shirt, hat, warm-up jacket, sweats and $100
sneakers are required . You are as good as you look. This student is
a .walking souvenir shop. The worst possible scenario is getting
dirt or food on any piece of his Madison Avenue paraphernalia.
III. B~lId?zer: Finesse is .not a factor. Knocking over people is
good. Dribblmg and other trite basketball traditions can go by the
boards. During recess, the
sooner basketball turns into
football the better. These
students are usually big or
aggressive or both. The basketball court is a boxing ring without TOpeS, a minefield without a
d.eclared war, an accident waiting to happen, It's not a pretty
Sight, these goons beating up on Lilliputians.
IV. Doug and Wendy Whiner: Some students have never
been happy at recess and never will be. Their three functions
during basketball break are to bitch, bitch and bitch . Complaints
can be about not getting the ball, getting the ball, being short,
being tall, length of recess, length of the court, color of the ball, a
crushed cigarette. It doesn't really matter what sucks, just that
everything sucks. Trying to make these students happy is like
trying to make the sun rise in the west.
V: Rona B~rrett: It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that
gossip. Spreadmg rumors on the basketball court is the name of
the game. It's a lock that any word will be heard if you release it
on the recess floor . The audience is always there. The key is to
work on the delivery.
VI. Cone With the Wind: These students couldn't give a
hoot about basketball. Their reason for living during recess is to
run non-stop up and down the court until a whistle or a bell tells
them to go back to class. These kids win the Guinness Book record
for the most aerobic points in a 15-minute recess.
VII. Scud missile: When recess strikes, so must these shooters '
----: from long, long range. The three-point shot is the only shot they
will take ..Actually, they would prefer a four- or five-pointer, if
such scormg were legal. Bombs away during recess.
Aren't there any normal kids anymore? Yes. At recess, a normal
student on the basketball court is seven parts equally crazy. He or
she, during a single recess, can easily display all of the following; a
desire to play well, a single piece of NBA clothing (usually hat), a
£;Ustrated push of another student, a minor complaint, one white
lie, 60 seconds worth of all-out sprint, and of course the gamewinning shot from 40 feet.
'
So if you really want to examine the net worth of a student,
recess on a basketball court is your best bet.

for kids

Golden Old I. . with F.. nkle • the
Stuclebaken Dance 10 '509-708 hHs
begiming at 8 pm Jan 25 at The Roost,
Chicopee Road, West Buxton. Til<: $7.
BYOB. Open to couples and singles with
groups of people. 842-2148.
International Student EIIchange Pro·
g ...... seeks families willing to host European, Japanese. Australian and other
hlgn-9ChooI age kids lor the academic
year. ASSE is also interested in Americans who want to become exchange stu·
dents abroad. For more datals, contact
your local representative at 283-8877.
National Anoclatlon of WorkIng
W.....,lsavallabietoanswerall queries
concerning heaHh-care coverage, maternity leave and salary levels upon your
retum, lavors and harassment. etc. Dial
the 9-t0-5 Job Survival Hotline at 1-600522-0925.
NaUonal Condom W.... Do something
fun and Important: Get involved with National Condom Week. We need people to
do many things from folding valentines to
con1acting media to dressing up as
Condom People. Call Planned Parenthood at 874-1100 lor more inlo.
National M.rch for Unl"....1 H_lth
Care and an End to AlDS Make hea"h
care a reality lor every person lving n the
United States. Join ACT UP in demanding
that the presidential candidates produce
a national plan to deal with the healthcare crisis this country is experiencing .
Saturday. Feb 15at 1 pm in Manchester,
NH. Buses will be leaving Portland at 10
am. FormorelnfocallACT UPlPortlandat
772-6810 .
PlIOple with Ald. Coalition of MaIne will
hold its Wllter Antiques & Collectibles
Auction In early February. Your generous
donationw~1 baappreciated. ltems worth
atleast $50 can be picked up between 10
am-4pm any weekday. Call 773-8500 for
more info.
Port"nd'. Upt_n Revttallzatlon Com·
mltt_ wiN hold ~s next meeting Jan 23
from 8-9 am, in the Sonesta Hotel. Mezzanine Level, 157 High St. Portland. Anthony Mollica, director of the Children's
Museum 01 Maine. will pmsent the winning and finalist designs lor the new museumand discuss the roleofthe museum
in the Congress Square area. Margie
Noonan and Alan Freedman will outline
their plans forthe promotion of the Gateway Parking Garage in conjunction with
the cuttural nstitutions and businesses in
the Congress Squarearea. There win also
bea roundtable, your opportunity to bring
up issues. Call 772-6595 lor details.
Southworth Planetarium Astronomy
shows Fri &Sat at 7 pm. la_ light concerts Fri & Sat at 8:30. special children's
shows Sat at 3. Admission: $3 adults.
$2.50 kids &seniors, specials discounls
lor USM folks. The planetarium is located
in USM Portland's Science Building. Call
780-4249 lor more inlo.
SufI Da...... of Unlv....1 Peace celebrate the unity of religious ideals, based
on the world's spiritual traditions. First &
second Satofevery month, 7-9 pm, althe
SWedenborglan Church, 302 StevensAve.
Portland. For more info, call 846-6039.
Tarot The Tarot Society of New England
will presentanopen forum on tarotJan24
from 7-9 pm. Readers wil baavailableat
the Center lor New Age Studies,
Thompson's Point, Portland. Ouestions?
Call 775-7135.
Turning Memorl ... lnto M""",I .. is what
lhis workshop on writing lile stories is all
about. Leam how to record family and
per.;onal history to create a lasting memoir. Every other Thurs, Jan 30 through
March 26, lrom 1-4 pm, at the Jewish
CommunitY Center, 57 Ashmount 51,
Portland. For more info call 772-1959.
Veteran.' Support Servlcea provide vets
with the opportunity to socialize & gather
in relaxed setting. Dinner served Thursday nights. open to the pUblic. Located at
151 Newbury St, Portland. For more inlo
call 87Hl911 .
VI.ual Aid ·Sprlng for LHe,' the si><lh
annual Visual AID Art Auction, will be held
March 14 a18 pm. All proceeds wiN benefit The AIDS Project, which provides
preventive education and support services to people with AIDS & HIV in
Curnber1and, Yorl<, Androscoggin and
Oxford counties. The auction will take
place at One City Cenler, Portland. For
further details. call 774-8877.
Weatherize Ho.... In MaIne Program
is designed to leach householders simple,
Iow-cost measures that reduce energy
consumption and save money. A wort<shop will be held Jan 25, from 9-3, at
Maine Audubon Society's Gilsland Fann
Headquart8l'S, 118 Route 1, Falmouth.
Preregistration required. Call 781-2330
for addijional infonnation . •

Appearing in January

TONY BOFFA TRIO
A b1endorea.y Ii-lenin, and li&bl dlnein.
muic ~I the 40',10 tbc 90'.

Wednesdays 8- 11
Thursdays 8:30-mldnlght

TOM DHYRBERG
Playina aD cdcctic blend or folk and
toft rock fayoritu on ac.auatic ,uiw.

Fridays and Saturdays
8:3Qpm-12:30am
Free Porklng

GERALDINE
ANT10UEWOLF

& ESTATE JEWELRY
10:30 . 5, TuCi . Su.
16 MILK STREET

TbP
OF THE EAST

PORTIAND, MAINE 04101

Sonesla Hotel Porlland

207 · 774·8994

775-5411

TRAVELING MONEY

Cross- Border Shopping: Our gain,

their drain

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25 at 8:30 PM
Channel 12 "26/ Cable Ch.11·Portland
MAINE PUBLIC BROADCASTING NETWORK

I1'TTT11Trl
~

WATERBED

Sale!
THE KATAHDIN

Your Choice:
King
Queen

S.S.

BEDWORKS
WATERBED & MATTRESS CO.
~.

299 FOREST AVENUE
773-5762
(Formerly at Corner Brook Mall)

30

Casco &y ~kly

The people, places and temptations that make Greater Portland great
It's as clear as the waters of Casco Bay: Greater Portland is New England' s
best-kept secret. It's also common knowledge hereabouts that the region's
residents - in particular, the savvy and perceptive readers of Casco Bay
Weekly - are noted for theiI'refined and discerning tastes.
Who, then, is more qualified than you to make fine distinctions among
the treasury of superlatives that is Greater Portland?
We want to know what you think represents the Best that the Portland
region has to offer. We want to know so badly we're willing to bribe you by giving away some great stuff! Thirty-two ballots will be chosen at random
from all received, and those lucky readers will win 20 tickets to Comedy at
the Cave (every Thursday at The Cave), five $20 gift certificates from Fresh
Market Pasta, four tickets to The Mystery Cafe in Portland, two tickets to ski
Shawnee Peak in Bridgton, and a First Class Hot Air Balloon Flight from
"Hot Fun."
So tell us what's Best. You don't have to have an opinion on every category, and you don' t have to explain your choices. But do feel free to express
yourself; responses will be considered for publication. Be creative and
opinionated.
Please keep your choices current (calendar 1991), and above all, local
(Greater Portland and surrounding communities). Please do not refer to
places outside of southern Maine or events before January 1991, and do not
nominate artists or personalities who don't live or work in Greater Portland.
Mail, fax or. hand-deliver your ballot by Tuesday, Feb. 11. The results will
be printed in the March 12 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Have fun!

. BEST ENTERTAINMENT

BEST PEOPLE

Best theatrical production - - - - - - -- -- -- -- -Best place to hear live music _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
Best acoustic band _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ __

Most effective activist _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _-'-_ _ __
Most effective citizen group - - - -- - - -- -- - - -- Most effective elected official _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _
Best painter _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Best blues or jazz band - - -- - - -- - -- - - - -Best rock band _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

Best photographer _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __

Best dance band - - - - -- - -- - - - -- -- - - - Best place to dance _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

Best~ptor

Best jeweler _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _

Best place to buy books _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ __

Best actor/actress _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ __ __
Bestvocalist _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __
Best local poet - - -- -- - - - - -- - - -- -- Best local writer (fiction) _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ ~----Best mechanic ----~------'----------Bestbartender _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Best cabbie - - - - -- - -- -- - - -- -- - - Best radio personality _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __
Best TV personality _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _

Best place to rent a video - -- - - -- ------;----- - Best record store - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - Best radio station - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - Besthappyhour _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _~_ __ _ __ __
Bestbarforasecretrendezvous - - - - -- - - - - -- -- Best graffiti _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
Best abuse of taxpayers' money - - - - - - - ' - - - -- -- - Best local event of 1991 _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

BEST PLACES

BEST FOOD & DRINK

Best art gallery _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __
Best beach _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

Best breakfast joint _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ _

Best local place for a hike _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _

Best late-nite dining - -- - - -- - -- - - -- -- - -Bestbar _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ __

Best place to x-country ski _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

Best Asian restaurant - - -- - - -- - - - - -- - -- -- .

Best gym/health club - - -- - - -- - -- - -- - -

Best Italian restaurant - -- - - -- -- - - -- - - -- - .
Best Mexican restaurant - -- - -- -- - - -- -- - - - - .
Best vegetarian restaurant - -- - - -- - - - - -- - -- - .

Best bus stop - - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - Best mom-and-pop store _ __ _ __ ~_ _ __ _ _ __ __
Best grocery _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
Best bank - - -- -- -- - - - - - - -- -- - -Best renovation of an old building - - - - - - -- -- - -- Best little-known historic spot _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _
Best place to send tourists _ _ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ _
Best public place to be seen - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - Best place to buy women's clothing - - - - - -- -- - -- Best place to buy men's clothing - - - - -- - -- -- - - Best place to buy shoes - - - -- - - - - -- -- -- Best place to go thrifting - - - -- -- - -- -- - -- Best place to buy furniture - -- - - - - - -- -- - -Best place to get your hair cut -------------~
Best place to buy flowers - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - Best place to buy toys ----------,-~-------r:D
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Best seafood restaurant - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -- Best eclectic restaurant - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - Bestbeer _ __ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __
_ _ _
~

Best bakery _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Best chowder place - - -- - -- - -- - -- - - -- Best sandwich place _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __
Best pizza place - - - -- -- - - -- - -- - - - - - Best burger place - -- - -- - -- - - -- -- - -- Best ice cream place - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - Best coffee place _ _ __ __ _ __ ...:...._ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
Best dessert place - - - -- - - -- - -- -- - - -- - -
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body I soul
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
MA., L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist.
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches,
neck and shoulder stiffness, SCiatica, stress,
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic performance. By appoinbnent,
865--1l672.
MONEY, HEALTH, LOVE, CAREER? Astrological or Tarot readings . Phone, mail, or in
person.VISa and MasterCard accepted. Jan
Moody, Certified Astrologer and Psychic.
207 -725-8226.
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Martial Art, based on mental and physical bal·
ance. One learns to blend with an opponents force to control it. TAl CHI is a lIuid
system based on meditation in mavement.
Excellentforspiritual growth, radiantphysical health and unequaled in reducing the
effects of stress and tension in ones life.
Beginners through advanced classes, including Push-Hands.Visitors welcome. For
information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
The art of being yourse". The art of being
creative. Mark Nakell-Psychotherapist, 7734413.
ACCESS NATURAL BEAUTY this season.
Guided Back-Country X-C Ski tours. Miles
of wide trailed foothills. Special weekend
package: $35Iperson- Jan. lltfeb. 8_Two
ski tours (3 hours each);sweatlodge sauna;
indoor, heated camping; warm showers;
waffle breakfast Also, Guided Touring by
appoinbnent. 207 ~25-8189.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, aching, stiff muscles while improving circuta·
tion and soothing tension. Sliding scale.
call Pam Richards,A.B.M.P. Certified. 7756636_
EXPLORE YOUR SPIRITUALSELf·10 week
group for men & women using guided
visualization and art materials. Starts Feb.
6th. $201w1t Call Jane Gair, 774-8633_Also
available for individual therapy.
DESIGN A PSYCHIC PARTY! Choose from·
Hypnosis, PK, Numerology, Tarot, Telepathy, Mnemonics & others. For a magically
fun evening for you and your friends call
207 -729-4047. The Mystic I.
GIVE YOURSElf A FRESH PERSPECTIVE
for the New Year. ATarot reading can clarify
wllereyou're headed. By appoinbnent. call
Jeanne... 799-8648.

REBUILDINGAFTERYOURRELATIONSHIP
ENDS: A IO-wlt group for men and women
experiencing the end ofanysignificant relationship. call 773·9625. carrie Peterson,
MA., M.S. Marriage trained facilitator.

BEST CRW READER

job?
It's hard to believe, but many
people don't. Find your dream
job. Discover the link between
dreams and a career. For more
information, call now.

LIVE PSYCHICS ONE ON ONE- All in-depth
forecast of whars in store for you in 1992.
All cards. 1-800-824-3456, ext. 772 or 1900-903-9911, $2.99hnin.

shiatsu
acuprC?ssure

r

LESBIAN THERAPY GROUP- Ongoing
weekly lesbian therapy group is accepting
new members. Meets Tuesdays 5:30-7:30
pm. $70 monthly. Confidentiality respected.
Call 775-7927.
< ____

799·9258

VA~ERIE

BLAIS, RN, BSN

•)

772-6411

.)

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

Seferlis & Trottier

present

Erlcksoruan
Hypnotherapy
"An Euening of Baste
Training for Professionals"
Thursday, January 30, 6-9 pm
Manor Inn

OPENINGS IN ON·GOING WOMEN'S 01·
VORCE SUPPORT group that meets
Wednesday mornings. Diane Paige, psychotherapist specializing in divorce and
women's issues, leads the group_Call 8280526 for more information.

700 Main St.
South Portland

Call 871-8134 for

MEN'S GROUP· Onlloing, peer·lead, in
Portland area, looking for additional members, meets every other Tuesday, interestin
long-term commitment essential. Tom, 7724730.

information or to register.

roommates
GM LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE· Spacious
log cabin home. 112 hr. to Portland, WID,
private setting, large yard, gardens, pets
welcome. Prefer under 35. $250/mo. plus
112 utilities. Call 642-5912.

ON-GOING THERAPY RECOVERY GROUP.
Some openings for women and men changing behaviors around: relationships, boundaries, self-esteem, shame, and empowerment. Opportunities for experiential processing. call Barbara Hare Noonan, M.S.

ZOWEE! LOTS OF SPACE and gobs of storage. GM seeks NIS responsible roommate.
You get TWO adjoining bed rooms and share
kitchen, dining, den, living room and laun·
dry. Apt is in quiet neighborhood, has
spacious deck, hardwood floors and lots of
features. 874-7475. $300 plus 112 utilities.

772-1896.
IYENGAR YOGA FOR EARLY BI RDS- Irs
noUoo late to enroll. 6:30-8:00 a.m. Wednesdays. Portland Yoga Studio, 616 Congress
St call 797-5684 for more information.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! Mature, responsible NIS wanted to share spacious 8
room house with art teacher and law student. Hardwoodftoors, sunroom, ONi.Walk
to USM. $29O/mo. + heat Call 871-7212.

GREAT EASTERN PROM A T.-NIS, female
toshara spaci~12 BRapartment. Hardwood floors;1jiy windows, WID. $200/mo.
plus utilities (economical heat). Available

ROOM FURNISHED OR NOT, in com?ort'able home, on Portland's West End, available for quiet, responsible, NIS with positive atitude.MalurriOman preferred.Available immediately. $3OOhno. inlcudes utilities. References and sec. dep. please. 772,-"f831.

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NlSG or tolerant
Mtf roommate to share 14 room country
house, desirable Portland subulb. Near
beaches, acreage, garage, all utilities included. Mustvalue privacy and be committed to keeping the houseclean and comfortable. Securitydepositand references. $3001
mo. 799-9761.
I

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
large 2 BR apartment on Brackett St. with
female artist. Comes with large studio/office space. Very quaint & neighborly. $2251
mo. plus utilities. call 774-5451 .
CUMBERLAND CENTER- ResponSible,
mature, drug-free 3rd or couple to share
beautiful, furnished ranch with two hard
working wimmin. Lots of light, space and
privacy. $4501mo., share utilities. Call 7978677 days, M-f_
PROFESSIONALWANTEDTOSHARE HOME
with two young professional GWMs. Will
have own entrance and furnished
livingroom. Rent plus utilities. Call after
5:00, 646-5859, James or Phil.

Certified NeuroMuscular TherapIst

DEERING AREA COLONIAL seeks third professional 25+. Guest room, 2 baths, large
yard, ample parking, WID, fireplace. Larg·
est bedroom available. Busline, antique fur·
nished, pets negotiable. $265/mo.+security. 878·2312.
BETWEEN USM CAMPUS AND PORTLAND
HALL- Clean, furnished; own entrance, WI
0, parking. Also kitchen to share with semivegetarian father & vegetarian son. Good
privacy, especially on weekends. Excellent
environmentforstudent, musician, etc. $651
wk.+ 1wk. security. 774-7029,askforTony
or leave message.
MHO SHARE SO. PORTLAND HOUSE. WI
0, off-street parking, hardwood floors, fireplace, DNI & cable. Large yard & close to
beach. S3551mo. includes utils. Avail. 211.
Call Paul 772-8304 days or 799-3962.
ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE large
two story apartment on Cumberland Ave.
$2171mo. plus 1/3 utilities averaging $301
mo. MIF, NIS preferred. Newty renovated,
off-street parking. 772-0866, leave message.
NlS FEMALE HOUSEMATE WANTED: to
share clean, cozy, warm, wooded apartment, WID. ME: Male, 41, friendly, fit, easygoing. YOU: see me. North Windham. 8923490, leave message.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

$92

W.775~910.

WALK TO USM- Responsible female NIS
wanted to share large sunny 4bedroom apt.
WID, balconies, off-street parking, heated.
Mustlike cats .$325 includes all. 773-7701.
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE ROOMMATE TO
SHARE attractive apartment in nice, safe
neighborhood near USM and MMC. Hardwood floors, off-street parking, two friendly
cats.$2OOImo. includes utilities. 761-0336.
HOUSE TO SHARE with large sunny yard,
deck, and laundry. 15 minutes to Mall and
Pine Point Beach. Close to USMlGorham .
Wood heat included.$270/mo. +utilities. 1929·3413.
LARGE NICE HOUSE ON PEAKS ISLAND.
Porches, large yard, oil heat, WID, etc.
Prefer responSible, fun, solvent, 25+, NIS.
Child welcome. $2451mo. + utilities. 7669774. Available now.
MALE ROOMMATES WANTED: R~overing
addicts or alcoholics willing to pay own way
and share responsibilities. call 775-7949,
leave message.
NEAT, CONSIDERATE, OEPENDABLE person wanted toshare exceptionally nice home
in quiet neighborhood off Ocean Ave. Parking, cable, deck, WID, DNI. $250/mo. + 11
3 utilities. 879~725 after 6 p.m.
GM ROOMMATEWANTEDfor3 bedrm apt.
near USM. WID, parking. $200/mo. pius 11
3 utilities. Avail. immed. 772-5997.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED-We're look·
ing for athird roommate to share awonder·
ful home near law school, in a quiet neigh·
borhood with back yard and WID . $300/
mo. + utilities. No pets, NlS. 774-1648.
FEMALE 30+ to share with 2 women, 1
straight, 1 gay. Large West End aparbnent.
$250hno. +1/3 utilities includes BR plus
studio/study. NIS.775-0626. Available now.
SINGLE MOM (40) AND TWO YEAR OLD
looking to share a home. We'd prefer an·
other single parent family, WID, yard, NIS,
warm, loving environment with gentle outlook on life. 856-1030.

MONEY IS LIKE THE WIND •••••••••••••• YOU ONLY FEEL IT WHEN IT'S MOVING

So let's start 1992 off by moving some stuff for money! Sell
ANYTHING, that's ANY old COUCh, record collection, work of art,
clothing, car, house, boat, waterbed, bicycle, TV, piano, etc ...

'" list that item, or those items in Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds
under "STUFF FOR SALE, It ask $92 for the stuff & we'll run the
ad FREE for 1 MONTHI Call CBW CLASSIFIEDS at 775-6601.

(OFFER ENDS JANUARY 31s~ 15 WORD LIMIT, NO CHANGES)

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
RATES

775-6601

1ICId'l

1 week

wHila

up to 30 words

$9

$6

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

each additional word .2~
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds 20 word limit

Une ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Cali n5-6601 for display rates.

o body & lNIul
Oro.........tee

Oaptat,..nt
Ohou_l... nt
o ofIice.t,..nt
o etudloal... nt
O_.on.v... nt

o dating ..1Vie..
o .tuff for .ala
o garav./yard .....
O_ntad
Ocomput....
mualclinetNmant.

o

0 ......

O ....I ..lIIte

o th.ater .rt.

Oauctlone

Oleaming

o child CIO...
o help wantad
Ojoba_nted
buaI.- Mrvlcft

o
o buaI.- opportunitift

C _ ad. must be paid "" in advance with caah,
pereonoJ check, money order, Vo88 Of Mutercard. I.oeI
& Found ~""'" ieted free. CIa8eified ada are
non-refundable. caw ahaIl not be IabIo "" any
typographical errore, omieei0n8. Of changes n the

ORDER FORM

Your classified ad: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

CATEGORIES

Name:_ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __

Total Woros: _ _ _ _ _ __

OpubliClO~

o ani.....
o !oat & found (free)
o legal notice.
o bu lIetin board

Add~~
·' _

_ _ _ _

1st week: _ _ __ _ _ _ '

~-----

_
Telephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

add'i weeks at: _ _ _ _ __ _
Total:_ _ _ _ _ __

PHOIE IT IN: 207-775-6601 Visa or Masteroaro 0 cash 0 check 0 money order

FINE PRtNT

Fax to 207-775-1615, mail or drop off ballot to:
Best of Portland, Casco Boy Weekly
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101

\ ~)

Ann r'Ostct T.bbun.. .wITA
"

MAINSTREAM MEN'S GROUPS- Starting
in Portland and Kennebunk. For men who
are interested in creating more meaning in
5fe, improving relationships, and aevelop·
ing more serenity. The approach is common sense and down to earth (nothing
funky or from another dimension). For in·
formation, contact David Lee, M.Ed., LSAC
at 985-7655.

Name _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

//---,\ . .

Gmlle. r,ltuinx. h,.li", ,.~._. _./.
A,. "plTi"JC't ofJup b.I.4nu

BACK IN BAtANCE- An exercise class for
anyone wanting to learn a ftexibility routine
which Will correct back, neck, or shoulder
pain.$56ISwks., Thursdays, 6:30-7:45, The
Bay Club. 772·5444fl99-5749.

FREE! FIND OUT WHAT IS IN STORE for
you in 1992. Send long self-addressed
stamped (.29) envelope to The Hermit letter, P.O. Box 1, TOpSham, ME. 04086.

caw CLASSIFIED AD

Love your

MIDWlFE- HEALTHY MOTHERS, HEALTHY
BABIES. Complete pre-natal care, informed
chilbirth education. Explore your choices
.and options. Initial consultation FREE. Call
Schyla St Laurent at Casco Bay Midwifery,
761-2058.

DEADLINES

~

' : .,

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A

ad which do not all8ct the wi"" Of content. Of
oubotantially change the mMning of the ad. Cradit wil
be Ieeued when a WIble error has been determined
within one week of publcalion. Teat "'-to avaiabIa
for $2Icopy.

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard

0 Visa 0 Mastercard

MAlUWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101

Credit Card II: - - - - - - - - Exp.dale·~·_ _ _ _ __

-
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2 PROFESSIONAl GM seeking roommate,
25+, lor 3 BR cape in South Portland. 011street parking. $33O/mo. inlcudes all utitities except phone. Security deposit negotiable. Available Feb. 15. Call 767-()880 or
n4~712.

GRAY-BEAUTIFUl, SPACIOUS, 6 BRhome
on 2acres, 011 T-pike. Hardwoodfioors,lg.
modem kitchen, laundry, dining-den-living rooms, woodshop, garden space. Elegant country living lor only $2501mo. +11
4 utilities. 657 -3511.
ATIRACTIVE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
to share, West End. Siudio spaco, parking,
cals, plan Is, quiel. $300 includes utilities.
John 772-9605 (work), leave message.
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE(?) MIF to share
2 BR duplex w/male. Basement and offstreet parking. Morrills Corner area near
busline. Smoke 'till your lungs lall 011, I
don't mind. 878-3924.
NlSFEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHAREpleasant first Iloor South Portland apt. with 2
women. Large lumished bed/sitting room.
Heated, parking, laundry, TV, VCR. Near
SMTCand beach. 5 miles Irom USM.$2501
mo. +1/3 electricity/phone. call 799-1013
or 780-4329, message Phyllis.
LF SEEKS GM, LF or lriendly to share 2 BR
apl. near USM. 1st floor, parking, fireplace.
$275/mo. +112 utililies. Must be responsible. No drugs. NIS. 874-4960.

MIF, N/S- CLEAN, QUIET HOUSE, nice
South Portland location, WID, own bath,
fireplace, excellent situation lor the right
person. $300 +112 utilities. 799-4676.
MALE RooMMATETOSHARE LARGE, spacious 2 BR apt near hospitals and USM. WI
W carpeting, Iree laundry, heat and electricity included. $285/mo. call 761-7059,
leave message.

person 01 the week
TABLOID SCREAMS: Adonl.hIng couple meet thru adl Attractive, Intelligent, neither
needed advertl.e for date.1
How'd It happen? Incredible
aaga of how charming, romantic, profea8lonal DWM (ti red of
bare, dull d.tea) found alender,
pretty, upbeat F, 20-30 (tired of
the .. me, macho posturing).
Send text, llluatration to: caw
Box IUa. "1iOII1

real estate
SUMMIT
OCEAN AVE.- PORTLAND- Charming 3-7
TERRACE
bedroom home in nice residential area, near
APARTMENTS elementary school. Zoned lor
&
Soutb Portland, ME

$600 to $625
• Heat tncltilled
• WIW carpeUng. appliances
• Laundry room jactJ1t1es
• Patto and walk-tn storage
• Close to marina and beach
• Ample parkIng
• No pets,
one year lease
,
Modern two bedroom

apartme'f!s
in a quiet vUlage setting

799-3475

WESTERN PROM AREA- Attractive, 2 room
and bath, heated, in quiet buading, parking.
S450hno. 1-568-3683.

COLLINS POND-WINDHAM-3 bedroom, 1112 bath winterized house on water. Large
livingroom with fireplace, new deck, oil heat,
dead-endstreel, near schools. $97,500. Call
774-2312.

Empty-handed
Match the hands at the right with their owners below.
(Three of the personalities will wind up empty-handed.)
Benny Goodman
Earl Anthony
Adam
Randy Newman
Mickey Mantle
Richard Nixon
Lily Tomlin
Pablo Casals

FO
SALEIRENT: SUNDAY RIVER
TRAILSIDE studio condo, 3 yrs. old. Magnificenl views facing mountain. Ski to lilts.
Completely lurnished . Sleeps 4. Great rental
history. Sauna, pool. $53,500, owner. 207772-2008.
EASTERN PROM AREA- Spacious 2 BR Victorian condo, beautifully renovated throughout, on busline or walk 10 downtown, low
fees, $89,900. call Lisa at 774- t 486 days,
657 -m9 eves. & weekends.

Uncle Sam
Bruce Springsteen
Rodney Dangerfield
Darrell Evans
Mona Lisa
Harry Callahan
Minnesota Fats

dating servtces

music

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE to
do odd jobs and moving. I'M move you
locally or long distance. Experienced &
dependable with relerences. Call for my
low rates, 774-2159 anytime.

MEET BEAUTIFUL, FAITHFUL, Marriageminded ladies Irom Asia, Russia, Europe,
North & South America. For FREE photo
brochure and complete details call 702451-3070 anytime and leave mailing address.

GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC! Pianolvoice
lessons- 10 years 01 experience teaching
ages 5-70. Boston and Portland areas.
Please caH (207)774-2657.

INCOME TAX PREPARATION- Virginia M.
Johnson, Certified PublicAccountanl, 686
Brighton Ave., Portland, ME 04102-1012.
207-772-2322.
MALEARTMODEl-EXPERIENCED in drawing, painting, photography. $10I11r., 2 hr.
min. For groups or individuals. 443-1021 .

PORTLANO-112 DUPLEX, 2 BR, WID hookup,
hardwood floors, appliances, driveway, yard,
lull basement, $550 +, and lease. 878·5039.

onlces/rent
SMALL OFFICE IN QUIET HISTORIC BUILDING- 723 Congress St., Portland. Perlect for
massage therapist, etc. Shared waiting, parking & heat included. $2OO/mo. call 772·
6005

sbldlos/rent

TWO 15· RADIAL SNOW TIRES on Chevy
rims- $75; two 14' snow tires- $50; two
clarinels: Artley $100, Bundy $50; two
guitars: Fender $300, Gibson $300. 773·
7701.
RECYCLING BINS FOR SALE: 20 gallon
round$11,12gallon rectangularstackable
$6. 761-0236.

7890.

seasonal/rent
HIGGINS BEACH, SCARBOROUGH- Cozy 3
room apt. until June 15th. $35Ohno. plus
utilities. CalI8B3-2526 or 781-5579.

chId care
CHILDREN'S CO-OP DAY CARE has full or
part-time openings lor children ages 2-112
to 5-112. Developmental program includes
daily activities and wholesome loods. Open
7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Call 77 4-9029 lor application.
•

RESPONSIBLE, EXPERIENCED BABYSlffiR
wanted lor occasional evening & weekend
CUMBERLAND AVE.-MODERN, clean, 2 BR
h.ours lor 1yr. old boy. Riverton area. ReIerapt. Breaklastbar, WIW, WID, privalecourt- ences. Application. 797-6963.
yard, parking. $5OO1mo. t . 781-4740.

LUVHOMES

At 1, Holden, ME
Daily 9-6, Sunday 10-5

. .

..,., .,.,.,., .,.,
LUVHOMES
At 26 Oxford ME
Daily 9-6, Sunday 10-5

PASSTIDS
PAPER ON
TO A FRIEND

help wanted

MORRILL'S CORNER-2 BR modern
townhouse, quiet country setting, wfw carpeting, dishwasher, WID, garbage disposal,
parking, pels(?), supplemental K-l monitor $4O,OOOfyr! READ BOOKS and TV scripls.
heat. $625 + utililies, sec. dep., lease. Feb. Fill out simple ·~keldon't Hke" form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Ist.797~.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour recordWEST END NEIGHBORHOOD, Beautilul har- ing. 801-379·2925. CopyrightlME114EB.
bor.view, 2 BR, kitchen, living room, balh,
porch and garage. No pels. Available 211. $200-$500 WEEKLY! Assemble products at
$55O/mo. Heated. caH774~751,leavemes- home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.
sage.
.
Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording.
WESTBROOK- 4 rooms and bath,large yard 801-379-2900 Copyrighll ME114DH
and parking. Nice location. $495lmo. in- DRIVERS- EARN TO $650 WEEKLY. Will
·cludes heat and utilities. Dep. req. Pleasecall train, several ope!1ings, also part-time. E.O.E.
856-1i042, leave name and number.
1-800-231-7457.
SOUTH PORTLAND- Sunny, large, well- .;...:..:..:....;:..:...;....;...;.;...;.------maintained 2 BR apt. in good neighborhood. JOB HUNTING MADE EASY. L~rn how to
Large studio! storage area. Convenient loca- get employers to call you and grve you the
tion, near beach, WID hookup, new flooring lob you ~ant. ~sul1s guaranteed. FREE
throughout, zoned HIW oil heat, pels con- recorded Inlonnanon. CaM 283-3356, ext.2.
sidered. $560 + utilities. 353-9822.
ACTIVISTS NEEDED! Want to make a posi2-3 BEDROOM hardwood floors, decks, WI tivesocial change in today's troubled world?
0, fully applian~, fireplace, 5 minute walk Then canvass lor The Maine Peoples' Aliito MMC &USM. $65O/mo. + utilities. Secu- ance! Hours: 2-10 p.m. M-F. $220-$300¥t.
rity deposit. call 874-2448.
Call Dan at 761-4400.

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

.,

14' wide 2 SA with
Jacuzzi,. bow window over
the hitch and onother
in the living room.
Vaulted ceiling and
even 6" walls!
Also 16' wides & 28' wides.
$1,999 down, 180 payments
at $210. APA 11.5%

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR: Phone
Receplionist- $6.25/hr.; Computer Operator, will train- S7.OOIhr.; Vel. Assistant,
(must have a love lor animals), will train$6.50111r.; Office Cleaners, must be dependable and honest- $6.251111. Other Full
and Part-time positions available:THEJOB
NETWORK, 207-774-9675.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first-prize winner. The secondprize winner receives two free passes to The Movies at
Exchange Street. Winners will receive their prizes in the
mail. Drawings are done at random. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a four-week span.
Only one entry is allowed per person per week .
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by
Wednesday, Jan. 29. The solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the Feb. 6 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #106
Casco Bay Weekly _
551A Congress St' l
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real Puzzle #
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Queen Elizabeth II
E.T. (the Extraterrestrial)
Stevie Wonder
C3PO
Barbra Streisand
Thomas P. ("Tip") O'Neill
Bob Dylan
George C. Scott (as Gen. Patton)
Alfred Hitchcock
Karl Malden
Marlon Brando
Grace Jones
6
Willie Nelson

45 words &
Personal Call®
FREE BY FAX ·
THURSDAY ONLY

775-1615

This week, Portland's Jackie Dwyer and a friend will dine
at Alberta's. Portland's Niki Nonnan and a friend will
take in a movie at The Movies at Exchange Street.
(Don lUIbin's book, BRAINSTORMS, "'"'s Ttcmtly published by Harper
and Row.)

ACOUSTIC GUITAR $92. Call 773-7701
anytime.
WOMYN'S CLOTHING, SHOES, jewelry;
man's suede sheepskin coat; wine glasses;
lyre. $92. Call Julie, 773-5676.

• QUICK REFUNDS·
Many Returns Completed
While You Wait
• Reasonable
• Experienced
• Prompt
• Confidential
• Bookkeeping

6 STRING ACOUSTIC GUITAR. Excellent
condition. Greal lor beginner. $92. Call
Paul. 871-1217.

For estimate or appointment,
call John Hudson at

WOMEN'S 10 SPEED BIKE- Excellent condition. $92. call Diana, 871-1217.

772·1199

MEN'S 10 SPEED BIKE-Racing style. Runs
well. $92. Call Paul, 871-1217.

7 am to 10 pm· 7 days a week
IlnElECTRONIC
I!.JITAX FILING

NASTY~NEAT
COMPULSIVE CLEANING

.... nd other life oupport Mrvicee

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential

FAX FREE

THURSDAY!

NEW YORK MUSIC PRODUCER now in
Portland. Clean sounding studio with 8track Otari recorder, 24 channel Allen Heath
board, 64 track MAC MIDI with Proteus.
Will tum your ideas into great music. Will
also barter lor acoustic guitar lessons. call
TIm 828~279.

wheels
CHEAP!
FBIfU .S. SEIZED
'89
Mercedes ... $200; '86 VW ...$50; '87
Mercedes ... Sl00; '65 Mustang ... $50.
Choose Irom thousands starting at $25.
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details.
801-379-2929. Copyright IMEI14JC.
$$CASH CASH CASH$$- WE HAULAWAY
JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any condition,
seven days a week, 9-9. 773-1i878
TOYOTA COROLLA GTS, 1985- Twin Cam
liltback, excellent condition, 681(, PIS,
sunroof, cruise control, power mirrors, AmI
Fm/cass. $4400. 772-8701.
FORD ESCORT 1986- Faithlully maintained
every 3,000 miles. Very dependable, minor
cosmetic work needed. Asking $1000.8392903.
-

commercial

business OPPI
GET RICH SLOWLY! New book describes a
world 01 treasure hunting few know. Be
your own boss, profitable, exciting work.
Free details. Pete Earl, 200 Blackwater Rd .,
Dover, NH 03820.
"HOME-PRENEURS" WANTED. Moms, retirees, seasonal workers. Run a successful
business Irom home while having lun and
helping others. call (207)733-2042.

4 PIRELLI P44 TIRES- Size: 175nO-13.
Good for VW, Honda, Toyota, etc. In good
shape. 879-0499. $92.

Do You Have A Hidden Talent?
We need you for an Amatuer variety show.
Dance, song, music, magic, comedy, vaudeville.
Try-oulS on Sunday, Feb. 2nd, 2:00-4 :00 p.m.
Join the fun, for more information call 773-3558.

773-3558

THOMPSON'S POINT, BUILDING lA

visual arts

animals
Irs THE CATS PAJAMAS· Bed & Breakfast
forcals, offering NO-CAGE accomodations,
large, sunny play area, bird watching, sunbathing and TLC lor your cat while you're
away. Call 883-9611.

Mark Ewert
PO rRAn'S,DRAWNAND'PAINl'im
"RF.ASO'\ABLY PRiam I'£R.'i)ML Mn"WORX
207n; 1209

bulletin board

learning
FOLK SONG AND MADRIGAL SINGING
CLASS taught by Edith Doughty begins
Thurs., Jan. 30th, 7-9 p.m. for 7 weeks.
Gordon Bok will drop by lor 1 class. For
timid beginners to experienced songsters.
Noclass Feb.vacation. Call Edie at88 String
Guitar, Bath, 443·9603. '
STILL TIMETOGETINTOTHESECLASSES:
Security Guard Training; Exploring a Sales
Career; Strategic Skill for the Workplace;
Black & White Photography; Recipes lor
Allergies; How to buy a NewfUsed car;
Decorated Wreath .call Portland AdultCommunity Education, 874-8160, for inlo.

lost 8. lound

LEARN A LANGUAGE IN YOUR CAR or cu~
up with a good book from "Maybe Someday... " 195 Congress SI. on Munjoy Hill,
773-3275. Hours l-1i, M-S.

FOUND- A WOMAN'SWATCH ON PINE ST.
Call 871-9299 to identify.

I Recycle this Paper

ernie ook

/)!f

CALIFORNIA- $149! Fly coast to coast anytime. EUROPE- only$I60! Hitch a ride on a
commercial jel. CARRIBBEAN- only $189!
Round-tripairtosomewhere warm & sunny!AIRHITCH(r)- 212-864-2000.
DATELINE N.E. ADULTS SINGLES DANCE
every Friday nighl at8 p.m. at the Portland
Marriott Sable's Lounge, exit 7 011 RI. 95.
Dateline D.J., greatbuffet, door prizes, cover
charge, no jeans. 871-8000.
TREASURE GALLEONS-We are searching
lor adventurous, intelligent, resourceful
people who can offer assistance with our
exciting on-going project. Our organized
teamwork will lead to a most rewarding
experience, both historically and financialty.
Reply with resume and letter 01 interest to:
Greg Brooks, 39 West Grande Ave., Suite
460, Old Orchard Beach, Me. 04064.
WANTED: NIS HEALTHY FEMALE, 25-30,
to share experiences and expenses driving
camper south then west. Leaving soon, call
for details. 774-0208.

l.ynda Btlrry

COUCH & CHAIR- Good condition, $92.
Call eves. 772-8746.
IBM SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER, $45; Sears
c.abinet sewing machine, $35; manual typewriter, $12. $92 takes all! 772-2029.
1 KUSTOM 100 AMP SILVER- $92. 7742338.
ONE FIFTH INTEREST IN 3,500 SQ. FT.
Peaks Island beach, intertidaillals, ocean
bottom, $92. 767-2314
$92 BUYS: DOUBLE BED BOX SPRING;
dough mixer; wicker hamper; 2 trunks.
767 -2314 evenings.
PORTRAIT: "ASHLEY BECOMES A
SINGER" by Ashley Lenartson, al3 Views
Gallery, Portland. 772-1961. $92.
PATIO SET, WHITE TABLE, 4 chairs by
Emu, made in Italy, $92. 797-8722.
17' WHIRLPOOL CHESTFREEZER- ingreat
shape and will save you money. S92. 7970072.
PAGER/BEEPER- NEW CONDITION, also
hand·heldscanner, l00channel:S92.7725737.

Your 30 word ad will
reach 50,000 of Portland's
most active consumers
for only $9

IBM SELECTRIC II TYPEWRITER- Once
the ultimate. Needs cleaning and minor
repair. camden . 236-1029. $92.

CALL n5-G601

I N C.

STUFF FOR SALE: $92! 84 IRVING ST.

SKIS- 1989 ATOMIC- SIZE 160. Boolssize 7-112. Tyrolia bindings. Very good
condition. $92. 846-5279.

and have your Wsa or MasterCard ready!

~~~[

774-7648.

5,555 READERS

FOR 81

FORD ExP, 1985- $900. Good running condition, sporty, clean, new brakes & exhaust
Call Keith or Joyce at 839-8041.
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theatre arts

ITINERANT PIANO TEACHER will teach on
electronic keyboard. Call Sandy, 772-5636.
Please leave message.

DODGE VAN- 1973 CUSTOMIZED- New
engine. 48K. Needs radiator. $1 000 or B.O.
Also: caprice Wagon, 1974. Parts only.
B.0.892·5476.

.. ..,.,.,., ..,.,
$19,995

• Affordable
• Confidential
• Supportive &
Individualized Attention

sbID lor sale

80'x14' (1992) or
$1,899 down,
180 payments at $159,
APR 11%
Double wide $24,995.
Champion, Holly Park,
Imperial, Norris
& Redman.

WORTH LOTS
MORE!

A DATING SERVICE
DeSigned for discriminating
people Over 40.

1-800-870-3318

$18,995

651-2634.

CREATING COUPLES

Includes Myers-Briggs
Personality Inventory.

FOUR
BEDROOMS

apts/rent

WESTERN PROM AREA- SUnny .studio
apartment, hardwood lIoors, seperate
kitchen. Heat/utilities included. Relerences.
$415hno.761-1622.

prolessional use. $105,500. Call 773-2242.
Original owner.

business services

DID YOU SELL YOUR REAL ESTATE and
hold a mortgage? We buy mortgages on
which you recieve paymenls. Call American
GRAY- 2 BR RANCH-Available March 1st. 2 Capital,l-774-6577.
miles to tumpike, huge backyard, ski trails,
running track, tennis courls behind house,
WID, appliances, fireplace, lull basement.
We are 2 GF living in an attached, but separate garage apartmenl- looking lor gay or
gay friendly tenants- cats ok. $600 +security
deposit, + utilities. Call & leave message,

STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All inclusive, tin ceilings, artisls sinks, high energy environment. Darkrooms to suites with
views. $75 to $2OOfmo. 799-4759 or 7~

PORTLAND- 54 STATE ST.- Large 1 bedroom apartmenls. Clean & nicely· decorated.lncludes all utilities. $5OOlmo. +dep.
Lease. call 761 ~557 or 772-7977.

/'11 DOll {<II/Jill

houses/rent

EIcfI..,. lily""

NORTH ST.- Clean, sunny, 2 BR in Victorian Style 3 unit. On public bus route,
walking distance to Old Port. $540hno.
includes heat & electricity. Available immediately, references. Call 772-8085.

real uzzle

2-1am~y

START 1992 OFF RIGHT. Join other artists!
craft people in building at 317 Cumberland
Ave. 400-1200 sq. ft. Lights and heat included. Parking available. No lease required.
Call 772-6527 .

C.:a
IItttCinllll t:ta.\. DIW. "PInon
til h"'" rd is -*tItwo hllIIO'MbdIIIl, amplmnt 01
....,.M.ICi'ena. All lII!ICnII_ 'lI..,tId nlhldrln'cl To
raparcI tIIlhis o,~ PI,,"I " _ P91:M n! 15.

...

'a"wry 23,1992

wanted
B & W DARK ROOM EQUIPMENT: En·
larger, timer, printing easels, trays, sale
lighls,locusingaids, etc.caliChartes, 7756301 .

IT fa hiS ~BOVT 21 tl""~S For 1)., chicle
TO ~ III "t1.e ~ .,tt."" Th&<j po~e ~ h~/t
In 1hTSl.rll WIth t},t ~. So",t C1!ic.Ks
wiL L. Grow VI' to L"'3 EGGr. On\6/l C.HI:CK(
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GWF, VEGETARIAN, NIS, CAT CRAZY, sacretly In love with Madonna, seeks similar,
20-30, for fun"dancing, etc. C'mon, express yourself! "S052

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

women,.. men
DWf, 48 YR. OLD REDHEAD. Average looks
and weight. Lookingforayoungerman who
believes in love at first sight. Prefer coonby-boy type, one who can walk the line.
Photo a must! Write P.O. Box 5165, Portland, ME 04101. "5013
FRIENDSHIP, PLAYFULNESS, the courage
to change & create your life and the ability
to celebrate are quatilies this woman (51)
seeks. P.O. Box 373, South Harpswell, ME
04079. "5029
ERNIE, YUKON CORNELIUS, Theodore
Geissel; put 'ern all together you geta silly,
romantic, cute, intelligent, tall, musical,
geeky sorta guy who is fearless, friendly, at
ease, helps those in need, and likes chocolate chip cookies. LeYs lasso the moon. F,
26. "5028
SWF, PORTLAND, MAINE- Don't let the
grass grow over this 48 yr. old redhead.
Need a younger man to liven me up on
weekends and keep me from the 01' folks
home. Just in time to be my Valentine! No
suits or ties that bind. Photo appreciated.
"5044
I STILL DO WINDOWS!! Excessively educated SWF with legs that "go on forever"
who is well versed in all social graces and
domesticsk~1s seeks adventurous, capable,
& physically fit 30ish SWM who believes
marriage is a business venture. Letter and
photo please. Preference given to those
who include business plan. P.O. Box 533,
Portland,04112. "5040

LlTERATE(NOTSNOBBISH), WITTY, IRISH,
smoker, travelled SF, 40, inexplicably drawn
toyounger men, preferably intelligent, thoroughly decent, slightly off-the-wall. I love
alternative music, poetlY, theatre, general
silliness. Hatecrowds. You? Letters strongly
preferred, Voicemail detested. P.O. Box
971S-980, PorUand, ME 04104. "5064
DWF EDUCATOR, 49, SEEKS FRIENDLY
relationship with sensitive, caring, NIS man
for dining in orou~ x-countlYskiing, enjoying classical music, and cultural events.
"5081
HIKING, CAMPING, SKATING,cross-countlYskiing, dining out orin, and movielloing
would be much more fun with a tall, fit,
intelligent, eaSYlloing, NIS, 38-45 Y.0. man.
This tall, slim, attractive woman seeks such
a man for a loving, long-term relationship.
"5079
BIG (NOT FAT) HUGGY BEAR WANTED for
TLC by cuddle bear who likes outdoors,
animals, quiet times, quiet talks, mOVies,
music & dancing. Write P.O. Box 118, Bar
Mills, ME 04004'()118. "S069
SWF, 40. ON A GOOD DAY I'M intellectual,
educational, serious. On a great day I'm
foolish, affectionate, !lakey, but can speak
in complete sentences. Enjoy movies, hiking, theatre, blues, travel, bookstores and
junk shops. Seek intense sensitive male,
35-4S. P.O. Box 8436, PorUand 04104.

"5068

FREE PERSONAL
ADS FOR WOMEN
THIS WEEK

THIS NEW TO TOWN REBEL W/A CAUSE
activist seeks 28+ open-minded eco-warrior to share adventures and some quiet
times. Love for outdoors a must! Couch
potatoes, hunlers and pro-war mongers
need not apply. "5038

ATIRACTIVE, SLENDER, FIT 44 SWf seeking attractive man who is intelligent, nice,
normal, personable, fun. Must bydefinition
be attractive- nice looking. "5067

DWF, 305, PROFESSIONAl, FIT, attractive
& fun. What more do you want? Enjoy
walking, dancing, hiking, biking, skating,
ice fishing, more. Willing to tlY any new
sport. Love to cook and enjoy pampering
the right man. Mature, 26-40. Photo preferred. "5050

LUSCIOUS, BLUE-EYED BLOND, SEEKING
tan, handsome, professional, SWM, 38-43,
for long nights of sensuous pleasure. I am
33, physically fit, t~m, professional and
tired of men who are too intimidated to ask
me out II you like to take risks, you'll find
that I don't bite. CBW Box 918. "5086

UINIQUE, PSYCHOLOGICALLY SOPHISTICATED professional woman, 4S, 5'3',
115Ibs., who hates writing personal ads &
blind dates, looking for single professional
male friend for companionship,
contradancing, movies, X-Cskiing, etc. CBW
Box 904. "5053

READY FOR A GREAT RELATIONSHIP?
Me, Joo! CORage educated, DWF, artistic,
slim, fi~ attractive and caring, would ike to
meet a college educated, tall, fit DWM, 4856, lived/travelled outside of Maine, interested in art, poetlY, good books, jazz, the
great outdoors. CBW Box 914. "5089

DWF WOULD LIKE TO MEET DWM, NIS,
35-41, over 5'6' who, like me, is: expressive, emotionally and physically healthy,
monogamous, considers yourself attractive, has sense of spirituality and values
solitude. Love animals, exercise, the ouldoors, film, reading, music and good conversation. Must be open-minded toward
the metaphysical. Prefer someonechildfree
and brunette. CBW Box 924. "5054

FIRST CLASS FLIGHT: Non-smoking section, full meal service, smile and humor.
Smooth take-off and landing. Frltyyear-old
female seeks humorous, well-travelled and
weD-versed male, 45-5S. Don't let the picbJre on yourflightbe "HomeAlone". "5090

SEEKING SINCERE, ONE WOMAN MAN,
Harley owner (n applicable), who knows
how to use a phone when plans can't be
kept. I'm fairly attractive, blonde blue-eyed
woman who enjoys Harteys, good times,
racing and quiet times at home. If you know
how to use the phone, I'd like to hear from
you. Letterspreferred. Please include photo
of Harley, and yourself of course. "S055
JUNGLE JANE, 28, PHYSICALLY FIT, NlS,
NlD, is strong, laughing, honest, imperfect,
caring, patient, open, direct, motivated, loves
Mind & Body exercise, growing, learning,
people, art, nature, isonsafari for fit, strong
Jungle Jim, similar qualities, loves, for possible long-term walkabout alongside. CBW
Box 907. "5058
SWF, 35, SEEKS M, 30-40 with compatible
quafilies, loves outdoors, travel, long walks,
movies, quiet Sunday mornings. No longer
into headgames and wants a long-term
relationship with educated women. Letters
preferred. P.O. Box 11276, PorUand, ME
04104. "5060

GENTLE, PRETTY, GIVING, somewhat shy
23 yr. old woman, who enjoys beachcombing, animals, canoeing, hiking, camping,
movies, dancing, and quiet times; seeks
man, 25-32, who is emotionally and financiallystable, kind, chem-free, and wilting to
hear and respect my needs, to share the
simple pleasures of life. CBW Box 922.
"5100
ATIRACTIVE,EDUCATED,CARINGandloving SWF, 31, who is an evelYday person,
looking to connect with SWM, 30-40, who
is sensitive, educated, loving and caringone who knows about growlh and is willing
to work on the process of getting to know
one another for long-term, committed relationshIp. CBW Box 923. "5101

men,.. women
AMA HEALTHY, EDUCATED, ProfeSSional,
attractive SWM, 38, with cily smarts and
countlY sense looking for special, attractive, trim, SWF 25-40 with spontaneily,
verve and wide number of interests. Mine
include the arts, movies, hiking, travelling,
dining and stimulatiqg convesation. Prefer
independent, happy, and occasionally crazy
lady with sense ,of humor and adVenture.
Warmth, wit, honesly and passion for life
aren't strangers to me or you. Photo appreciated! CBW Box 892. "5019
HI! MY FATHER JUST GOT A JOB in the
PorUand area so we had to leave sunny
Florida. I'm not starting school until nextfall
so I am really bored and I would like to meet
some available girls, IS-18, in the area. lam
18 yrs. old, 6'1", 185 Ibs., blonde, green
eyes. I love the beach, working out, going
out, and meeting new people. Please write
because I need someone special to keep my
thin blood warm during this cold Maine
winter. CBW Box 895. "S018
MALE WICCAN, 27, SEEKS FEMALE
WICCAN or pagan for friendship and rela' tionship. Age not important. If you're tired
of doing things alone, so am I! '11'5027
NORMAL? Brown-eyed man, slighlly
chunky, fairly handsome, intelligent, literate. Looking for amorous women, any color,
hopefully sexy. "5025
DWM, 5'9', 1751bs. NICE GUY with bad
work schedule seeks active and attractive
women to help fight cabin fever. Loves kids,
snow and skiing. Not afraid to meet new
people or tlY new things. Are you? '11'5047
VERY HANDSOME MWM, 33, seeks SiMF
for intimate relationship. I'm sensuous, athletic, healthy, open-minded & have a flexible schedule. Discretion requested & assured. P.O. Box 243, Minot, ME 04258.
"5043

SWM, 24, ATIRACTlVE, LONELY seeks attractive, romantic, sexy, eaSYlloing, intimate, lightdrinking SlDWF, 19-26, forwarm
CUPID'S COMING! Short, sassy, DWFseeks , relationship to get through the cold winter.
ONLY attractive SIDWM, 5'9' + up, NIS,
social drinker, no drugs, 34-42, in Greater GENTLEMAN, 52, A BIT SHY BUT LOVES:
Portland area who admires openness, hon- children, pool, horseback, most things outesty, romance & senstivily in a person and doors and indoors and is looking for that
enjoys skiing, dancing, beaches, camping, lady, 4S-55, with a sense of humor, family
movies, dining in/out, etc. Photo please. oriented, nea~ caring and kind for a happy
1992 for the both of them. '11'5041
"5092
ARTSY(MUSIC, DANCE,ART, ALMS), left- DEVOUT LOVE OF LANGUAGE SEEKS corist, attractive PorUand woman, 38, seeks respondence. Is it the music and poetlY of
relationship with a witty, amllJlate, leftist, life that you live for? Doyou prefer novels to
feminist, tolerant, NIS man. CBW Box 916. sitcoms? Thoughts to slogans? Theaters to
shopping malls? Do you believe love is
ANALYTICAl, SILLY 40y.o. WOMAN, fluc- more than aglandular condition? Lers lick
bJating around the left, wants an old-fash- some stamps. "5039
ioned date before Valentine's Day. Interests
include movies (of course), non-fiction, GORGEOUS ROBIN HOOD, 40, seeks addynamic conversation and study of creativ- venture, fun, revolution with lively, experiity. Looking forward to hearing from men enced, beautnul Maid Marian. Essentials:
who can cook, think, talkand play. CBW Box Professional success, financial independence, feminist-i!galitarianvalues, self love,
919.
personal accountability, sense of physical
SW,40,ATIRACTIVE, BRIGHT, professional beauty, smoke-free, no addictions or blamsex goddess seeks extremely tall, strapping ing dysfunctional family. Must respect loyman to "play with". Must have excellent ally to my children. Interested? CBW Box
sense of humor, enjoy romantic walks on
901. "5035
the beach, stimulating conversation and
Rnpond to any perwonal ad by calling
1100-37()'2041
lazy weekends. Picture preferred, but not
Cello cool $1 .49 • minute.
necessary. CBW Box 921 . "5099

caw PERSONAL

I AM: YOUNG, SINGLE, ATIRACTIVE male
who likes good conversation, adVenture,
movies, eating out, long walks, romance,
and more. YOU ARE: Single, 20-30, stirn,
attractive, single female with similar interests. Please send letter and photo to: SUite
333, P.O. Box 9715, PorUand, ME 04104.
"5034
SWM,35,ATHLETIC, INTENSE, often hardnosed (actually kind and sensitive). Seeks
similar sports-minded, competitive SWF,
25-40, who likes to score- I mean desires
intellectual interaction. LeYs play ball!
"5032
WARRIOR-STUDS ARE EXCITING, but only
the Magician-Lover knows how to give a
woman what she truly wants. SW Magical
male seeks practicing/potential high priestess or medicine woman to mubJallyexplore
High Play, Touch Magic, the Alchemy of
Ecstasy, other advenbJres of Body-MindSpirit "5031 .
HAVE PASTA MACHINE- WILL TRAVEL
VelY attractive, fit SWM, 31, does fresh
fettucine primavera forwittyyoung women.
CBW Box 904.
SWM, 27, I'M THE MASCOT OF THE MARINERS looking for SWF, 20-35, to be my
sidekick. Love to dance, love sports, love
God, want someone to talk with, any subject. lIanyone's interested ptease send photo
& letter. "5051

SWM, 42, ACTIVE PART-TIME PARENT
enjoys fitness, through combining athletics
with acedemics. Seeking N/S dynamic
woman who prevails above the games. Do
you like each day to be dmerent, but secure? Me too. COffee? "5057
SICK OF THE BAR SCENE and looking for
sornethinglsomeone different and fresh? I
am ... Twentysomething well-educated
SWM, attractive, athletic, ambitious, emotionally mature, warm, who likes mOYies,
dining out, dancing, music, and Ben &
JerlY's seekssimilarfernale notafraid to get
caught in the rain. Friendship, maybe more.
CBW Box 908. "S059
BLUE-EYED, SENSITIVE, SWM, 37, athletic
romantic, seeks NIS, sensual female looking for companionship. Loves the outdoors,
dancing, musiC, games and risking new
experiences. CBW Box 909. "5061
SEEKING 40+ SMDIF who wants to explore
possibilities with a younger (29) man. I've
dreamed and fantasized about you, nowifs
time for you to become reality. Only those
confident of thei r sexuality need reply. Why
are you waiting? Go for it and call me!
"5062
NICE GUY LOOKING FOR NICE GIRL-Interests: Bicycling, hiking, mOVies, traveling,
playing guitar, singing, talking,
snowshoeing, skiing, .. .I'm 31, fit, attractive, NIS. Looking for adventurous fit female with similar interests. P.O. Box 2191,
South Portland, ME 04116-2191. "5083
ADVENTUROUS, INDEPENDENT, financially
secure DWM,48, looking fora similar mate
for possible long-term monogamous relationship and/or extended inexpensive winter travel adventure. "S080
DWM, 43, 5'8", 1501bs. ATIRACTlVE single
parent, 2 boys, 9 & 11 Yrs' VelY sincere,
honest, seeks trim, attractive SlDWF with
same interest. Single parent. "S078
SWM, 27, SEEKS SWF in her twenties. Are
we a match? ME: BrownAlazel, 5'10", professional, health-oriented. Uke movies, dining out, the beach, 70s rock. YOU: NlS,
never married, funny, cute, inteUigen~ average height/weight, work regular hours so
we can spend time together. "5074
DWM, 47, STROKE LAST YEAR- paralyzed
on right side, looking for woman with good
sense of humor and personality. Looks not
important, handicapped or not N/S. CBW
Box 912. "S073
DWM SEEKS SFS (SINGLE feMALE SKIER),
30-40, for SabJrday or Sunday ski partner.
I'll supply the lift AND the lift tickets and we
won't have to ski "single". "5088

(Calls cost 1.49/min)

MWM, 33, 6', PROFESSIONAL, exceedingly fit, seeks friendly, mabJre Oriental
woman in need of more attention and less
tension. Respond today and find a little
happiness. CBW Box 913.
SWM, AVERAGE LOOKS, SENSITIVE, passionate, personality+, looking fur SWF, 4048, average looks & weight, non-professional, NID, looking for companionship.
Love dancing and socializing. Would like a
sincere relationship. "5066
SWM, GOOD LOOKING, EDUCATED, velY
young 42, NlS. Love the outdoors and all
that goes with it. Too many other interests
to fist. Would like to develop along-lasting
relationship with attractive woman. 20-40.
P.O. Box 3053, PorUand, 04104. "5085
OWEN, 24, SEEKS GIRL "MONSTER" to
ski, drink mocha java and play where the
wild things are. Must have snow, ski is,
sense.of direction, hommus and pita bread.
Blond hair and poor cirrulation a plus.
"5087
TABLOID SCREAMS: ASTONISHING
COUPLE MEET THRU AD! Attractive, intelWgent, neither needed advertise for dates!
How'd it happen? Incredible saga of how
charming, romantic, professional DWM
(tired of bars, dull dales) found slender,
pretty, upbeat F, 20-30 (tired of same,
macho posturing). Send text, illustration
to: CBW Box 915. "5091
WM, ATIRACTIVE, PHYSICALLY FIT, early
405, with professional job, seeks attractive
and physically fit married or single woman
who enjoys being sensually "dominanr',
playing the role of a "Goddess", and using
a man to submit to her sensual pleasures
am fantasies. You must have a QOod philosophy about I~e and a sense of humor,
and perhaps enjoy candlelight dinners and
conversation as a prelude to other activities. Absolute cleanliness, discretion, and
respect is required and will be provided.
P.O. Box 9715-;345, Portland 04104.

BiWF, MARRIED, 5'7", 1101bs. Long brown
hair, brown eyes. Enjoys horseback riding,
good movies, soft music, long rides and
quiet walks. 30-something, fun~oving and
relatively adventurous. Seeks other likeminded females to share friendship, frOlic,
fun and quiet times. Clean and safe, discrelion a must. Photo and phone appreciated.
"5084
GWF, ATIRACTIVE, SUM, 27, health conscious, chern-free. I love going out dancing
and having fun, the beach and moon lite
walks, and quiet nights watching movies.
I'm looking for a friend, or more if it feels
right. I might be the one for you? So reply!!
You'll never know unless you tlY!!! Not
afraid of committment! Photo appreciated.
CBW Box 911 . "S077
THERE MUST BE A PRETTY WOMAN who
wants someone who win happily be thei r
sidekick and more. Yourbeautywill help me
and my writing. You look great! '11'5071

WOMEN RUN FREE

Personal Ads
Now Thru February

GWF LOOKING FOR SINGLE GF to have
friendship and possibly more. I enjoy dancing, movies, walks on the beach and many
other things, how about you? Write me and
tell me about yourse" and your interests
and lers get together. Send I npossible.
"5070

ARE YOU TI RED OF BAR CU aUES or staying home alone? II so, then this professional GWM would Ii ke to meet you. 28,
5'8', 170 Ibs., BRIBL. Interests include
music,stimulating conversation, dining out
and friendship. Serious replies from men
25-3S only please. "5048

Bi(?)WF IN RECOVERY SEEKS FRIEND to
step through new way of life with. Am
attractive, mid 30s, single parent. "My bottom wasn'tvelY low but need help mending
this heart and soul". 'II'S094

GWM, 32, 5'11', 150lbs, Brown/Blue,
healthy, fun, happy, normal, professional
kind of guy seeks the same. Not into bars,
jerks, or losers. I've searched Portland, but
have not found anyone for me who fits the
first description, only the last. Convince me.
"5046

Bi WOMAN, DOE-EYED BRUNETIE seeks
straight looking, straight acting feminine
woman who values honesty, friendship &
monogamy. I enjoy movies, cooking, traveling, dining out, etc. The finer things in life
without the attibJde! Will pamper the right
lady. Are you the one? SorlY, no butches,
dykes or granolas need apply. "5098

men,.. men
GM SEEKS LOVER, LONGTIME COMPANION. In absence of Mr. Right, might consider settling for Mr. Rightaway. Am septuagenarian retiree, widower, grandfather.
Interests- cheap travel; do-gOQd volunteering; too omnivorously generalist reading.
Have 'several Politically Correct but some
incorrect views. All responses answered.
CBW Box 898. "5024

30 YA. OLD GM SEEKS BLACK GIBi men for
discreet friendship. I am velY new to gay
scene & hoping to meeta few sincere men.
Respond to P.O. Box 10273, PorUand, ME
04104. "5045
BiWM, 26, NIS, HEALTHY, seeks friendship
with younger slim, active, healthy GlBiM to
share outdoor activities, music, & good
times. Discretion assured, all replies answered. CBW Box 903.
GWM, 26, 5'9', 150lbs., NlS, seeks Gor Bi
M, 23-30. My interests include danCing,
sports, and movies. Either call or write with
photo if possible. CBW Box 910 "5037
Anpond \0 any p..-.a1 ad by ceiling
1IO().37().2041
Calls COM $'1 .48 • minute.

GOOD-LOOKING, MASCUUNE32y.o. professional looking for a real man to enjoy
good times with. If you're 25-37, goodlooking, enjoy outdoor activitieS, fun times,
dining and travel, write/call me. Be hones~
caring, and have asense of humor. Not into
bars. Must be discreet. CBW Box 906.
'11'5056
GM, 4Os, TRIM BUILD, ATIRACTIVE, NlS,
seeks similar, intelligent, stable GM, 30-SO,
to share outdoorlindoor activities and pos-.
sible spring vacation. P.O. Box 683,
Waterboro, ME 04087. "5082
GWM LATE 205, STRAIGHT APPEARING,
down to earth and not interested in the
"Gay" social scene. Enjoys the movies, dinner out, late nights at the beach, or quiet
times at home. Interested in meeting other
GWM in their 20s, straight appearing, average weight, who would be interested in
making a friend first, and possibly more in
the future. CBW Box 920.

others
ARE YOU A SlDWF, 18-35, UTItE GIRLat
heart, who occasionally tires of playing
grown-up and sometimes wishes to relive
those carefree earlieryears? This30s single
Daddy is waiting to baby you. Call or write
with your interests and desires. CBW Box
899. "5026

SWM, 49, SENSITIVE, UNDERSTANDING,
passive, looking to meet males, females,
couples for friendship & new experiences.
Open to new ideas. P.O. Box 2647, South
Portland, 04116-2647. "5063
COUPLE IN STANDISH want a submissive
female housemate. Write to P.O. Box 391,
Standish, ME 04084. "S076
BiWC, 3Os, LOOKING FOR IMAGINATIVE,
uninhibited BiWC to share fantasies and
friendship. We know you're out there, so
write and let us know how to find you.
Discretion expected and assured. P.O. Box
412, Freeport, 04032. "5075
FANTASY FRIEND WANTED: Imaginative
man seeks an uninhibited woman for telephone friendship and erotica. Anonymity
assured. "5072
SWM WOULD LIKE TO MEET SLIM SIM/F
couples for intimate times, day or night.
Fulfil that special fantasy, whatever it is.
Discretion assured. "5065
I LOVE YOU, TOO, LlTILE LOVE MONSTER- a Humanoid Mate.
SWM, 33, SUBMISSIVE- I'm a novice and
open to your wishes. I would like to meet
couples and females. "5097

....._ 01 till WlIk"
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost l,49/min)
Your ad:

How to respond to a personal ad

What does a personal cost?

Just calI1·900-3~2041 from any touch-tone phone. When PeraonaJCaI\lII
answers, foHowthe ilstrudionl and enter Ihalout-diglt .. nwmer of the ad t"at
Interestl you. You may then leave a r_pons., ente, another .. nurrOer or
b,owsa1h,ough OIho, massages. (Colis 0081 1.49 • mUle.)
To reapond to an ad without a .. nurrber. write to the P.O. box Of CBW box
Indlca1od. When add,.slng mail 10. caw 00 •• be surelO prinl1ho t>O>< nurmo,
dearly on the lower lett hand comer of your envelope.

P&r&Onai ads of 45wordsorfewercoe.l only $5 a week. Additionalwords cost
25< each. All pe,sonal ado
be placed I.. a mlnlmJm 01 two wooka. (Ado
0145 word. or fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use 01 a Personal CalI41- nurriJer is free. Use 01 a CBW boll: (including mall
forwarding) C06ts $5 a week. U68 of a CBW box w/o a .. nurri:Jer costs $9 a •
wee!<. VIsa. Masl.reard. pe""nal chockJ 0< rroney onje", ara _Icomo. AH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - peraonal ads and box servlce& mJst be paid in advance.

How to place a CBW personal ad

Rules & deadines

mo.,

You can place YOU' ad by phone, by F/>J( .. by Slopping by .... oIIlceat 551"

casco Bay Weekly Personats are lor single people seeking relationships .

Cong'''' S1. In downl_ Portland. Call77s.660 1 10 lind 0U1 mor•.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free lAe of a PenonaJ
Call1l> . nUrrber. When you plaoo you, ad. you'll be you'l be given a. nurrber
and an easY-b-foRow instruction sheet. It's Irrpor1ant thai you call and leave
yourpersonalgraetlng bator. the paper comes oulon Thursday- thai way you
won't nisa any of your reepon888.
Whon recording YOU' 9().oecond g,eet"g. ,elax and be aea1iYa. Dooabe
bu1 don~ Ioave y.... lui name. lalephone nurrDor .. add,.... We
sugg8&tthal you »aYe your fnt name, and ask the people r8lpondlng to leave
their IIHphone nurrberl and best tlmea to call
You can changtil your. r'TIIJM;ag. as often as you like. And you can stan
galling _
'Iglrt away.

CBW wiU refuse ads that seek to buy or sellS8XUat services. No lull names,
street addresses or phone nurrbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or analomlcallanguagewiU not be accepIed. We reserve the right 10 edl or refuse any ad.
YOUI' ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the Monday prior to
pubHcatlon. Bring or send your ~ to: Casco Bay Weekly. 551 A Congress St.,
Portland. ME 04101 . Phone: 775-6601. F/>J( : 775-1615

YOU'' " -

Confidential infonnation:
(We cannot print your ad without it.)

Category:
Owomen·men
Omen. women
o women. women
Omen·men
o others
o companions

• of words:

(H mo,.'han 45) - - - -

Costlweek:

See rat86 at left - -- -

• of weeks: _ _ __

phone

2·week rrinimum

nama

CBW bOle _ _ __

address
city. state, zip

Tota'due: _ _ __

"5093
SM, 27, LOOKING FOR MISS RIGHT-Honesty a must, wants long-term relationship.
Likes outdoors, camping, fishing, travelling to new adventures, country dancing,
movies, dining, SUndays on beach. If you
fall in this categOIY, please contact me.
Photo preferred. CBW Box 917. "5095

Portland's Largest
Adult Entertainment
Center!

UNINHIBITED, NATURAL, HEALTHY,
CLEAN 24 y.O. black African 5'S', 140 Ibs.
Looking for amorous, sensuous female,
eaSYlloing and ready for love. Not materialistic type. Must be passionate kisser and
romantic, for possible long-term relationship. I enjoy movies, musiC, reading, etc.
Photo appreciated l P.O. Box 11432, Portland, ME 04104. "5096

Offering a huge selection of
videos, magazines and toys for
the discriminating adult. ..

women,.. women
HAVE YOU EVER SECRETLY LOVED your
best friend or lusted after \he. woman next
door? I know how you feel. Bi woman
looking for afriend. P.O. Box 4417, Sta. A,
Portland, 04101 . "5012
GWF, 20s SEEKING SAME FOR FRIENDI
LOVER, enjoy quiet times, long walks, dining out, etc. Looking to meet new people.
"5030
GWF, CUTE, AFFECTIONATE, well-educated
professional searching for"Ms. Right". Love
to dine out, go to movies and P.5.0., countlY walks, and snuggling. Warm welcome
to women 30-45 who yearn for agenUe but
powerful love. Happy New Year. CBW Box
900. "5049
BiF, 22, SEEKS SAME, 20-25, forfriendship
& companionship. I enjoy classical music,
dancing & some quiet evenings at home.
I'm quite shy, but I want to meet someone
special. Are you the person I'm lookingfor?
NlS please. "5036
MATURE BUT NOTTOTALLY GROWN-UP
BiF looking for conternporalY with unique
sense of humor and value of friendship.
Freckles are appealling, too. CBW Box 902.

"5033

3.

"We Have What You're
Searching For ... And Then Some!"

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress St • 774-1
Open M-SaL 10-10 e

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO.
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat, 10-10 • Sun, 12-7

Made Us
In '91.

More Greater Portland Hornebuyers Chose
Breakwater than any other Development in 1991.
Last year, homebuyers had more
choices than ever before-and they chose
Breakwater. Why? Because Breakwater ·
offered the best value for waterfront living
anywhere in the Greater Portland area. It
still does.
At Breakwater, prices start at just
$49,900-that means you'll pay less per
month than many people spend in rent.
Plus, you can take advantage of terrific
below market financing with as little
as 5 % down and no points!
Add to this Breakwater's

spectacular seaside lifestyle, complete with
sailbo~lts and ocean breezes, all within
minutes of downtown Portland-and you
have a waterfront value home buyers recognize. So visit Breakwater soon. The 1991
People's Choice could very well be your
choice for '92.

Breakwater
-at Spring Point
South Portland, Maine 04106
(207) 799-1899
Sales Information Center open every day 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
In South Portland, follow Broadway east to the ocean.
Financing available through the Boston Five Mortgage Corp.

'Financing plans may affect unit pricing and are subject

to

availability. Terms are 'j'y., down with 8.00% :lO-year fixed rate financing , 0 points.

j

